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General introduction

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic and systemic auto-immune disease which
mainly effects the joints. It is characterised by inflammation of the joints causing pain
and stiffness resulting in limited range of motion in the joints affected. Due to the
inflammation, the integrity of the cartilage, bones, joint capsule and surrounding
structures can get damaged which may result in serious disability. The systemic
inflammation affects also tissue outside the joints, which is reflected in for instance an
increased incidence of cardiovascular and metabolic comorbidities. The manifestation
of this inflammatory disease is heterogeneous and its course is unpredictable
even when treated with effective medication. More severe symptoms increased joint
damage and increased morbidity and mortality are associated with e.g. the presence
of autoantibodies, high disease activity and joint erosions at presentation. Patients
with RA need the best care to maximize long-term health-related quality of life through
control of symptoms, prevention of structural damage, normalization of function and
persistent participation in social and work-related activities.(1) The management of
patients with RA should also include the assessment and, if needed, treatment of
cardiovascular and metabolic comorbidities.
Since the nineties of the previous century, the clinical status of patients with RA has
improved greatly and the goal of achieving and sustaining low disease activity (LDA)
or even remission became within reach. Multiple factors are responsible for this
success, such as initiating treatment early in the disease, combining antirheumatic
agents and the application of treat-to-target (T2T) strategies. Nowadays patients start
with methotrexate, often combined with salazopyrine and/or hydroxychloroquine and
if necessary supplemented with short courses of prednisone.
Due to a better understanding of the pathogenesis of RA at the end of last century,
the development and introduction of tumor necrosis factor inhibitors (TNFi) took
place. This has improved the clinical outcome of patients with RA even more, by
suppressing disease activity and preventing radiographic damage better. TNFi is a
class of biologic disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (bDMARD) which interacts
with the cytokine TNF-α, involved in the inflammatory cascade. The most widely
used TNFi in RA are adalimumab, a human anti-TNF monoclonal antibody against
human TNF-α, and etanercept, a human TNF receptor fusion protein. Other TNFi
are certolizumab, infliximab and golimumab, and there are several biosimilars.
Combining conventional synthetic (cs)DMARD, the use of T2T and the introduction
of TNFi provides better suppression of inflammation and patients achieve more often
a state of LDA or even complete remission. This leads to less joint destruction, joint
deformities and disabilities.
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The therapeutic strategy in the “old days” was to “never change a winning team”
given the difficulty at that time to achieve LDA or remission in patients with RA with
the limited treatment options. At the end of the first decade of use of TNFi, discussions
were emerging if patients needed to stay forever on the drug or whether it was
possible to taper or discontinue the drug. These discussions started because of
disadvantages of TNFi like an increased risk of infections and an increased, though
small, risk of skin malignancies, next to the significant costs of these agents.(2) Early
work from Japan suggested that the dose could be lowered in some patients, but not
many other data were present at that time.(3) Given the high price of 12,000 euros
per patient per year, strong debates emerged in the Netherlands on reimbursement
of these drugs and on lowering of doses/increasing of dose intervals/stopping the
medication in patients with stable low disease activity (LDA). This led to the start of
Potential Optimization of Expediency of TNFi (POET) study, which was a nationwide
pragmatic multicenter, open-label randomized controlled trial to examine whether
patients with established RA in remission or with stable LDA could safely and
effectively stop their TNFi treatment.(4) Several similar studies with the same aim of
tapering or stopping were conducted around the world.
There were major concerns in patients with RA and LDA about discontinuing their
TNFi regarding the risk of flare, risk of progressive radiographic damage and the
question whether a patient would be still responsive to the biological at restart after
flaring. It must be mentioned that even continuing bDMARD therapy is not without
risk for flare, but it was to be expected that compared to tapering or stopping bDMARD
therapy, patients would experience less frequently flares. On the other hand,
deescalation (tapering or stopping) of TNFi yields several benefits, such as less drug
toxicity, fewer adverse reactions, and lower medical costs. Therefore, it was important
to know the risk of flare.

Frequency
For exploring this question, a review was performed in patients with RA with LDA or
remission experiencing a flare when tapering or stopping csDMARD or bDMARD
(Chapter 2).

Predictability
The next question to be answered was: ‘is it possible to determine the ideal profile of the
patient who profits most from de-escalation or even stopping bDMARD treatment?’.
Several patient and disease characteristics emerged in other studies as a potential
risk factor for flare like longer disease duration, smoking (5), longer use of TNFi (5, 6),
rheumatoid factor (7) and anti-CCP positivity (8), presence of joint erosions (5), high
biomarkers levels (multi-biomarker disease activity score) and MMP (7). Also joint
inflammation on imaging modalities such as MRI, PET and ultrasonography (US)
was associated with increased risk for flare.(9, 10) Furthermore, different TNFi have
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different mechanisms of action wherein adalimumab is an anti-TNF monoclonal
antibody and etanercept a soluble TNF receptors antagonist. This also leads to
different pharmacokinetic properties.(11-13) These differences between these two
TNFi could lead to difference in frequency of flare and also in time to flare.
The ultimate goal is to develop a prediction rule, based on patient and disease
characteristics, biomarkers and imaging data, indicating what the probability is for
an individual patient with RA and LDA to experience a flare after stopping TNFi.
With regard of imaging modalities, ultrasonography is compared to PET and MRI
the most promising, because it is more easily available, non-invasive and cheaper
compared to PET and MRI. To achieve the goal of developing a prediction rule based
on patient- and disease characteristics and ultrasonography we first investigated in
the POET-US study whether ultrasonography at the time of stopping TNFi in RA
patients with LDA has added value in predicting flare to clinical data at group and
individual levels (Chapter 3). Flare was defined as a> 0.6 increase of DAS28 since
study start and a DAS28≥3.2. This definition is according to the proposition of an
OMERACT study, validating DAS28-based flare criteria.(14)
Patients using TNFi may develop drug antibody formation, because TNFi are proteins
and inherently immunogenic. This has been shown in RA patients in whom adalimumab
was started: the development of antidrug antibodies was associated with lower
serum adalimumab concentrations and lower likelihood of minimal disease activity
or clinical remission.(15) Therefore having antibodies against TNFi can lead to
lowering levels of TNFi, which may be too low to be effective in treating RA.(16)
The concomitant administration of methotrexate decreases the frequency and
amount of antibodies formation, whereby the efficacy of biologicals is improved.(17)
Adalimumab is a TNFi which is at risk for drug antibody formation, and if it is tapered
the formation of antibodies against adalimumab (ADA-abs) may increase. This can
lead to flare and may also result in the absence of therapeutic effect after restart of
ADA. The therapeutic cut-off level for adalimumab trough level (ADA-TL) have been
investigated and studies show that ADA-TL were significantly higher in patients with
persistent remission or LDA, compared to those with disease flare. LDA of patients
with RA can be the result of adequate effect of TNFi in combination with csDMARD,
but could also reflect the natural mild disease course of RA which can be
accompanied by low trough levels of ADA and high levels of ADA-abs. No data was
present on prediction of flare from serum drug levels or autoantibodies when
stopping biologic drugs without tapering. The aim of this study described in
Chapter 4 was to establish whether baseline patient characteristics, ADA-TLs or
ADA-abs could predict flare after stopping ADA in established RA patients with
long-standing LDA.
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In RA disease activity is measured using DAS28, but the MBDA score is a relatively
new biomarker that has been clinically validated as a measure of disease activity by
measuring 12 serum proteins and producing the score.(18) These 12 proteins are
C-reactive protein, Interleukin-6 and serum amyloid A, proteins involved in tissue
inflammation (TNF-receptor type 1, epidermal growth factor, vascular endothelial
growth factor-A and vascular cell adhesion molecule-1), proteins involved in tissue
remodelling (matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-1, MMP-3 and cartilage glycoprotein
39), and proteins on the interface between inflammation and metabolism (resistin,
leptin). The MBDA score reflects current clinical RA disease activity and changes
with disease activity over time, including treatment responses in RA patients treated
with TNFi.(18) It indicates the activity of underlying biologic pathways through the
12 measured proteins. It showed to be a better predictor of radiographic progression
than the disease activity score with C-reactive protein (DAS28-CRP).(19) In the
RETRO and DRESS study it was tested as a predictor of disease relapse after
tapering or discontinuation of TNFi treatment.(20, 21) A high baseline MBDA was
predictive of flare in the RETRO study, but in the DRESS study it was not predictive of
flare. The aim of our study described in Chapter 5 was to examine the prognostic
value of MBDA score, in a larger cohort of patients with RA, for disease relapse after
discontinuation of TNFi in RA patients with stable LDA.
As mentioned above, the MBDA score consists of 12 proteins. Based on the (patho)
physiology of RA and based on the literature, some of the individual components of
MBDA score might be more predictive of flare than others. Higher levels of MMP-3
are associated with progressive radiological damage, low levels of MMP-3 reflect low
disease activity (22), and can predict long-term remission.(23) We wondered whether
a limited core set of individual components of MBDA score, assessed at the moment
of stopping TNFi in established RA patients with sustained LDA, could be more
predictive if flare than the MBDA score. (Chapter 6)
In chapter 7 baseline predictors, MBDA and type of TNFi are studied as predictors of
prolonged disease control after discontinuation of TNFi treatment in patients with RA
and LDA. Prolonged acceptable disease control was defined as not restarting TNFi
treatment within 12 months after stopping.

r adiograPhy
Limited data are available on the risk of developing radiological joint damage after
experiencing a flare.(24) We aimed to establish whether flaring after discontinuation
of TNFi would lead to more radiographic joint damage after 12 and 24 months,
compared to no flaring. (Chapter 8)
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CHAPTER 2
Flare rate in patients with rheumatoid
arthritis in low disease activity or remission
when tapering or stopping synthetic or
biologic DMARD: A systemic review
T. Martijn Kuijper, Femke B.G. Lamers-Karnebeek, Johannes W.G. Jacobs,
Johanna M.W. Hazes and Jolanda J. Luime

Chapter 2

ABSTRACT
Objective. To evaluate the risk of having a disease flare in patients with rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) low disease activity (LDA) or in remission when de-escalating (tapering
or stopping) disease-modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) therapy.
Methods. A search in medical databases including publications from January 1950
to February 2015 was performed. Included were trials and observational studies in
adults with RA who were in LDA or remission, evaluating ≥20 patients tapering or
stopping DMARD. Flare rates had to have been reported. A meta-analysis was
performed on studies deescalating tumor necrosis factor (TNF) blockers.
Results. Four studies evaluated synthetic DMARD. Flare rates ranged from 8% at
24 weeks to 63% at 4 months after deescalation. Fifteen studies reported on TNFblockers. Estimated flare rates by meta-analysis on studies tapering or stopping
TNF-blockers were 0.26 (95% CI 0.17-0.39) and 0.49 (95% CI 0.27-0.73) for good- and
moderate-quality studies, respectively. Flare rates in 3 studies stopping tocilizumab
were 41% after months, 55% at 1 year, and 87% at 1 year. Flare rates in 3 studies
deescalating abatacept were 34% at 1 year, 41% at 1 year, and 72% at 6 months. Five
studies evaluating radiographic progression in patients de-escalating treatment all
found limited to no progression.
Conclusion. Results suggest that more than one-third of patients with RA with LDA
or remission may taper or stop DMARD treatment without experiencing a disease
flare within the first year. Dose reduction of TNF blockers results in lower flare rates
than stopping and may be noninferior to continuing full dose. Radiological progression
after treatment deescalation remains low, but may increase slightly.
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INTRODUCTION
The treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) has advanced greatly. Combination
therapy with disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARD), early tight-controlled
treatment, and biologic agents improve outcomes in patients.(1) Increasing numbers
of patients reach and maintain a state of low disease activity (LDA) or remission.
The issue arises whether then DMARD therapy should be continued unchanged
(infinitely) to keep the disease under control. Deescalation (tapering or stopping) of
1 or more antirheumatic agents could yield several benefits, such as less drug
toxicity, less adverse reactions and lower medical costs. However, it would then be
important to know the risk of flare, radiographic progression, and whether disease
control can be easily regained after flare.
Objective of this review was to assess the course of disease after tapering or stopping
synthetic DMARD (sDMARD) or biologic DMARD (bDMARD) therapy in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis in remission or low disease activity. To do this, we set out the
following goals:
1. To assess the risk of having a disease flare after tapering or stopping DMARD.
2. To evaluate the mean or median time to flare (time to flare) after tapering or
stopping DMARD.
3. To evaluate the rate of radiographic progression after tapering or stopping
DMARD.
4. To assess how much time is needed to regain a state of LDA or remission (time
to remission) after a disease flare has occurred.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Search Strategy and Selection criteria
This systematic review was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. (2)
The search strategy was developed and performed in collaboration with 2 medical
librarians, and was performed in the digital databases of Ovid-SP, Embase, PubMed
and the Cochrane library for articles published up to February 2015. Keywords
included terms and synonyms for RA, specific types of DMARD (e.g. methotrexate,
etanercept) and stopping/tapering. One investigator (TMK) manually searched
through cited references of published reviews of de-escalation of DMARDs in
rheumatoid arthritis. The complete search strategy can be found in Supplementary
Data 1.
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We included both clinical trials and observational studies on adult patients with RA in
LDA or remission (as defined by any available criteria or on clinical grounds), tapering
or stopping DMARD, and reporting a flare rate at ≤ 1 year of followup. A minimum
sample size of 20 patients deescalating DMARD was required to be included. Patients
needed to have equal duration of followup in studies that reported flare rates as
percentage or alternatively reported flares per person-years in cases where patients
had unequal followup duration. Studies were excluded if published only in the form
of congress abstracts, and if they reported only combined flare rates for DMARD with
different modes of action (e.g. tumor necrosis factor (TNF) inhibitors and tocilizumab
(TCZ)). Because most disease flares would be expected to occur within the first 3-6
months after treatment deescalation, we considered a followup time of up to 1 year
to be adequate.

data extraction
One investigator (TMK) reviewed titles and abstracts, and selected potential
manuscripts for retrieval. After retrieval of potential manuscripts, the same investigator
established study eligibility applying the selection criteria specified above. In case of
doubt, studies were discussed with the coinvestigators (FBGL, JWGJ, JMWH) until
consensus was reached. We used a standardized data collection form to extract the
following information: type of study, patient definition, number of patients tapering or
stopping medication, the DMARD that was tapered or stopped, comedication,
definition of LDA/remission used, manner in which medication was tapered or
stopped, definition of flare, number of flares per followup time, mean/median time to
flare, radiological progression and time to regain disease control after a flare.

riSk oF biaS aSSeSSment
We used a modification of Downs and Black’s list to perform a quality assessment on
observational studies.(3) The original list contains 27 items, distributed over 5 subscales: reporting, external validity, bias, confounding, and power. Some minor
modifications were made to the original list to suit treatment deescalation studies:
items 6, 10, 16 and 25 from the original list were omitted, while item 17 was extended
with 2 subitems addressing the adequacy of followup for the outcomes flare rate and
radiographic progression. Item 27 was modified to: “Was the sample size used to
calculate the flare rate larger than n=100?” This ensured an adequate precision
(95%-CI < 0.2). The modified list is available (Supplementary Data 2). Two investigators
(FBGL and JJL) independently rated each study. Disagreements were resolved by
consensus. A table with item scores for each study was generated (Supplementary
Data 3), so that readers can easily identify design flaws introducing a potential for
bias among studies.
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Pooling oF data
Because of small numbers and differences in study design, metaanalysis was
deemed inappropriate for studies on abatacept (ABA), TCZ, and sDMARD. A metaanalysis was performed on studies deescalating TNF blockers, reporting a flare rate
at 1 year of followup.
The software Comprehensive Meta-Analysis version 2.2 (Biostat Inc.) was used.
A random effects model was chosen based on the assumption that there were
2 sources of variability in effects observed in the various studies, i.e., sampling error
and variability introduced by doing studies in different populations. Subgroup
analyses by study quality were performed using a moderator variable. First, a quality
score was generated using the items scores from the quality assessment as follows:
Quality score = (#items “yes” + 0.5* #items “partly”) / total #items. Then, based on
the median score of the studies selected for meta-analysis, a dichotomous moderator
variable was created to compare the results of studies according their quality.

RESULTS
The search in electronic databases yielded 8147 publications, of which 7909 articles
were excluded based on titles and abstracts (Figure 1). After full text assessment of
the remaining 238 publications, 25 studies remained that were eligible for inclusion
(Figure 1).
Included studies showed a large heterogeneity in the specific DMARD, the concomitant
treatment with other DMARD, the remission criteria used to initiate tapering, and
follow-up time (Table 1). (4-14, 14-25, 26, 27, 28) Sample sizes were relatively small
(median 65, range 22-717).

riSk oF diSeaSe Flare with Sdmard
Four studies (2 randomised controlled trials (RCT), 2 single-arm trials) evaluated
the deescalation of sDMARD (Table 1). (4-7) Reported flare rates after tapering MTX
ranged from 8% at 24 weeks (flare defined on clinical criteria) (6) to 42% at 32 weeks
(loss of 40% reduction in swollen and tender joint counts compared to baseline).(4)
In patients receiving triple DMARD therapy with prednisone (PRED), tapering of
subsequent DMARDs (PRED, sulfasalazine and hydroxychloroquine) to MTX
monotherapy was evaluated.(5) Sixty-three percent of patients lost response to
therapy (defined as 44-joint Disease Activity Score (DAS44)>1.6 after 4 months.(5)
The study by ten Wolde et al. (7) defined flare as having ≥3 swollen joints while
fulfilling ≥2 additional criteria (7) and found an overall flare rate of 37% at Year 1
(Table 1).
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Figure 1 Flow diagram of study selection

10424 potentially relevant articles
identified through database searching

0 additional articles
identified through other sources

8147 potentially relevant articles after removing duplicates,
screened on title and abstract

7909 articles excluded

238 full-text articles
assessed for eligibility

25 studies included
in systematic review

219 articles excluded
90 no original data/ congress abstract
41 no primary outcome
44 no tapering/discontinuation study
15 small numbers
(<20 patients tapering/stopping DMARDs)
13 no low disease activity/remission
3 no RA
4 unclear which DMARDs are tapered
1 flare rate reported at ≥ 1year
2 same data as included study

None of the included studies evaluated radiographic progression for sDMARD, and
none evaluated time to flare for sDMARD. No data on time to remission was available.
Ten Wolde et al. found that 47% of patients retreated with the same sDMARD achieved
the American College of Rheumatology 20 response within 3 months.(7)

riSk oF diSeaSe Flare with tnF blocker
Fifteen studies (5 single-arm trials, 2 retrospective cohort studies, 4 prospective
cohort studies, and 4 RCT) evaluated the tapering or stopping of TNF blockers (Table 1)
(5, 8-21), 4 of which were in early RA.(5, 9, 16, 20) A metaanalysis was performed
on the 10 studies (11 study arms) deescalating TNF blocker and reporting a flare rate
at 1 year (Figure 2). Overall heterogeneity was high (I2=93.1) with respect to patients
(early vs established RA), deescalation strategy, type of TNF blocker, and comedication
with sDMARD. Pooled flare rates for the studies with good (12, 15-17, 19, 20, 22) and
moderate (8, 10, 13, 21) quality scores were 0.26 (95% CI 0.17-0.39) and 0.49 (95% CI
0.27-0.73), respectively, and the overall flare rate was 0.33 (95% CI 0.23-0.45). Pooling
studies on tapering versus stopping of TNF blockers did not lead to different flare
rates (Supplementary Data 4).
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Three studies evaluated radiological progression by directly comparing groups of
patients continuing and stopping treatment (16, 17) or deescalating treatment to
various extents.(9) The PRESERVE study (a randomized, double-blind study comparing
the safety and efficacy of once-weekly ETN 50 mg, ETN 25 mg, and placebo in
combination with MTX in subjects with active RA) compared radiological progression
between groups of patients continuing full-dose ETN with patients switching to
half-dose or stopping of ETN.(17) Change in modified total Sharp score (ΔmTSS)
was significantly higher in the group stopping ETN (0.60 units/yr) compared to the
group continuing ETN 50 mg/week (-0.06 units/yr, p=0.026)). However, no significant
difference was found between the group receiving ETN 25 mg/week (0.05 units/yr)
compared to the full-dose or placebo groups.(17) In the Optimal Protocol for
Treatment Initiation with MTX and Adalimumab (ADA;OPTIMA), patients with early
RA were randomized to stop or continue ADA. After 1 year, there was no significant
difference in the percentage of non-progressors (ΔTSS≤0.05) between groups (stop
81%, continue 89%, p=0.06).(16) Emery et al. compared 3 deescalation strategies
in patients with early RA treated with MTX and ETN: reducing ETN to half-dose,
stopping ETN and stopping both ETN and MTX.(9) After 39 weeks, mean ΔmTSS
(±SE) were similar for all groups: 0.1 (0.1), -0.0 (0.2) and 0.4 (0.2), respectively.
Three studies (19, 20, 22) evaluated radiographic progression by comparing patients
experiencing a flare with those with sustained LDA/remission after stopping infliximab
(IFX) (20, 22) or ADA.(19) The Behandel Strategieën, i.e., Treatment Strategies (BeSt)
study reported a median damage progression of 0 units/year at 1 year in both
groups(20), while the Remission induction by Remicade in RA (RRR) study reported
similar progression for the flare group (1.6 units/year) and the nonflare group (0.3
units/year, p=0.11) at 28 weeks.(22) The Humira discontinuation with functional and
radiographic damage progression following sustained remission (HONOR) study found
that ΔmTSS increased from -0.74 to 0.85 /year in patients with a flare. Those with sustained
LDA had equal ΔmTSS regardless of whether adalimumab was continued.(19)
Eight studies involving deescalating of TNF blockers (8, 11-14, 20-22) reported on
the mean or median time to flare. Reported times to flare ranged from 14.7 weeks
(mean) (8) to ≥20 months (median) (gentle tapering scheme).(12)
Three studies that involved stopping TNF blockers evaluated time to remission.(8, 19,
22) In the RRR study, the restart of IFX was effective in 70% of patients, of whom the
majority reached DAS28<3.2 within 24 weeks.(22) Brocq et al. found that all 15
patients regained remission after restarting the same TNF blocker, 87% within 2
months.(8) In the HONOR study, MTX dose escalation was not effective in 75% of
patients experiencing a flare, but after readministration of ADA, those patients
regained LDA with 90% within 6 months.(19)
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Table 1 Overview of included studies
First Author,
year of
publication

Study design

Disease
duration

Patients

Criteria used to
initiate tapering /
discontinuation

Medication tapered/
stopped

Smolen,
et al 2013
(PRESERVE)
(17)

RCT

mean
6.9 yrs

RA, 18-70 yrs old;
ETN+MTX 36
weeks

DAS28≤3.2 for 24
weeks

ETN 50 mg / week
+ MTX, randomized
1:1:1 to
A) ETN 50 mg/week
+MTX,
B) ETN 25 mg/week
+MTX
C) PBO + MTX

van der Maas ,
et al 2012 (21)

Single-arm trial

Median
12 yrs

RA, 1987 ACR

DAS28<3.2 for 6
mos

IFX, down- titration
3 mg/kg every 8-12
weeks

Heimans
Single-arm trial
et al., 2013
(IMPROVED) (5)

8 mos

Early RA
(ACR 2010) or
undifferentiated
arthritis

DAS44<1.6 for 4
mos

ADA 40 mg/ 2 weeks,
MTX 25 mg/week,
tapered† to MTX
monotherapy

Maneiro, et al,
2013 (13)

Median
10.6 yrs

Early and
established RA,
≤ and > 2 yrs,
of diagnosis,
respectively

Early RA:
sustained‡
DAS28<2.6,
established
RA: sustained‡
DAS28<3.2

IFX 5 to 3 mg/kg and/
or 6 to 8 weeks
ETN 7 to 10 days
ADA 2 to 3 weeks, CTZ
2 to 3 weeks

Tanaka, et al
Single-arm trial
2010 (RRR) (22)

mean
5.9 yrs

RA, 1987 ACR

DAS28<3.2 for
IFX, stop
>24 weeks; PRED
< 5 mg/day

van den Broek, Single-arm trial
et al 2011 (BeSt)
(20)

Median
23 mos

RA, 1987 ACR

DAS44<2.4 for 6
mos

IFX, stop

Brocq, et al 2009 Single-arm trial
(8)

Mean
11.3 yrs

Inflammatory joint
disease; 304/442
fulfilling 1987 ACR
criteria

DAS28<2.6 for
6 mos; DMARD
stable for 6 mos;
no NSAID; PRED
< 5 mg

TNF blocker (IFX, ETN,
ADA), stop

Harigai, et al
2012 (BRIGHT)
(10)

Mean
10.3 years

RA

DAS28-CRP≤2.7

ADA, stop

bDMARD: TNFi
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Comedication

# patients
tapered/
stopped

MTX ± GCS

Flare
definition

Flare % (n) Median /
Time to
/ follow-up mean time remission
to flare
after flare

Radiological
progression

202 full- dose DAS28>3.2
ETN), 202
at 52 weeks
half-dose
ETN,
200 PBO

50 mg: 17.4 (35)
25 mg: 20.9
(42)
PBO: 57.4
(113) / 1 yr

group A: -0.06 9, 11, 12,26;
u/yr, B: 0.05 u/ partly: 1
yr, C: 0.60 u/
yr; A vs C was
significant

± sDMARD

51

Reversed
EULAR
response
criteria¶

54 (28)
/ 1 year

Median 200 days

-

9, 12,15,19,
26

MTX

26

DAS44>1.6
4 mos

35 (9)

-

-

-

9, 12, 14,
19, 27

± sDMARD
± GCS

54 :ADA 9,
CTZ 7, ETN
28, IFX 10

DAS28
increase
>20% or
increase
in dose or
frequency of
bDMARD,
sDMARDsor
GSC

all 19,1
(ADA 30,8%
CTZ 50,0%
ETN 11,1%
IFX 25,0%)
/ 1 yr

ADA 19
mos,
ETN 15,5
mos,
IFX 16,5
mos,
CTZ not
reported

-

-

1, 5, 11-15,
19, 27

MTX

114

IFX restarted 40 (46)
within 1 yr;
/ 1 yr
DAS28≥3.2 at
Yr 1

Mean
6.4 mos

Majority
within 24
weeks

-

11, 12, 19,
26; partly: 3,
9, 15

MTX

104

DAS44>2.4

20 (21)
/ 1 yr

Median
17 mos

-

-

9, 12,15,19,
26; partly: 1

sDMARD

24

DAS28>3.2

63 (15)
/ 1 yr

Mean 14.7 Mean
weeks
5.6 weeks

-

9, 12, 15,
19, 26, 27;
partly: 11

MTX ± GCS

22

DAS28-CRP 54 (12)
>2.7 or restart / 1 yr
of bDMARD

-

-

8, 9, 12, 15,
19, 23, 26,
27; partly: 5

-

-

Study
limitations
(items)#
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Table 1 Continued
First Author,
year of
publication

Study design

Disease
duration

Patients

Criteria used to
initiate tapering /
discontinuation

Medication tapered/
stopped

Tanaka, et al
2015 (HONOR)
(19)

Observational
cohort with
control group

Mean
RA, 1987 ACR
7.5 yrs
Inadequate
SD 10.2 yrs response to MTX:
and/or sDMARD

DAS28<2.6 for 6
ADA 40 mg/ 2 weeks,
mos; stable MTX
stop
dose ≥ 12 weeks;
no GCS; no NSAID

Smolen, ET AL
2014 (OPTIMA)
(16)

RCT

< 1 yr

Early RA, 1987
ACR

DAS28-CRP<3.2
at week 22 and 26

ADA 40 mg / 2 weeks:
A) stop,
B) continue

Iwamoto, et al
2014 (11)

Observational
cohort

8.2 yrs

RA, 1987 ACR OR
2010 ACR/EULAR

DAS28<2.6

TNFi (IFX, ETN, ADA,
GOL, CTZ), stop

Emery, et al.
2014 (9)

RCT

6.8 mos

Early active
DAS≤3.2 at week
disease;
39 AND DAS<2.6
RA, 1987 ACR;
at week 52
MTX + biological
naïve; ETN + MTX
for 52 weeks

Marks, et al
2015 (14)

Prospective
cohort

129.5 mos RA, 2010 ACR/
EULAR; TNFi >1
year

TNFi, tapered 1/3
DAS28≤2.6 +
PDUS=0 > 6 mos; (increased interval)
no oral GCS

Raffeiner, et al.
2014 (15)

RCT

14.3 yrs

DAS28<2.6 for ≥
12 weeks

bDMARD: TNFi

30

RA, 1987 ACR;
failure traditional
DMARD; ETN 25
mg 2x/week

ETN 50 mg / week +
MTX 10 -25 mg / week,
randomized to:
A) ETN 25 mg / week
+ MTX
B) MTX + PBO
C) PBO + PBO
for 39 weeks. hereafter
if DAS28≤3.2 all
treatment was
withdrawn

A) ETN 25 mg / week
B) ETN 25 mg 2x /
week
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Comedication

# patients
tapered/
stopped

Flare
definition

MTX

A) 52
DAS28≥3.2
B) 23 (control)

Flare % (n) Median /
Time to
/ follow-up mean time remission
to flare
after flare

Radiological
progression

Study
limitations
(items)#

A) 40 (21),
B) 9 (2)
/1 yr

-

Restart
ADA ±
MTX:
90% LDA
within 6
mos, 100%
LDA within
9 mos

9,14, 15, 19,
23, 27

A) 19 (19)
B) 9 (9)
/ 1 yr

-

-

Radiographic
nonprogression,
ΔTSS≤0.05
from baseline
to week 78:
A) 81%
B) 89%
(p=0.06)

9, 12, 19

Mean 14.8 weeks

-

9, 11, 12,
14, 19, 26,
27; partly:
5, 15

-

ΔmTSS, mean 9, 17C, 19
±SE:
A) 0.1 ± 0.1
B) -0.0 ±0.2
C) 0.4 ± 0.2
/ 39 weeks;
p A vs B = 0.79
p A vs C = 0.48
p B vs C = 0.34

MTX 20 mg/ A) 102
week ±NSAID B) 105
±GCS

DAS28CRP≥3.2

±MTX ±GCS 32

DAS28>3.2 38 (12)
and
/ 6 mos
escalation of
anti-rheumatic
treatment

±GCS

A) 63,
B) 65,
C) 65

DAS28≥2.6

±sDMARD

69

63 (43)
DAS28≥2.6
or PDUS≥1 or / 9 mos
according to
patient

Median 6 – 9 mos

-

±sDMARD
±NSAID
±GCS

A) 159,
B) 164

DAS28>2.6

-

9, 12, 15,
ΔTSS= 0;
19, 24, 26
>0; ≥5
1 year:
A) 82%; 18%; 1%
B) 82%; 18%; 1%
2 years:
A) 85%; 16%; 1%
B) 80%; 20%; 1%

A) 21 (13)
B) 46 (30)
C) 62 (40)
/ 39 weeks

A) 11 (18)
B) (not
reported)
/ 1 yr

-

-

9, 12, 14,
15, 17A, 18,
19, 26, 27;
partly: 3
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Table 1 Continued
First Author,
year of
publication

Study design

Disease
duration

Patients

Criteria used to
initiate tapering /
discontinuation

Medication tapered/
stopped

Observational
cohort

Median
8 yrs

RA, discontinued
first TNFi, no other
previous bDMARD

CDAI≤10

TNFi, stop

Nishimoto,
et al 2013
(DREAM/
RESTORE)
(24, 26)

Single-arm trial

Median
7.8 yrs

RA, 1987 ACR;
≥20 yrs old

DAS28≤3.2 at
2-3 consecutive
timepoints

TCZ

Aguilar,
et al 2013 (23)

Prospective
cohort

Mean
13.7 yrs

RA, MTX + TCZ for DAS28<2.6 and
5 yrs
SJC=0

TCZ 8mg/kg/4 weeks,
stop

Median
10 yrs

RA, 1987 ACR or
DAS28<3.2 or
2010 ACR/EULAR rheumatologist’s
or clinical diagnosis judgement

TCZ 8 mg/kg/4 weeks
to 4 mg/kg/4 weeks

bDMARD: TNFi
Kavanaugh,
et al. 2014 (12)

bDMARDs: TCZ

van Herwaarden, Retrospective
et al. 2014 (25)
cohort

bDMARDs: ABA
Emery,
et al. 2015
(AVERT) (27)

32

Single-arm trial

≤ 2yrs
Clinical synovitis
symptoms ≥ 2 joints for ≥
8 weeks; ACPApositive; MTX
naive; ≥ 18 yrs

DAS28-CRP<3.2
at Mo 12

A) ABA 125 mg/ week
+ MTX 15-20 mg/ week
B) ABA 125 mg/ week
C) MTX 15 – 20 mg/
week
ABA stopped
immediately, MTX +
steroids tapered over
1 mo
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Comedication

# patients
tapered/
stopped

Flare
definition

Flare % (n) Median /
Time to
/ follow-up mean time remission
to flare
after flare

±sDMARD
±GCS

717

CDAI>10
26.6 (191)
or bDMARD
/1 yr
initiation or
sDMARD
initiation / dose
escalation
or GCS
initiaton /dose
escalation

Median
≥ 20 mos

-

±NSAIDs ±
oral GCS

187

DAS28>3.2 at 86.6 (162)
2 consecutive / 1 yr
observations

-

139 of 157 (88.5%)
retreated
with TCZ
achieved
DAS28<2.6
within 12
weeks

12-15, 19

MTX

45

SJC≥1

55 (25)
/ 1 year

Median 3
mos

-

9, 12-15, 26,
27; partly:
3, 5

±MTX
±sDMARD
±GCS

22

DAS28>3.2
or rheumatologist’s
judgement

41 (9)
/ 6 mos

7/9 (78%)
within first
16 weeks

After doseescalation
8/9
achieved
LDA (clinical
judgement)
within 6
mos; 1/9
LDA after
6 mos

± GCS

A) 84,
B) 66,
C) 73

DAS28CRP≥3.2

A) 75 (55), B) 72% (36),
C) 83% (44)
/ 6 mos

-

Radiological
progression

Study
limitations
(items)#

-

8, 9, 15, 19,
26

-

9, 12, 15,
26, 27

-

9, 12, 14,
15, 17C, 19,
23, 26, 27;
partly: 5, 8
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Table 1 Continued
First Author,
year of
publication

Study design

Disease
duration

Patients

Criteria used to
initiate tapering /
discontinuation

Medication tapered/
stopped

Westhovens,
et al 2014
(AGREE) (28)

RCT

≤ 2yrs

Early RA,
seropositive,
erosive

DAS28-ESR<2.6 at ABA 10 mg / kg IV:
1 ar
A) 5 mg / kg IV
B) 10 mg / kg IV

Takeuchi,
et al. 2014
(18)

Prospective
cohort with
control

(A) 9.6 yrs; RA, 1987 ACR;
(B) 15.3 yrs age ≥ 20 yrs;
ABA > 2 yrs

DAS28-CRP<2.3

ABA 10 mg/kg/ 4
weeks:
A) stop
B) continue

Single-arm trial

Mean
10.4 yrs

RA,1987 ACR

40% reduction in
TJC + SJC

MTX, tapering 5 mg/8
weeks to minimum of
5 mg/week

Heimans,
Single-arm trial
et al. 2013
(IMPROVED) (5)

8 mos

Early RA ACR
2010; or
undifferentiated
arthritis

DAS44<1.6 for 4
mos

PRED 7.5 mg/day,
SSZ 2000 mg/day,
HCQ 400 mg/day,
MTX 25 mg/week;
tapered in above order
to MTX monotherapy

Luis,
et al. 1999 (6)

RCT

Mean
2.8 yrs

RA, 1987 ACR;
functional class I or
II; disease duration
< 15 yrs

Clinical remission
ACR criteria
≥ 6 mos; stable
dose weekly MTX
≥ 9 mos

MTX, weekly > 2-weekly

ten Wolde,
et al. 1996 (7)

RCT

Median
9 yrs

RA, 1987 ACR; age Good therapeutic sDMARD (CHL, HCQ,
18-85 yrs
response ARA
pPG, DPEN, SSZ,
criteria (5/6); stable AZA, MTX), stop
disease for 1 yr; RX
second-line drugs
for 2 yrs; no
previous
unsuccessful
attempt to
discontinue second
line drugs

bDMARDs: ABA

sDMARD
Fleischmann,
et al.2005
(iRAMT) (4)
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Comedication

# patients
tapered/
stopped

Flare
definition

Flare % (n) Median /
-Time to
/ follow-up mean time remission
to flare
after flare

±sDMARD
±GCS

A) 50,
B) 58

DAS28A) 34 (17),
CRP≥3.2 at 2 B) 31 (18)
visits or
/ 1 yr
additional
DMARD
required or
ABA 10 mg
required OR
≥2 courses of
GCS

-

Restart
ABA 10 mg
/ kg: 3/4
remission
within 1 yr

±sDMARD
±NSAID
±GCS

A) 34,
B) 17

DAS28CRP>2.7

-

-

ΔmTSS:
A) 0.80 / yr
B) 0.32 / yr
(p=0.37)

9, 12, 14,
15, 23, 27

IFX ± GCS

159

Loss of
42 (67)
response;
/ 32 weeks
response
defined as
40% reduction
in TJC + SJC
compared to
baselin

-

-

-

9, 12, 15,
19; partly:
1, 5

MTX

30

DAS44>1.6

-

-

-

9, 12, 14,
19, 27

±HCQ ±
GCS

25

Loss of
8 (2)
remission;
/ 24 weeks
clinical criteria

-

-

-

2, 12, 14,
19, 27;
partly: 3, 5,
24

± NSAID

143

SJC≥3 and
≥2 additional
criteria; clear
clinical
recurrence of
synovitis

Overall: 37
(53)
HCQ/CHL:
33 (26)
PG: 33(11)
SSZ: 47(8)
PEN: 40(4)
AZA: 67 (2)
MTX 100%
(2) / 1 yr

-

24/51
(47%)
patients
retreated
with same
cDMARD
achieved
ACR20
response
within 3
mos

-

12, 19;
partly: 3

A) 41 (14)
B) 6(1)
/ 1 yr

63 (19)
/ 4 mos

-Radiological
progression

Study
limitations
(items)#
9, 27
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Table 1 Continued
¶ DAS28 increase ≥ 1.2 compared to baseline at two consecutive visits with at least 2 weeks in between or
DAS28 increase ≥ 0.6 if DAS28>3.2., † Mode of tapering was not described, ‡ Remission duration was not further
specified, # Study limitations (also see Supplementary data 3): reporting: items 1-9; external validity: items 11-13;
internal validity/bias: items14-20; internal validity/confounding: items 21-26; power: item 27. DMARD: diseasemodifying antirheumatic drug; bDMARD: biologic DMARD; sDMARD: synthetic DMARD; TNFi: tumor necrosis
factor inhibitor; TCZ: tocilizumab; ABA: abatacept; RCT: randomized controlled trial; RA: rheumatoid arthritis; ETN:
etanercept; MTX: methotrexate; ACR: American College of Rheumatology; EULAR: European League Against
Rheumatism; ACPA: anticitrillinated protein antibodies; DAS28: Disease Activity Score at 28 joints; DAS44: DAS
at 44 joints; PRED: prednisone; NSAID: nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug; CRP: C-reactive protein; GCS:
glucocorticoids; PDUS: power Doppler ultrasound; SJC: swollen joint count; TJC: tender joint count; ESR:
erythrocyte sedimentation rate; ARA: American Rheumatism Association; RX: treatment; PBO: placebo; IFX:
infliximab; ADA: adalimumab; CTZ: certolizumab; GOL: golimumab; IV: intravenous; SSZ: sulfasalazine; HCQ:
hydroxychloroquine; CHL: chloroquine; PG: parental gold; DPEN: d-penicillamine; AZA: azathioprine; CDAI:
Clinical Disease Activity Index; PEN: penicillamine; LDA: low disease activity; cDMARD: conventional DMARD;
TSS: Total Sharp score; mTSS: modified TSS; PERSERVE: a randomized, double-blind study comparing the safety
and efficacy of once-weekly ETN 50mg, ETN mg, and placebo in combination with MTX in subjects with active RA:
IMPROVED; remission induction therapy with methotrexate and prednisone in patients with early rheumatoid and
undifferented arthritis; RRR: Remission induction by Remicade in RA; BeSt: Behandel Strategieën, i.e. Treatment
Strategies Study: BRIGHT: Biologics-free remission and low disease activity after stopping adalimumab in
Japanese patients with rheumatoid arthritis; HONOR: Humira discontinuation without functional and radiographic
damage progression following sustained remission; OPTIMA: Optimal Protocol for Treatment Initiation with MTX
and ADA; DREAM: Drug-free Remission/low disease activity after cessation of TCZ (Actemra) Monotherapy;
RESTORE: Retreatment Efficacy and Safety of Tocilizumab in patients with RA in Recurrence; AVERT: Assessing
Very Early Rheumatoid arthritis Treatment; AGREE: ABA trial to Gauge Remission and joint damage progression
in MTX-naïve patients with Early Erosive RA; iRAMT: IFX RA MTX Tapering

Risk of disease flare with TCZ
Three studies reported on the deescalation of TCZ.(23-25) The Drug-free REmission/
low disease activity after cessation of TCZ (Actemra) Monotherapy (DREAM) study
reported a flare rate of 87% at 1 year for patients with LDA stopping TCZ and not
receiving any concurrent DMARD.(24) Aguilar et al. found a flare rate of 55% one year
after stopping TCZ in patients in remission with combination therapy of TCZ and MTX.
(23) van Herwaarden et al. reported that after 6 months, 41% of patients lost LDA after
a dose reduction of TCZ from 8 mg/kg to 4 mg/kg every 4 weeks.(25)
None of the included studies evaluated radiographic progression for TCZ. Two studies
that focused on deescalating TCZ (23, 25) reported on time to flare. After stopping
TCZ, 50% of flares occurred within 3 months (23), while in another study 78% of flares
occurred within the first 4 months after dose reduction of TCZ.(25) As far as time to
remission, in the DREAM/Retreatment Efficacy and Safety of TOcilizumab in patients
with rheumatoid arthritis in Recurrence (RESTORE) study, 88% of patients achieved
DAS28 remission within 12 weeks after restarting TCZ.(24, 26) In the dose reduction
study by van Herwaarden et al., all patients who experienced a flare achieved LDA
after dose escalation, 89% within 6 months.(25)
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Risk of disease flare with ABA
The deescalation of ABA was evaluated in 3 studies.(18, 27, 28) In the Assessing Very
Early Rheumatoid arthritis Treatment (AVERT) study, patients with early initially active
RA with LDA at 1 year entered the treatment withdrawal period in which all treatment
was stopped. After 6 months, flare rates were 75% and 72% in the ABA + MTX and
ABA monotherapy arms, respectively.(27) Dose reduction of ABA to half-dose in
patients with early RA was evaluated in the ABA trial to Gauge Remission and joint
damage progression in methotrexate-naive patients with Early Erosive RA (AGREE)
study.(28) At 1 year, 34% (half-dose) and 31% (full-dose) of patients experienced a
flare.(28) In a cohort of patients with established RA, Takeuchi et al. compared
stopping and continuing ABA.(18) Flare rates at 1 year were 41% (stop) versus 6%
(continuation). (18)
Only one study of ABA presented radiological data. Takeuchi et al. found no
difference in radiographic progression after 1 year between the groups stopping
(ΔmTSS = 0.80) and continuing ABA (ΔmTSS = 0.32, p=0.37).(18)
None of the included studies evaluated time to flare for ABA. As far as time to
remission, increasing ABA from half-dose to full-dose after flare resulted in 75% of
patients regaining remission within 1 year.(28)
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Figure 2 Reported flare rates among studies deescalating TNF blockers
Study Arms

Medication

Characteristics

Follow up

n

Pooled estimates were calculated for studies categorized as having good- and moderate-quality separately
and overall. Flare rates for study arms that were not included in the pooled analysis are shown as well. *Not
pooled because flare rate was not estimated at 1 year. h: heterogeneity (h1 = I2: 94.4, h2 = I2: 86.1, h3 = I2:
93.1). a: comedication with sDMARD in all patients; c: continued treatment (control arm); e: early RA; n: no
comedication with sDMARD; p: comedication with sDMARD in selected patients; s: stop; r1: dose reduction:
ETN 50 mg/week, dose reduced to ETN 25 mg/week; r2: dose reduction: ETN 2× 25 mg/week, dose reduced
to ETN 25 mg/week; r3: dose reduction: IFX 3 mg/kg, tapered down 0.75 mg/kg every 8–12 weeks; r4: dose
reduction: ADA 40 mg/2 weeks, tapered down to MTX monotherapy; r5: dose reduction with 1/3 (by increasing
interval *1.5); TNF: tumor necrosis factor; TNFi: TNF inhibitors; DMARD: disease-modifying antirheumatic
drugs; bDMARD: biological DMARD; sDMARD: synthetic DMARD; RA: rheumatoid arthritis; ETN: etanercept;
IFX: infliximab; ADA: adalimumab; MTX: methotrexate; CTZ: certolizumab.
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DISCUSSION
Despite a large heterogeneity in primary studies, tapering or stopping sDMARD or
bDMARD therapy without experiencing an immediate flare of disease is possible in
more than one-third of patients with LDA or in remission. Deescalation of TNF
blockers suggest even better results with flare rates at 1 year of 0.26 (95% CI 0.17-0.39)
for good-quality studies and 0.49 (95% CI 0.27-0.73) for moderate-quality studies in
the pooled analysis. Further, evidence from 2 well executed RCT suggests that
reducing TNF blocker to half-dose results in a lower risk of flare (≈20%) compared to
stopping (≈50%) (9, 17) and is possibly non-inferior to full-dose continuation.(17)
Precaution should be taken in the decision to taper medication because evidence on
radiographic progression is limited. Only 5 studies presented radiographic data
comparing patients continuing and stopping bDMARD, of which the PRESERVE
study found a significantly higher rate of radiographic progression in the stop group
versus the continuation group.(17) In 3 other studies (9, 16, 18), a trend for slightly
more progression was found for the discontinuation versus the continuation arms,
but differences were not significant. However, it should be emphasized that included
studies were not powered to detect differences in radiographic progression.
Time needed to regain remission after the occurrence of a flare was evaluated in
6 studies stopping bDMARD. (8, 19, 22, 24, 25, 28) The majority of patients regained
a state of LDA within 2-6 months after reinitiating therapy with the same bDMARD.
No data were available for sDMARD. Whether deescalation of TNF blockers leads to
increased immunogenicity and the formation of antidrug antibodies remains unclear
and should be subject of further study because the formation of such antibodies
could lead to treatment inefficacy on reintroducing the TNF blocker after a flare. (29)
Two RCT found a lower risk of flare for dose reduction versus complete stop of ETN.
(9, 17) This was less clear when we pooled the flare rates among study arms tapering
versus immediately stopping TNF blockers. Pooling resulted in a small but insignificant
difference (flare rate of 0.31 versus 0.38 respectively), but a difference may well have
been missed because of heterogeneity among studies. Among included studies in
early RA patients, flare rates for bDMARD (9, 16, 20, 27, 28) are not consistently
lower compared to those in studies in patients with established RA. A discussion on
risk factors for flare that were addressed in the primary studies is provided in
Supplementary Data 5 .
Time to flare was assessed in studies deescalating bDMARD only and ranged widely
(mean 14.7 weeks median ≥20 months) across studies.(8, 11-14, 20-23, 25) No relation
could be observed between use of concomitant DMARD or deescalation strategy
and time to flare.
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A risk of bias assessment was performed (3) ( Supplementary Data 3) to assess the
internal validity of the primary studies and to see whether this would influence the
observed flare rate. In the metaanalysis of TNF blocker deescalation, good-quality
studies showed lower flare rates compared to moderate-quality studies. No single
quality assessment item discriminated well between good- and moderate- quality
studies, except for sample size, which was consistently larger in good-quality
studies. Higher study quality was observed in the more recent studies as they were
more often RCT compared with earlier cohort studies that were using existing data
not necessarily collected with the aim to evaluate deescalation strategies.
Three systematic (30-32) and 2 narrative (33, 34) reviews have previously been
published on the deescalation of both bDMARD (30, 32, 34) and sDMARD. (31, 33)
While overlap exists between our review and those previously published, to our
knowledge, we are the first systematic review with quality assessment addressing
both sDMARD and bDMARD performing a pooled analysis on TNF blocker.
Regarding sDMARD, the authors were reluctant to state that some of the patients
could deescalate treatment, given the higher flare rates compared to treatment
continuation.(31, 33) Considering bDMARD, in line with our findings, Yoshida et al.
(32) reported that studies showed large heterogeneity, and Tanaka et al. (34) and
Navarro-Millan et al. (30) concluded that discontinuation is possible in RA patients.
Our review has several strengths and weaknesses. We synthesized all available data
to answer clinically relevant questions regarding deescalation of DMARD, despite the
underlying heterogeneity in the primary studies. For deescalation of TNF blockers,
data was metaanalyzed, resulting in a different flare rate between good- and moderate-quality studies. This should be interpreted with caution because of the underlying
differences in study designs. Relevant publications could have been missed, although
we performed an extensive systematic search in various database without the use of
language restrictions. Regarding radiographic progression, a major limitation of the
primary studies is that they were not powered to detect differences in progression rates
among groups. To address this, data from adequately powered cohort studies and
RCT, using uniform definitions for initiation of deescalation and flare, is needed.
Despite a large heterogeneity between studies, our overall results suggest that more
than one-third of patients with LDA or in remission may taper or stop DMARD
treatment without experiencing a flare within the first year. Limited radiological data
suggests progression after treatment deescalation remains low, but data is needed
from adequately powered cohorts or RCT.
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Supplementary Data 1 Search strategies.
Embase (including Medline) 4496
(‘rheumatoid arthritis’/de OR ((rheuma* NEXT/1 arthrit*) OR (RA AND (rheuma* OR arthrit*))):ab,ti) AND
(‘disease modifying antirheumatic drug’/exp OR (DMARD* OR (disease NEAR/3 modif*) OR methotrexat*
OR metotrex* OR mexate OR amethopterin* OR ametopterin* OR emthexat* OR emtrexat* OR ledertrexat*
OR MTX OR novatrex OR rheumatrex OR leflunomide OR Arava OR arabloc OR salazosulfapyridin* OR
salicylazosulfapyridin* OR sulfasalazin* OR Azulfidin* OR Sulfazin* OR Salazopyrin* OR sulphasalazin* OR
sulphazin* OR chloroquin* OR aralen* OR arthrochin* OR nivaquin* OR hydroxychloroquin* OR hydroxychlorochin* OR HCQ OR plaquenil* OR ercoquin* OR chlorochin* OR quinolin* OR quensyl* OR
penicillamin* OR dimethylcystein* OR cuprimin* OR depen* OR gold* OR monogold* OR aurothiomalat*
OR myochrysin* OR tauredon* OR organogold* OR azathioprin* OR azothioprin* OR imuran* OR immuran*
OR cyclosporin* OR Neoral* OR Gengraf* OR Sandimmun* OR CyA OR etanercept* OR Enbrel* OR ((TNF*
OR factor*) NEAR/3 (block* OR antagon* OR anti* OR inhibit* OR ‘fusion protein’)) OR TNFis* OR
adalimumab* OR Humira* OR Trudexa* OR certolizumab* OR Cimzia* OR CDP870 OR ‘CDP 870’ OR
golimumab* OR Simponi OR infliximab* OR ((Mab OR monoclonal) NEAR/3 cA2) OR Remicade OR Avakine
OR Revellex OR abatacept* OR Orencia* OR ‘BMS 188667’ OR BMS188667 OR CTLA4 OR ‘CTLA 4’ OR
belatacept* OR BMS224818 OR ‘BMS 224818’ OR Nulojix* OR ((‘interleukin 1’ OR interleukin1 OR ‘il 1’ OR
Il1 OR ‘interleukin 6’ OR interleukin6 OR ‘il 6’ OR Il6) NEAR/3 (block* OR antagon* OR anti* OR inhibit*)) OR
Antril* OR Kineret* OR Anakinra* OR rituximab* OR Mabthera OR Rituxan OR Reditux* OR CD20 OR ‘CD
20’ OR tocilizumab* OR Actemra* OR Roactemra* OR Atlizumab* OR biological* OR Tetracyclin* OR
Minocyclin* OR Azithromycin* OR Doxycyclin* OR cyclophosphamid* OR Cytoxan* OR Endoxan* OR
tacrolimus* OR Prograf):ab,ti,de) AND (‘drug dose reduction’/de OR ‘drug dose titration’/de OR ‘treatment
withdrawal’/de OR ((dos* OR treatm* OR therap* OR medic*) NEAR/5 (reduc* OR adjust* OR withdraw* OR
withhold* OR withheld* OR stop* OR taper* OR titrat* OR discontin* OR cessat* OR lower* OR retract* OR
ceas* OR diminish* OR deescal* OR ‘de escalation’ OR ‘de escalations’ OR ‘de escalating’ OR ‘de escalate’
OR ‘de escalated’)):ab,ti)

OVID-SP (Medline)
(“Arthritis, Rheumatoid”/ OR ((rheuma* ADJ arthrit*) OR (RA AND (rheuma* OR arthrit*))).ab,ti.) AND
((DMARD* OR (disease ADJ3 modif*) OR methotrexat* OR metotrex* OR mexate OR amethopterin* OR
ametopterin* OR emthexat* OR emtrexat* OR ledertrexat* OR MTX OR novatrex OR rheumatrex OR
leflunomide OR Arava OR arabloc OR salazosulfapyridin* OR salicylazosulfapyridin* OR sulfasalazin* OR
Azulfidin* OR Sulfazin* OR Salazopyrin* OR sulphasalazin* OR sulphazin* OR chloroquin* OR aralen* OR
arthrochin* OR nivaquin* OR hydroxychloroquin* OR hydroxychlorochin* OR HCQ OR plaquenil* OR
ercoquin* OR chlorochin* OR quinolin* OR quensyl* OR penicillamin* OR dimethylcystein* OR cuprimin*
OR depen* OR gold* OR aurothiomalat* OR myochrysin* OR tauredon* OR organogold* OR azathioprin*
OR azothioprin* OR imuran* OR immuran* OR cyclosporin* OR Neoral* OR Gengraf* OR Sandimmun* OR
CyA OR etanercept* OR Enbrel* OR “TNFR-Fc fusion protein” OR ((TNF* OR factor*) ADJ3 (block* OR
antagon* OR anti* OR inhibit*)) OR TNFis* OR adalimumab* OR Humira* OR Trudexa* OR certolizumab*
OR Cimzia* OR CDP870 OR “CDP 870” OR golimumab* OR Simponi OR infliximab* OR ((Mab OR
monoclonal) ADJ3 cA2) OR Remicade OR Avakine OR Revellex OR abatacept* OR Orencia* OR “BMS
188667” OR BMS188667 OR CTLA4 OR “CTLA 4” OR belatacept* OR BMS224818 OR “BMS 224818” OR
Nulojix* OR ((“interleukin 1” OR interleukin1 OR “il 1” OR Il1 OR “interleukin 6” OR interleukin6 OR “il 6” OR
Il6) ADJ3 (block* OR antagon* OR anti* OR inhibit*)) OR Antril* OR Kineret* OR Anakinra* OR rituximab*
OR Mabthera OR Rituxan OR Reditux* OR CD20 OR “CD 20” OR tocilizumab* OR Actemra* OR Roactemra*
OR Atlizumab* OR biological* OR Tetracyclin* OR Minocyclin* OR Azithromycin* OR Doxycyclin* OR cyclophosphamid* OR Cytoxan* OR Endoxan* OR tacrolimus* OR Prograf).mp.) AND (“Dose response
relationship, Drug”/ OR “Withholding Treatment”/ OR ((dos* OR treatm* OR therap* OR medic*) ADJ5
(reduc* OR adjust* OR withdraw* OR withhold* OR withheld* OR stop* OR taper* OR titrat* OR discontin*
OR cessat* OR lower* OR retract* OR ceas* OR diminish* OR (de ADJ escalat*))).ab,ti.)
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Cochrane Central
(((rheuma* NEXT/1 arthrit*) OR (RA AND (rheuma* OR arthrit*))):ab,ti) AND ((DMARD* OR (disease
NEAR/3 modif*) OR methotrexat* OR metotrex* OR mexate OR amethopterin* OR ametopterin* OR
emthexat* OR emtrexat* OR ledertrexat* OR MTX OR novatrex OR rheumatrex OR leflunomide OR Arava
OR arabloc OR salazosulfapyridin* OR salicylazosulfapyridin* OR sulfasalazin* OR Azulfidin* OR Sulfazin*
OR Salazopyrin* OR sulphasalazin* OR sulphazin* OR chloroquin* OR aralen* OR arthrochin* OR
nivaquin* OR hydroxychloroquin* OR hydroxychlorochin* OR HCQ OR plaquenil* OR ercoquin* OR
chlorochin* OR quinolin* OR quensyl* OR penicillamin* OR dimethylcystein* OR cuprimin* OR depen* OR
gold* OR monogold* OR aurothiomalat* OR myochrysin* OR tauredon* OR organogold* OR azathioprin*
OR azothioprin* OR imuran* OR immuran* OR cyclosporin* OR Neoral* OR Gengraf* OR Sandimmun* OR
CyA OR etanercept* OR Enbrel* OR ((TNF* OR factor*) NEAR/3 (block* OR antagon* OR anti* OR inhibit*
OR “fusion protein”)) OR TNFis* OR adalimumab* OR Humira* OR Trudexa* OR certolizumab* OR Cimzia*
OR CDP870 OR “CDP 870” OR golimumab* OR Simponi OR infliximab* OR ((Mab OR monoclonal) NEAR/3
cA2) OR Remicade OR Avakine OR Revellex OR abatacept* OR Orencia* OR “BMS 188667” OR
BMS188667 OR CTLA4 OR “CTLA 4” OR belatacept* OR BMS224818 OR “BMS 224818” OR Nulojix* OR
((“interleukin 1” OR interleukin1 OR “il 1” OR Il1 OR “interleukin 6” OR interleukin6 OR “il 6” OR Il6) NEAR/3
(block* OR antagon* OR anti* OR inhibit*)) OR Antril* OR Kineret* OR Anakinra* OR rituximab* OR
Mabthera OR Rituxan OR Reditux* OR CD20 OR “CD 20” OR tocilizumab* OR Actemra* OR Roactemra*
OR Atlizumab* OR biological* OR Tetracyclin* OR Minocyclin* OR Azithromycin* OR Doxycyclin* OR cyclophosphamid* OR Cytoxan* OR Endoxan* OR tacrolimus* OR Prograf):ab,ti,kw) AND (((dos* OR treatm*
OR therap* OR medic*) NEAR/5 (reduc* OR adjust* OR withdraw* OR withhold* OR withheld* OR stop*
OR taper* OR titrat* OR discontin* OR cessat* OR lower* OR retract* OR ceas* OR diminish* OR deescal*
OR “de escalation” OR “de escalations” OR “de escalating” OR “de escalate” OR “de escalated”)):ab,ti)

PubMed
(((rheuma*[tiab] AND arthrit*[tiab]) OR (RA[tiab] AND (rheuma*[tiab] OR arthrit*[tiab])))) AND ((DMARD*
[tiab] OR (disease[tiab] AND modif*[tiab]) OR methotrexat*[tiab] OR metotrex*[tiab] OR mexate OR amethopterin*[tiab] OR ametopterin*[tiab] OR emthexat*[tiab] OR emtrexat*[tiab] OR ledertrexat*[tiab] OR
MTX[tiab] OR novatrex[tiab] OR rheumatrex[tiab] OR leflunomide[tiab] OR Arava[tiab] OR arabloc[tiab] OR
salazosulfapyridin*[tiab] OR salicylazosulfapyridin*[tiab] OR sulfasalazin*[tiab] OR Azulfidin*[tiab] OR
Sulfazin*[tiab] OR Salazopyrin*[tiab] OR sulphasalazin*[tiab] OR sulphazin*[tiab] OR chloroquin*[tiab] OR
aralen*[tiab] OR arthrochin*[tiab] OR nivaquin*[tiab] OR hydroxychloroquin*[tiab] OR hydroxychlorochin*[tiab] OR HCQ OR plaquenil*[tiab] OR ercoquin*[tiab] OR chlorochin*[tiab] OR quinolin*[tiab] OR
quensyl*[tiab] OR penicillamin*[tiab] OR dimethylcystein*[tiab] OR cuprimin*[tiab] OR depen*[tiab] OR
gold[tiab] OR aurothiomalat*[tiab] OR myochrysin*[tiab] OR tauredon*[tiab] OR organogold*[tiab] OR
azathioprin*[tiab] OR azothioprin*[tiab] OR imuran*[tiab] OR immuran*[tiab] OR cyclosporin*[tiab] OR
Neoral*[tiab] OR Gengraf*[tiab] OR Sandimmun*[tiab] OR CyA OR etanercept*[tiab] OR Enbrel*[tiab] OR
TNFR-Fc fusion protein[tiab] OR ((TNF*[tiab] OR factor*[tiab]) AND (block*[tiab] OR antagon*[tiab] OR
anti*[tiab] OR inhibit*[tiab])) OR TNFis*[tiab] OR adalimumab*[tiab] OR Humira*[tiab] OR Trudexa*[tiab]
OR certolizumab*[tiab] OR Cimzia*[tiab] OR CDP870 OR CDP 870 OR golimumab*[tiab] OR Simponi[tiab]
OR infliximab*[tiab] OR ((Mab[tiab] OR monoclonal[tiab]) AND cA2[tiab]) OR Remicade[tiab] OR Avakine
[tiab] OR Revellex[tiab] OR abatacept*[tiab] OR Orencia*[tiab] OR BMS 188667[tiab] OR BMS188667[tiab]
OR CTLA4[tiab] OR CTLA 4[tiab] OR belatacept*[tiab] OR BMS224818[tiab] OR BMS 224818[tiab] OR
Nulojix*[tiab] OR ((interleukin 1[tiab] OR interleukin1[tiab] OR il 1[tiab] OR Il1[tiab] OR interleukin 6[tiab] OR
interleukin6[tiab] OR il 6[tiab] OR Il6[tiab]) AND (block*[tiab] OR antagon*[tiab] OR anti*[tiab] OR
inhibit*[tiab])) OR Antril*[tiab] OR Kineret*[tiab] OR Anakinra*[tiab] OR rituximab*[tiab] OR Mabthera[tiab]
OR Rituxan[tiab] OR Reditux*[tiab] OR CD20[tiab] OR CD 20[tiab] OR tocilizumab*[tiab] OR Actemra*[tiab]
OR Roactemra*[tiab] OR Atlizumab*[tiab] OR biological*[tiab] OR Tetracyclin*[tiab] OR Minocyclin*[tiab]
OR Azithromycin*[tiab] OR Doxycyclin*[tiab] OR cyclophosphamid*[tiab] OR Cytoxan*[tiab] OR Endoxan*
[tiab] OR tacrolimus*[tiab] OR Prograf)) AND (((dos*[tiab] OR treatm*[tiab] OR therap*[tiab] OR medic*
[tiab]) AND (reduc*[tiab] OR adjust*[tiab] OR withdraw*[tiab] OR withhold*[tiab] OR withheld*[tiab] OR
stop*[tiab] OR taper*[tiab] OR titrat*[tiab] OR discontin*[tiab] OR cessat*[tiab] OR lower*[tiab] OR retract*[tiab]
OR ceas*[tiab] OR diminish*[tiab] OR (de escalat*[tiab])))) AND (publisher[sb] OR 2012/11/20:3000[mhda])
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Supplementary Data 2 Modification to Downs and Black’s list (3) used for
quality assessment.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

12)

13)

14)
15)
16)
17)

18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
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Is the hypothesis/aim/objective of the study clearly described?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Are the main outcomes to be measured clearly described in the introduction or methods section?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Are the characteristics of the patients included in the study clearly described?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Are the interventions of interest clearly described?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Are the distributions of principal confounders in each group of subjects clearly described?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Are the main findings of the study clearly described?
yes/no/partly/unclear
[Omitted, not relevant for outcome flare rate]
Have all important adverse events that may be a consequence of the intervention been reported?
yes/no/partly/unclear/NA
Have the characteristics of patients lost to follow-up been reported?
yes/no/partly/unclear
[Omitted, not relevant for outcome flare rate]
Were the studies asked to participate in the study representative of the entire population from
which they were recruited?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Were those subjects who were prepared to participate representative of the entire population from
which they were recruited?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Were the staff, places and facilities where patients were treated, representative of the treatment
the majority of patients receive?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Was an attempt made to blind study subjects to the intervention they received?
yes/no/partly/unclear/NA
Was an attempt made to blind those measuring the main outcomes of the intervention?
yes/no/partly/unclear
[Omitted, not relevant for de-escalation studies]
a) In trials and cohort studies, doe the analyses adjust for different lengths of follow-up of patients, (…)?
yes/no/partly/unclear/NA
b) Was the follow-up time with respect to flares adequate?
yes/no/partly/unclear
c) Was the follow-up time with respect to radiological progression adequate?
yes/no/partly/unclear/NA
Were the statistical tests used to assess the main outcomes appropriate?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Was compliance with the intervention reliable?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Were the main outcome measures used accurate (valid and reliable?)
yes/no/partly/unclear
Were the patients in different intervention groups (…) recruited from the same population?
yes/no/partly/unclear/NA
Were the study subjects in different intervention groups (…) recruited over the same period of time?
yes/no/partly/unclear/NA
Were the study subjects randomized to intervention groups?
yes/no/partly/unclear/NA
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24)

25)
26)
27)

Was the randomized intervention assignment concealed from both patients and health care staff
until recruitment was complete and irrevocable?
yes/no/partly/unclear/NA
[Omitted, not relevant for de-escalation studies]
Were losses of patients to follow-up taken into account?
yes/no/partly/unclear
Was the study sample size ≥ 100, so that a flare rate of 0.5 could be estimated with such precision
that the size of the 95% confidence interval is less than 0.2?
yes/no/partly/unclear
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Supplementary Data 3 Quality Assessment.
sDMARDs

Flare rate
Study design
DMARD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17a
17b
17c
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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(6)
Luis
1999
8%
RCT
conventional
yes
no
partially
yes
partly
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
yes
no
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
NA
yes
unclear
yes
yes
yes
yes
partly
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no

(4)
Fleischmann
2005
42%
single-arm
conventional
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
unclear
Yes
NA
Unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
Unclear
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
yes

(5)
Heimans
2013
35%
single-arm
conventional/
TNF-blocker
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
yes
no
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
yes
yes
unclear
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no

(7)
ten Wolde
1996
37%
RCT
conventional
yes
yes
partially
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
NA
yes
unclear
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
Xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17a
17b
17c
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Flare rate
Study design
DMARD

(13)
Maneiro
2013
19.1%
cohort
TNF-blocker
moderate
unclear
yes
yes
yes
unclear
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
unclear
unclear
no
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
yes
NA
yes
unclear
yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no

TNF-inhibitors - 1
(10)
Harigai
2012
54%
cohort
TNF-blocker
moderate
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
No
Unclear*
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
unclear
Yes
NA
Unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
Unclear
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Unclear*
no

(21)
van der Maas
2012
54%
single-arm
TNF-blocker
moderate
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Unclear*
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
unclear
Yes
NA
Unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
Unclear
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Unclear*
no

(8)
Brocq
2009
63%
single-arm
TNF-blocker
moderate
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Unclear*
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Partially
unclear
Yes
NA
Unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unclear
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Unclear*
no

(22)
Tanaka
2010
40%
single-arm
TNF-blocker
good
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Partially
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Unclear
Unclear
Yes
NA
Partially
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unclear
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Unclear
yes

(20)
van den Broek
2011
20%
single-arm
TNF-blocker
good
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Unclear*
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
unclear
Yes
NA
Unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unclear
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Unclear*
yes

(17)
Smolen
2013
57.4% ; 20.9%
RCT
TNF-blocker
good
partly
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
unclear
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
yes
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17a
17b
17c
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Flare rate
Study design
DMARD

(16)
Smolen
2014
19%
RCT
TNF-blocker
good
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unclear
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes

TNF-inhibitors – 2

(12)
Kavanaugh
2014
26.60%
observational
TNF-blocker
good
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
No
No
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
yes
Not Applicable
No
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
Not Applicable
Yes
No
Yes
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
xxxxxxxxxxxx
No
yes

(15)
Raffeiner
2014
11%
RCT
TNF-blocker
good
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
No
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
unclear
Yes
Yes
unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
unclear
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
Yes

(19)
Tanaka
2015
40%
cohort
TNF-blocker
no pooling
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
unclear
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
no

(11)
Iwamoto
2014
38%
cohort
TNF-blocker
no pooling
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
unclear
yes
no
Partially
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
Yes
NA
Yes
unclear
Yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
No

(9)
Emery
2014
21%; 46%; 64%
RCT
TNF-blocker
no pooling
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
no
Yes
unclear
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes

(14)
Marks
2015
63%
cohort
TNF-blocker
no pooling
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
yes
no
unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
yes
NA
unclear
unclear
Yes
Yes
Yes
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
no
no
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Flare rate
Study design
DMARD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17a
17b
17c
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Tocilizumab

(23)
Aguilar
2013
55%
cohort
tocilizumab
yes
yes
partially
yes
partly
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
unclear
no
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
yes
NA
yes
yes
yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
no

(24)
Nishimoto
2014
86.6%
single-arm
tocilizumab
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
unclear
no
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
NA
yes
NA
yes
unclear
yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes

(25)
van Herwaarden
2014
41%
cohort
tocilizumab
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
yes
NA
no
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
NA
yes
yes
yes
NA
NA
NA
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
no

(27)
Emery
2015
75%; 72%; 83%
single-arm
abatacept
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Partially
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
unclear
yes
no
unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
no
Yes
unclear
Yes
Yes
Yes
no
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
unclear
no

Abatacept
(28)
Westhovens
2014
34%
RCT
abatacept
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
Yes
Yes
NA
Yes
Yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no
yes
no
unclear
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
NA
xxxxxxxxxxxx
yes
no

(18)
Takeuchi
2014
41%
cohort
abatacept
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Item Legend
Item Description
1

Is the hypothesis/aim/objective of the study clearly described?

2

Are the main outcomes to be measured clearly described in the introduction or methods
section?

3

Are the characteristics of the patients included in the study clearly described?

4

Are the interventions of interest clearly described?

5

Are the distributions of principal confounders in each group of subjects clearly
described?

6

Are the main findings of the study clearly described?

7

Does the study provide estimates of the random variability in the data for the main
outcomes?

8

Have all important adverse events that may be a consequence of the intervention been
reported?

9

Have the characteristics of patients lost to follow-up been reported

10 Have actual probability values been reported (e.g. 0.035 rather than <0.05) for the main
outcomes except where the probability value is less than 0.001
11 Were the subjects asked to participate in the study representative of the entire population
from which they were recruited?
12 Were those subjects who were prepared to participate representative of the entire
population from which they were recruited?
13 Were the staff, places, and facilities where the patients were treated, representative of the
treatment the majority of patients receive?
14 Was an attempt made to blind study subjects to the intervention they received?
15 Was an attempt made to blind those measuring the main outcomes of the intervention
16 If any of the results of the study were based on data dredging, was this made clear?
17a In trials and cohort studies, do the analyses adjust for different lengths of follow-up of
patients, (…)?
17b Was the follow-up time with respect to flares adequate?
17c Was the follow-up time with respect to radiological progression adequate?
18 Were the statistical tests used to assess the main outcomes appropriate?
19 Was compliance with the intervention reliable?
20 Were the main outcome measures used accurate (valid and reliable)?
21 Were the patients in different intervention groups (…) recruited from the same population
22 Were the study subjects in different intervention groups (…) recruited over the same
period of time?
23 Were the study subjects randomized to intervention groups?
24 Was the randomized intervention assignment concealed from both patients and health
care staff until recruitment was complete and irrevocable?
25 Was there adequate adjustment for confounding in the analyses from which the main
findings were drawn?
26 Were losses of patients to follow-up taken into account?
27 Did the study have sufficient power to detect a clinically important effect where the
probability value for a difference being due to chance is less than 5%? (n≥100 order to
obtain CI smaller than 0.2)
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Supplementary Data 4 Reported flare rates among studies deescalating
TNF blockers. Pooled estimates were calculated for studies discontinuing and
tapering TNF blockers.
Study (arm), year

Medication

Characteristics

Follow-up

n

Flare rate
(95% CI)

Smolen (stop), 2013 (17)

etn

s, a

1 year

200

0.57 (0.50-0.64)

Stop
Tanaka, 2010 (22)

ifx

s, a

1 year

114

0.45 (0.36-0.54)

van den Broek, 2011 (20)

ifx

s, a, e

1 year

104

0.20 (0.13-0.29)

Maneiro, 2013 (13)

ada, ctz, etn, ifx

s, p

1 year

52

0.19 (0.11-0.32)

Brocq, 2009 (6)

ifx, etn, ada

s, a

1 year

21

0.75 (0.53-0.89)

Harigai, 2012 (10)

ada

s, a

1 year

22

0.55 (0.34-0.74)

Smolen, 2014 (17)

ada

s, a, e

1 year

102

0.19 (0.12-0.27)

Kavanaugh, 2014 (12)

TNFi

s, p

1 year

717

0.27 (0.24-0.30)

Tanaka, 2015 (19)

ada

s, a

24 weeks

52

0.40 (0.28-0.54)

Iwamoto, 2014 (11)

TNFi

s, p

6 months

32

0.38 (0.23-0.55)

Emery (etn stop), 2014 (9)

etn

s, a, e

39 weeks

65

0.46 (0.35-0.58)

Emery (etn + MTX stop),
2014 (9)

etn

s, a, e

39 weeks

65

0.62 (0.49-0.73)

Pooled estimate

1546 0.38 (0.29-0.48)

Tapering
Smolen (half dose),
2013 (17)

etn

r1, a

1 year

202

0.19 (0.14-0.25)

Maneiro, 2013 (35)

ada, ctz, etn, ifx

s, p

1 year

52

0.19 (0.11-0.32)

van der Maas, 2012 (21)

ifx

r2, p

1 year

51

0.55 (0.41-0.68)

Heimans, 2013 (5)

ada

r3, a

4 months

26

0.35 (0.19-0.55)

Raffeiner, 2014 (15)

etn

r4,p

1 year

159

0.11 (0.07-0.17)

Emery (etn half dose),
2014 (9)

etn

r1, a, e

39 weeks

63

0.21 (0.12-0.32)

Marks, 2015 (14)

TNFi

r5, p

9 months

69

0.62 (0.50-0.73)

570

0.31 (0.16-0.51)

Pooled estimate
a = co-medication with sDMARDs in all patients
e = early RA
p = co-medication with sDMARDs in selected patients
r1 = dose reduction: etn 50 mg/week, dose reduced to etn 25 mg/week
r2 = dose reduction: ifx 3 mg/kg, tapered down 0.75 mg/kg every 8-12 weeks
r3 = dose reduction: ada 40 mg/2 weeks, tapered down to MTX monotherapy
r4 = dose reduction: etn 2x 25mg/week, dose reduced to etn 25mg/week
r5 = dose reduction with 1/3 (by increasing interval *1.5)
s = stop

ada = adalimumab
ctz = certolizumab pegol
etn = etanercept
ifx = infliximab
MTX = methotrexate
sDMARDs = synthetic disease
modifying anti-rheumatic drugs
TNFi = tumor necrosis factor
inhibitor
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Supplementary Data 5 Risk factors for flare addressed in primary studies.
Several studies looked at risk factors for flare. Six studies evaluated the effect of using
concomitant sDMARDs on flare risk after stopping the TNF-blocker, but found no
significant association (8, 11, 12, 14, 21, 25). Of three studies (8, 11, 12) one found a
lower risk of disease flare for a longer duration of remission (8). Of 12 studies
evaluating the effect of disease duration (7, 8, 11, 12, 18-22, 24, 25, 27), 4 found a
significant association between a longer disease duration and an increased risk of
flare (19, 20, 22, 27) and 8 found no association (7, 8, 11, 12, 18, 21, 24, 25). Eleven
studies assessed the effect of disease activity score on flare rate (8, 11, 12, 18-22, 24,
25, 27), five of which found a significant association for a higher disease activity score
at moment of de-escalation (12, 18, 19, 24, 27). Other factors that could influence flare
rates that were not addressed in the primary studies are taper or stop criterion (e.g.
remission or LDA), follow-up time and monitoring frequency of disease activity.
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Chapter 3

ABSTRACT
Objective. Ultrasonography (US) can be used for treatment decisions in RA patients.
This study investigated the added value of US to clinical variables in predicting flare
in RA patients with longstanding low disease activity when stopping TNF inhibitors
(TNFi).
Methods. Cox models with and without using US added to clinical variables were
developed in the Potential Optimization of Expediency of TNFi-UltraSonography
study. RA patients (n = 259), using >1 year TNFi and csDMARD with DAS28 < 3.2
for 6 months prior to inclusion, were followed for 52 weeks after stopping TNFi.
The added value of US was assessed in two ways: first, by the extent to which
individual predictions for flare at 52 weeks with and without US differed; and second,
by comparing how US information improved the prediction to classify patients at
52 weeks in the low risk (<33% flare), intermediate risk (33-50%) and high risk
(50-100%) groups.
Results. Although US was predictive of flare at group level (multivariate hazard ratio
= 1.7; 95% CI: 1.1, 2.5), individual predictions for flare at 52 weeks with and without
US differed little (median difference 3.7%; interquartile range: -7.8 to 6.5%). With US,
15.9% of patients were designated low risk; without US, 14.6%. In fact, 12.0% of
patients were US-classified as low risk with/without knowing US.
Conclusion. In RA patients with longstanding low disease activity, at time of stopping
TNFi, US is a predictor for flare at group level, but at the patient level, US has limited
added value when common clinical parameters are used already, though the predictive
value of clinical predictors is modest as well.
Key words: rheumatoid arthritis, ultrasonography, remission, low disease activity,
TNFi, prediction
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INTRODUCTION
The primary goal of treating patients with RA is to maximize long-term health-related
quality of life through control of symptoms, prevention of structural damage, normalization
of function and participation in social and work-related activities [1]. Since the use of
treat-to-target and tight-control strategies [1], and the availability of biologic DMARDs,
remission is more often achieved and maintained [2]. Biologics are very efficacious
drugs to suppress disease activity, but they also give rise to an increased risk of
infections and, though small, of skin malignancy [3]; in addition the cost of these
agents are significant [4].
Based on these concerns, discontinuing biologics appears a viable approach for
patients with sustained remission or low disease activity (LDA) [5, 6], but then there
is a risk of recurrence of disease activity. However, in most patients with a disease
flare a quick restart is effective again [7, 8].
The ideal profile of the patient who profits most from de-escalation or even stopping
DMARD treatment remains to be defined [6]. Longer disease duration, smoking [9],
higher BMI [10], longer use of TNFi [9, 11], higher DAS28 (ESR [11] and CRP [12]),
presence of joint erosions [9], RF (IgM-RF) positivity [13] and anti-CCP [12], and high
biomarker levels (multi-biomarker disease activity score) and MMP3 [13]) are
markers of a less favourable disease course and potential predictors for flare. Also
joint inflammation on imaging modalities such as MRI, PET and ultrasonography
(US) [8, 14] is associated with increased risk of flare. Compared with MRI and PET,
US is the most promising imaging tool to be studied for its capacity to predict flare,
as it is generally readily available, cheaper and less time consuming.
Literature shows that US-detected residual synovitis is frequent and predicts at
group level the risk of relapse and structural progression in RA patients with clinical
remission (DAS < 1.6, DAS28-CRP/ESR < 2.3-2.6) [15]. Presence of power Doppler
(PD) activity on US was the most accurate predictor for flare in RA patients in
remission [15]. PD-detected synovitis may predict biologic therapy tapering failure in
RA patients in sustained clinical remission [14]. So US might be promising in
identifying RA patients who are at risk for flare when a biologic treatment is
discontinued in case of clinical remission. It may be hypothesized that subclinical
disease activity detected by US might predict flare.
This study, called Potential Optimization of Expediency of TNFi-UltraSonography
(POET-US), was undertaken to investigate whether US at the time of stopping TNFi
in RA patients with LDA, has added value in predicting flare to clinical data at group
and individual levels.
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METHODS
ParticiPantS and Study deSign
Two hundred and fifty-nine RA patients randomized to TNFi cessation were included
in this study, the POET-US, from March 2012 until March 2014. This US cohort study
is part of the nationwide randomized controlled trial (RCT) POET. This RCT compared
stopping TNFi to continuing TNFi among adult RA patients in LDA or remission who
were on TNFi for at least 1 year with concomitant csDMARDs without changes in
medication at least 6 months prior to inclusion [7]. LDA or remission was present for
at least 6 months, defined as DAS28 < 3.2 or rheumatologists’ assessment and CRP
<10 mg/l. This study was approved separately form the POET study by the Commissie
Mensgebonden Onderzoek Arnhem-Nijmegen and participants gave their written
informed consent for this study according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
At baseline, every 3 months and in case of suspected flare patients were evaluated
by the treating rheumatologist and/or rheumatology nurse. At these visits, DAS28ESR was performed.

clinical and laboratory covariateS
Based on literature, the following prognostic parameters were collected: age, sex,
length, weight, disease duration, DMARD use, RF and anti-CCP-antibody status and
presence of erosions on X-ray of hands and feet.

uS aSSeSSment
US was performed in 17 participating centres by 18 experienced ultrasonographers
(16 rheumatologists, 1 radiologist and 1 rheumatologist in training), who were blinded
for clinical data. US took place as soon as possible (at least within 2 weeks after
inclusion in the group of patients who stopped TNFi). US was performed following
the EULAR guidelines concerning patient position and scanning planes [14]. Joints
were evaluated using a semi-quantitative scoring system: grey scale 0-3 (GS) and
PD 0-3 using Naredo’s modification of Skudlarek’s scoring system [15]. PD was not
performed if GS was 0. Twenty joints were scanned: bilateral MCP 1-5 (dorsal and
ventral), the radio carpal and intercarpal joints of both wrists and bilateral MTP 2-5
(dorsal aspect). The US reliability was optimized by training and calibration sessions
and using Naredo’s modification of Skudlarek’s scoring system [15]. US arthritis was
defined as GS > 1 and/or PD > 0 based on literature [16].

deFinition oF Flare
A flare was defined as a >0.6 point increase of DAS28 since study start and a DAS28
>3.2. This definition is according to the proposition of an OMERACT study, validating
DAS28-based flare criteria [17], and has also been used in the recently published
POET paper [7].
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StatiSticS analySiS
Sample size
Literature suggests that 25-56% of patients who discontinue TNFi will have sustained
biologic free remission if csDMARDs are continued. Using a flare rate of 50% in the
first year and the common rule of thumb for including one predictor per 10 flares,
at least 250 patients were necessary to answer our research question [18].
Patients who were lost to follow-up without flare were censored at last follow-up date.
To assess the added value of US, a multivariate Cox model including the clinical and
laboratory factors only and a model containing these and US data was fitted to the
data, both models without covariate selection. The best functional form of and
validity of the proportional hazard assumption of the variables in each model was
determined using cumulative sums of martingale-based residuals [19]. Each model’s
fit was checked using deviance residuals plots and calibration plots. For the Cox
prediction models the concordance index (c-index) was used to estimate the
discriminative ability of each model as defined by Harrell [20]. Next, for each patient
the probability of flare within 52 weeks as predicted from the model with and without
US was compared. Also, (dis)agreement between the two models concerning
classification into 0-33, 33-50 and >50% risk to flare within 52 weeks was assessed.
The risk classification boundaries were motivated by the fact that even when TNFi is
continued patients have a 1-year risk of relapse of 18.4% [7].

RESULTS
baSeline characteriSticS
DAS28 at baseline was available in 252 out of 259 (97%) patients. Sixty-six per cent
of all patients were female, the average age was 59 years, median disease duration
was 9 years, and 72% RF and 71% ACPA positive (Table 1). Complete baseline data
were available for 226 patients. Among the 226 patients flare was seen in 112 patients
within 12 months with a median time-to-flare of 14 weeks (interquartile range (IQR) =
1-27). Baseline characteristics of non-completers (n = 26) were not significantly
different from the complete cases.

comPariSon oF PredictionS with and without uS at 52 weekS
Having at least one joint with US inflammation resulted in a hazard ratio of 1.7 [Fig. 1A
(95% CI: 1.1, 2.5)] for flare in the multivariate Cox model at 52 weeks. Fit of both
models to the data was reasonably good as can be seen from the agreement
between observed and predicted flare-free survival curves (see Fig. 1B). The c-index
provides the probability that for any two patients A and B, of whom A has longer
predicted time to flare than B based on the model, A had a longer actual time to flare
than B. The discriminative ability of both models was comparable and modest:
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Table 1 Baseline patient’s characteristics who stop TNFi treatment
Patient Characteristic

No-flare
n=114

Flare
n=112

P-value

Age in years, mean (SD)

58 (12)

61 (10)

0.097

Disease duration in years, median (IQ-range)

8.0 (5-13)

11 (5-19)

0.058

Female, n (%)

75 (66)

74 (66)

0.964

BMI, mean (SD)

25.6 (4.81)

26.1 (3.68)

0.242

IgM RF positive (%)

77 (67.5)

86 (76.8)

0.121

Anti-CCP positive (%)

79 (69.3)

81 (72.3)

0.617

Erosive (%)

70 (61)

69 (62)

0.975

DAS28 at incl., mean (SD)

1.91 (0.88)

2.16 (0.68)

0.015

MTX, n (%)

100 (87.7)

97 (86.6)

Adalimumab (%)

61 (48)

66 (52)

Etanercept (%)

51 (52.6)

46 (47.4)

Infliximab (%)

7 (53.8)

6 (46.2)

US signs of arthritis ≥1 joint (%)

62 (54)

77 (69)

TNFi:

0.026

IQR: interquartile range.

c-index = 0.62 (95% CI: 0.56, 0.68) without and c-index = 0.64 (95% CI: 0.59, 0.70)
with US. Comparing individual predictions of flare at 52 weeks gave a median
difference of 3.7% (IQR = -7.8 to 6.6%) between using US in the prediction model vs
not including US. When classifying the individual predictions at 52 weeks into low risk
(<33% flare risk), intermediate risk (≥50%) and high risk (>50%), the overall agreement
between the two models was 73.9%. Prediction with US designated 15.9% (36/226)
patients as low risk compared with 14.6% (33/226) when no US was used; 27 patients
were classified low risk by both models. For the intermediate risk group, these
numbers were 27.9% vs 25.7% and in the highest group 56.2% vs 59.7%.
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Figure 1 Ultrasonography-findings at baseline and calibration plot illustrating fit
of Cox-model
1.0

Censored
US neg
US pos

A

flare-free survival

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

US pos

139

103

73

54

48

US neg

87

74

67

50

43

0

13

26

39

52
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blue: predicted without US
red: predicted with US

flare-free survival

B

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

quartile Cox model risk score: patients with
25% lowest scores (1st quartile)
between 25-50% lowest scores (2nd quartile)
between 50-25% highest scores (3rd quartile)
25% highest scores (4rd quartile)

0.0
0

13

26

39

0.0
52

flare-free time (weeks)
(A) KaplanMeier curve for non-US-arthritis at baseline vs US-arthritis at baseline (hazard ratio = 1.7; 95% CI:
1.1, 2.5). (B) Calibration plot illustrating the fit of the Cox model with US (red) and without US (blue) to the
observed survival (green) in quartile groups based on the Cox score from the model with US.
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DISCUSSION
In this 12-month prospective study 114 (50.4%) of the patients were able to stop TNFi
without a flare in the first year. Based on their clinical characteristics we were able to
identify three groups: those with low, medium and high risk of flare. Adding US to
these clinical characteristics was informative at group level (multivariate hazard ratio
for flare 1.7; 95% CI: 1.1, 2.5). However, when classifying patients in the low,
intermediate and high risk groups for deciding to stop TNFi, this effect disappeared.
It was anticipated that US would be more sensitive to reveal residual inflammatory
activity that would predict a flare within the first months after cessation of TNFi given
earlier publications [8, 14]. We could not affirm this.
Residual synovitis on US is common in 25-55% of the patients in LDA or remission
[6]. Previously, associations were found for the risk of flare and structural progression
in RA patients [15]. Also presence of US-arthritis was found to be a predictor for
flare within a short term (6-12 months) after discontinuation of biologic agents [14].
All studies evaluated US as a predictor at group level similar to our study. However,
up to now, no data was provided at patient level necessary for the management of
individual patients. This present study shows that US has little value as a predictor of
flare in the individual patient when added to clinical data.
We conducted a prospective study design using RA resembling our daily rheumatology
practice, thus allowing for generalizability. The follow up time of one year was
sufficiently long in order to capture disease flares related to stop of TNFi. A limitation
of the study may be that, since we selected patients in LDA or remission, little residual
US inflammation was detected, which may have limited the predictive ability of US.
Also, some clinical predictors were not collected in the POET(-US) study such as
smoking, duration of TNFi use and duration of DMARD use before start of TNFi.
A final limitation could be that the model was developed on complete cases (n = 226),
instead of using imputation on the full dataset (n = 259). Since only a small number
of patients had data missing (13%), and moreover these patients had no statistically
significant or clinically relevant difference from patients having complete baseline
characteristics, this is not expected to change the developed models.
In conclusion, US at patient level at the moment of deciding to stop TNFi did not
contribute to identifying the individual patients with a flare at a subsequent time point
during the first year after TNFi cessation.
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Key messages
- Ultrasonography is a modest flare predictor at group level in RA patients with
DAS28<3.2 stopping TNFi.
- Ultrasonography has limited added value upon clinicla parameters in RA patients
with DAS28<3.2 stopping TNFi.
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ABSTRACT
Objective. To establish whether serum adalimumab (ADA) trough level (ADA-TL) and
antidrug antibody (ADA-ab) level predict flare after stopping ADA in established RA
patients with long-standing low disease activity.
Methods. From the clinical trial Potential Optimalisation and Effectiveness of
TNF-blockers, 210 RA patients stopping ADA, who had been using ADA (40 mg/2
weeks) for >1 year with conventional synthetic DMARDs and who had low disease
activity (DAS28 < 3.2, or the rheumatologist’s assessment of low disease activity
with CRP < 10 mg/l) for at least 6 months prior to stopping, were followed for 1 year.
The ADA-TL was measured (by ELISA) 12-17 days after the last ADA injection; if it was
low, ADA-abs were measured (by an antigen-binding test). Association between
time-to-flare and ADA- TL was evaluated by area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve and Cox regression.
Results. A total of 106 (51%) patients flared within 1 year after stopping ADA. The area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve for flare and ADA-TL was 0.50 (95% CI
0.42-0.58), P = 0.92. The hazard ratio for flare for ADA-TL ≥ 5 µg/ml (adequate level)
vs <5 µg/ml was 0.93 (95% CI: 0.63-1.36) (not significant). Of the 4 patients with high
ADA- ab levels, 2 patients (50%) experienced a flare.
Conclusion. Flare risk within the year following stopping ADA is not predicted by the
ADA-TL or ADA-abs assessed at the moment of stopping.
Trial registration. Netherlands Trial Register, http://www.trialregister.nl, NTR3112.
Key words: rheumatoid arthritis, low disease activity, adalimumab, prediction, serum
drug levels, antidrug antibodies, remission
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INTRODUCTION
Biologic therapy, e.g. TNF inhibitor (TNFi) therapy, has changed the outcome of RA
spectacularly. Remission and low disease activity (LDA) are more often achieved
and maintained, and this is associated with better clinical and functional status and
less structural joint damage.
After achieving sustained remission, tapering or discontinuation of biologic DMARDs
is often considered, based on risk-benefit and financial considerations [1]. In the
Potential Optimalisation and Effectiveness of TNF-blockers (POET) study, of the patients
with stable LDA or remission randomized to stop TNFi, about half experienced a
disease flare within 1 year [2]. Thus, it would be desirable to be able to predict which
RA patients will flare when TNFi treatment is stopped or tapered while in LDA. Several
risk factors are predictive at the group level, e.g. longer disease duration, smoking,
higher BMI, longer use of TNFi, higher DAS28, active disease at ultrasonography,
presence of joint erosions, rheumatoid factor (RF) and anti-CCP positivity, high
biomarker levels, and high levels of MMP-3 [3]. Despite extensive efforts, no reliable
predictors of flare have been identified as yet at the patient level [4].
TNFi’s are proteins and inherently immunogenic. Adalimumab (ADA) antidrug
antibodies (ADA-abs) reduce serum ADA levels and may result in loss of treatment
response. The clinical effect of ADA-abs is probably dependent on their titre: low
levels, in contrast to high levels, may not significantly reduce the clinical efficacy of
ADA, since the residual active drug levels are sufficient [5]. Serum ADA trough level
(ADA-TL) may be low or undetectable if the dose is insufficient, if patient compliance
is bad, or when a high level of ADA-abs are present. In RA patients with LDA and low
ADA-TL, LDA might reflect natural mild disease course and efficacy of concomitant
conventional synthetic DMARD (csDMARD) therapy [6]. There is some discussion
about the therapeutic cut-off level for ADA-TLs; in one study, an ADA-TL of 5-8 µg/ml
corresponded with maximal clinical response [7]. In a randomized clinical trial,
RA patients with an ADA-TL > 8 mg/ml could extend the ADA dosing interval from
2 to 3 weeks, without loss of disease control [8]. In another study, ADA-TLs were
significantly higher in patients with persistent remission or LDA, compared with those
with disease flare; at dose-halving, ADA-TLs > 6.4 mg/ml predicted persistency of
remission, and ADA-TLs > 1.9 µg/ml persistency of LDA [9].
However, no data are present on prediction of flare from serum drug levels or drug
autoantibodies when stopping biologic drugs without tapering.
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The aim of our study was to establish whether baseline patient characteristics,
ADA-TLs or ADA-abs could predict flare after stopping ADA in established RA patients
with long-standing LDA.

METHODS
PatientS and Study deSign
The present study is a substudy of the POET trial [Netherlands Trial Register (number
NTR3112)]. In POET, RA patients (according to the ACR 1987 or 2010 criteria) who
had been using TNFi and csDMARDs for >1 year and who were in LDA (DAS28
< 3.2, or the rheumatologist’s assessment of LDA with CRP < 10 mg/l) for at least
6 months were randomized to continue or stop the TNFi [2]. The patients stopping
ADA within POET (n = 210) were included in the present study, which was approved
by the ‘Commisie Mensgebonden Onderzoek Arnhem- Nijmegen’; participants gave
written informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
At baseline (i.e. at stopping), every 3 months thereafter and in the case of suspected
flare, patients were evaluated by their rheumatologist and/or rheumatology nurse;
they then underwent physical examination [DAS assessing 28 joints with ESR
(DAS28-ESR) was performed]. Flare was defined as >0.6 points increase of
DAS28-ESR from baseline, with DAS28-ESR ≥3.2 [10]. Based on the literature,
candidate predictors of flare were assessed at baseline: age, gender, BMI, disease
duration, DMARD-use, RF, anti-CCP-antibody status, and presence of erosions on
X-rays of hands and feet.

aSSayS
Trough levels were measured within an interval of 12-17 days (based on feasibility)
after the last ADA injection, according to the literature [11].

StatiStical analySeS
The association between flare and ADA-TL was evaluated by area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve and Cox regression, using the cut-off levels of ADA-TL
published by Chen et al. [9] and by Pouw et al. [7] (see Table 1). As post-hoc analysis,
flare within the first 6 months and flare between 6 and 12 months were analysed.
Differences in proportions were tested for significance using Fisher exact tests.
Between-groups differences in means were tested with unpaired t-tests or
Mann-Whitney U-tests, as applicable. Tests were two- sided, and P value of <0.05
was considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed using SPSS
version 24, IBM Inc., Chicago, USA.
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RESULTS
Of the 210 RA patients in LDA stopping ADA, 106 (51%) flared within 12 months.
Of the baseline data, 6% was missing, and imputation was not applied. MTX was
used by 88%, 9% (also) used another csDMARD and 2% used prednisone. For 2
patients, data on co-medication was missing. There was no significant difference in
baseline predictors between the flare and no-flare group, except for DAS28-ESR and
BMI, which were significantly higher in the flare group (see Table 1).
Table 1 Baseline data start POET
Total
N=210

No-flare
N=104

Flare
N=106

p-value

Female, n (%)

144 (69)

67 (64)

77 (73)

0.20

Age in years, mean (SD)

59 (13)

59 (12)

59 (14)

1.00

DAS28-ESR, mean (SD)

1.96 (0.76)

1.82 (0.83)

2.10 (0.66)

0.008

Patient data

Disease duration in years, mean (SD)

9 (2.2)

8 (2.1)

10 (2.3)

0.13

BMI in kg/m2, mean (SD)

26 (4.1)

25 (3.8)

27 (4.3)

0.003

IgM RF+, n (%)

133 (70)

63 (68)

70 (72)

0.51

Anti-CCP+, n (%)

140 (74)

69 (74)

71 (73)

0.876

Erosiveness+, n (%)

119 (63)

59 (63)

60 (62)

0.82

MTX-use n (%)

185 (88)

92 (89)

93 (89)

0.98

5.9 (4.2)

6.1 (4.6)

5.7 (3.7)

0.48

0.1 < ADA-TL ≤ 1.9, n (%)

10

3 (30)

7 (70)

<0.001

1.9 < ADA-TL ≤ 6.4, n (%)

92

47 (51)

45 (49)

0.80

ADA-TL > 6.4, n patients

83

41

42

0.70

ADA-TL ≤ 5, n (%)

97

52 (54)

45 (46)

0.27

ADA-TL >5, n (%)

113

52 (46)

61(54)

0.27

12(12-12)

12(12-12)

12(12-12)

1.00

805 (350)

> 980

630 (350)

0.59

24 (1.5)

22 (1.2)

24 (1.7)

0.42

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Assays
ADA-TL μg/ml, mean (SD)
Cut-offs of Chen

Cut-offs of Pouw

ADA-abs AU/ml, median (IQR)
> 52, n=4 patients, mean (SD)
12 ≤ ADA-abs ≤ 52, n=11, mean (SD)
< 12, n=77 patients

SD: standard deviation, DAS28-ESR: disease activity score in 28 joints with ESR; BMI: Body Mass index;
IgM RF+: positive rheumatoid factor-status; Anti-CCP+: positive anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide-status;
erosiveness+: positive erosiveness status; MTX-use: methotrexate-use; ADA-TL: adalimumab trough levels;
ADA-ab: adalimumab antidrug antibody; IQR: interquartile range, n.a.: not assessable, <12 is cut-off
detection level.
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The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve predicting flare from
ADA-TL at stopping ADA was 0.50 (95% CI 0.42-0.58), P = 0.92; no cut-off of ADA-TL
clearly predicted better than others. (The receiver operating characteristic report is
available as supplementary data) For the various cut-offs of ADA-TL, flare rates were
similar, except for ADA-TLs between 0.1 and 1.9 µg/ml: 7 of 10 patients with these
levels flared. Of the 210 patients, 93 patients (44%) had an ADA- TL < 5 µg/ml;
ADA-abs were measured and of those 93, 4 patients had ADA-abs ≥ 280 AU/ml
(high); those 4 had ADA-TLs < 0.1 µg/ml (very low) and used a csDMARD; 2 of them
(50%) experienced a flare.
Sixty-two (53%) of the 117 patients with ADA- TLs ≥ 5 µg/ml experienced a flare vs
44 (47%) of the 93 patients with ADA-TLs < 5 µg/ml, P = 0.33 (Table 1). ADA-TLs
≥5 µg/ml were associated with a hazard ratio of flare of 0.39 (95% CI: 0.63-1.36,
P = 0.70) (see Fig. 1). Of the 62 patients who flared and had ADA-TLs ≥5 mg/ml,
post-hoc analysis showed that 55% flared within 6 months; 80% of the 44 patients
with ADA-TLs < 5 µg/ml flared within 6 months, P = 0.02. However, within the whole
group, the hazard ratio of flare within 6 months for ADA-TLs < 5 mg/ml vs ADA-TLs
≥5 µg/ml was 1.60 (95% CI: 0.96-2.66). The baseline characteristics of patients
with ADA-TLs < or ≥ 5 µg/ml did not differ (see Supplementary Table S1).

Figure 1 Survival curve of adequate vs inadequate titres of adalimumab at
stopping adalimumab

Survival curves with 95% CI for LDA for adequate titres of adalimumab (≥5µg/ml) vs inadequate titres of
adalimumab (<5µg/ml) at stopping adalimumab; hazard ratio = 0.93 (95% CI: 0.63-1.36). LDA: DAS28
< 3.2, or the rheumatologist’s assessment of LDA with CRP < 10 mg/l. LDA: low disease activity.
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Of the 21 patients (10%) with ADA-TL ≤ 0.1 µg/ml and without ADA-abs, 10 (48%)
flared after a median of 181.5 days [interquartile range (IQR: 119-185)]; only 2 of them
flared after 6 months.

DISCUSSION
We found that flare within one year after stopping ADA in RA patients with LDA cannot
be predicted by the ADA-TL or ADA-abs assessed at stopping ADA. Of the 62 flaring
patients with adequate ADA-TL, 35 (54%) experienced a flare within 6 months, and
the remaining 28 patients between 6 and 12 months after stopping TNFi. In the group
of 44 flaring patients with inadequate ADA-TL, 35 (80%) experienced a flare within 6
months. Thus, adequate levels of ADA were associated with an increased time of
flare, P=0.02. This would be an argument for concomitant MTX use in patients on
ADA, decreasing the risk of formation of ADA-abs, which lower the ADA-TL [12].
However, over the whole group, ADA-TL was not predictive of flare.
In 21 patients (10%), ADA-TLs were low without high levels of ADA-abs; in those
patients, LDA might reflect a natural mild disease course and/or efficacy of the
concomitant csDMARD therapy. One would anticipate that it would be safe to stop
ADA in these patients. However, 10 (48%) of these patients experienced a flare within
1 year after stopping ADA.
Only 4 of the 93 patients with an ADA-TL < 5 µg/ml (inadequate) had a high level of
ADA-abs, indicating other causes of the inadequate levels; we did not check patient
compliance with the prescribed ADA.
In line with our results, other studies have shown that biologic levels and biologic
antibodies cannot predict flare when TNFi is tapered [13-15]. This might be due to
suboptimal timing of blood sampling [6], although timing of sampling seems less
relevant for ADA [16]. In our study, ADA-TLs and ADA-abs were measured 12-17 days after
the last ADA injection, to obtain data comparable with the data in the literature [11].
Only DAS28 at baseline and BMI were significantly higher in the flare group compared
with in the no-flare group, in agreement with data in the literature [9, 17]. A higher BMI
was also an independent predictor for risk of relapse in PsA patients tapering ADA
[18]. An explanation might be the additional inflammatory effect of adipose tissue.
Interestingly, other prognostic parameters (like age, gender, disease duration,
DMARD use, RF, anti-CCP-antibody status and presence of erosions on X-rays of
hands and feet) were not statistically significantly different between the flare and
no-flare groups in our study.
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A limitation of our study was the long disease duration (which had a mean of 9 years).
Currently, RA patients are treated to target according to guidelines, and as a consequence
often receive a biologic DMARD earlier in their disease course. This can lead to
remission and LDA in an earlier stage, probably favourably changing the longterm
disease course. Our results might not be fully representative of this RA population.
In conclusion, flare risk within one year after stopping ADA is not predicted by ADA-TL
or ADA-abs (assessed at the moment of stopping ADA) in RA patients with LDA
continuing their csDMARD. Further research involving therapeutic drug monitoring in
RA patients is needed in order to optimize TNFi treatment.
Key messages
- Trough levels of adalimumab measured at the moment of stoppin adalimumab are
not predictive of flare.
- Adequate levels of adalimumab are associated with an increased time-to-flare
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ONLINE SUPPLEMENTARY DATA: ROC REPORT
Condition Variable is flare within one year based on DAS28>0.6 point increase of
DAS28ESR from baseline AND DAS28-ESR>3.2.
Criterion Variable: adalimumab trough levels (ADL-TL) in μg/ml
Of 210 patients 106 patients experienced a flare within one year after stopping
adalimumab (ADA). The estimated prevalence is 106 / 210 = 0.5048.

Supplementary Table S1
Cutoff value
of ADA-TL
in μg/ml

True
positive

False
positive

False
negative

True
Negative

Proportion
Correcly
Classified

Proportion
Incorrectly
Classified

≤ 0.01

10

12

96

92

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 0.05

11

12

95

92

0.4905

0.5095

≤ 0.10

12

13

94

91

0.4905

0.5095

≤ 0.90

14

13

92

91

0.5

0.5

≤ 1.10

15

13

91

91

0.5048

0.4952

≤ 1.20

16

13

90

91

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 1.30

17

14

89

90

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 1.70

18

15

88

89

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 1.90

19

16

87

88

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 2.00

20

16

86

88

0.5143

0.4857

≤ 2.20

21

18

85

86

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 2.70

22

19

84

85

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 2.80

23

20

83

84

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 2.90

23

21

83

83

0.5048

0.4952

≤ 3.00

23

22

83

82

0.5

0.5

≤ 3.20

24

22

82

82

0.5048

0.4952

≤ 3.30

24

25

82

79

0.4905

0.5095

≤ 3.50

24

27

82

77

0.481

0.519

≤ 3.60

25

27

81

77

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 3.70

27

29

79

75

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 3.80

30

31

76

73

0.4905

0.5095

≤ 3.90

32

34

74

70

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 4.00

33

36

73

68

0.481

0.519

≤ 4.20

34

39

72

65

0.4714

0.5286

≤ 4.30

37

39

69

65

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 4.40

38

42

68

62

0.4762

0.5238
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Supplementary Table S1 Continued
Cutoff value
of ADA-TL
in μg/ml

True
positive

False
positive

False
negative

True
Negative

Proportion
Correcly
Classified

Proportion
Incorrectly
Classified

≤ 4.50

40

43

66

61

0.481

0.519

≤ 4.60

41

43

65

61

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 4.70

44

45

62

59

0.4905

0.5095

≤ 4.80

44

46

62

58

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 4.90

44

49

62

55

0.4714

0.5286

≤ 5.00

45

52

61

52

0.4619

0.5381

≤ 5.10

47

54

59

50

0.4619

0.5381

≤ 5.20

50

54

56

50

0.4762

0.5238

≤ 5.30

50

55

56

49

0.4714

0.5286

≤ 5.40

51

56

55

48

0.4714

0.5286

≤ 5.50

51

57

55

47

0.4667

0.5333

≤ 5.60

54

57

52

47

0.481

0.519

≤ 5.70

54

58

52

46

0.4762

0.5238

≤ 5.80

57

59

49

45

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 6.00

58

60

48

44

0.4857

0.5143

≤ 6.10

58

61

48

43

0.481

0.519

≤ 6.20

60

63

46

41

0.481

0.519

≤ 6.30

63

63

43

41

0.4952

0.5048

≤ 6.40

64

63

42

41

0.5

0.5

≤ 6.50

65

64

41

40

0.5

0.5

≤ 6.60

66

64

40

40

0.5048

0.4952

≤ 6.80

70

65

36

39

0.519

0.481

≤ 6.90

70

66

36

38

0.5143

0.4857

≤ 7.00

71

68

35

36

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 7.10

72

69

34

35

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 7.20

73

69

33

35

0.5143

0.4857

≤ 7.30

74

69

32

35

0.519

0.481

≤ 7.40

75

70

31

34

0.519

0.481

≤ 7.50

75

71

31

33

0.5143

0.4857

≤ 7.70

77

71

29

33

0.5238

0.4762

≤ 7.80

78

75

28

29

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 7.90

81

75

25

29

0.5238

0.4762

≤ 8.00

82

76

24

28

0.5238

0.4762

≤ 8.10

83

76

23

28

0.5286

0.4714

≤ 8.30

84

77

22

27

0.5286

0.4714
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Supplementary Table S1 Continued
Cutoff value
of ADA-TL
in μg/ml

True
positive

False
positive

False
negative

True
Negative

Proportion
Correcly
Classified

Proportion
Incorrectly
Classified

≤ 8.40

85

78

21

26

0.5286

0.4714

≤ 8.50

87

78

19

26

0.5381

0.4619

≤ 8.60

88

79

18

25

0.5381

0.4619

≤ 8.70

89

80

17

24

0.5381

0.4619

≤ 9.00

92

82

14

22

0.5429

0.4571

≤ 9.10

93

82

13

22

0.5476

0.4524

≤ 9.20

94

83

12

21

0.5476

0.4524

≤ 9.30

94

84

12

20

0.5429

0.4571

≤ 9.40

95

84

11

20

0.5476

0.4524

≤ 9.50

95

85

11

19

0.5429

0.4571

≤ 9.80

95

86

11

18

0.5381

0.4619

≤ 9.90

96

88

10

16

0.5333

0.4667

≤ 10.00

99

89

7

15

0.5429

0.4571

≤ 11.00

101

92

5

12

0.5381

0.4619

≤ 12.00

102

96

4

8

0.5238

0.4762

≤ 13.00

103

99

3

5

0.5143

0.4857

≤ 14.00

104

101

2

3

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 15.00

104

102

2

2

0.5048

0.4952

≤ 16.00

104

103

2

1

0.5

0.5

≤ 17.00

105

103

1

1

0.5048

0.4952

≤ 21.00

106

103

0

1

0.5095

0.4905

≤ 32.00

106

104

0

0

0.5048

0.4952

84
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Supplementary Figure S1

95% Confidence
Interval
Criterion
ADA-TL in μg/ml

Count

AUC

Standard Error

Lower

Upper

210

0.504

0.0402

0.421

0.5787
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Successfully stopping or reducing treatment for patients with rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) in low disease activity (LDA) may improve cost-effectiveness of care.
We evaluated the multi-biomarker disease activity (MBDA) score as a predictor of
disease relapse after discontinuation of TNF inhibitor (TNFi) treatment.
Methods: 439 RA patients who were randomized to stop TNFi treatment in the POET
study were analyzed post-hoc. Three indicators of disease relapse were assessed
over 12 months: 1) restarting TNFi treatment, 2) escalation of any DMARD therapy
and 3) physician-reported flare. MBDA score was assessed at baseline. Associations
between MBDA score and disease relapse were examined using univariate analysis
and multivariate logistic regression.
Results: At baseline, 50.1%, 35.3% and 14.6% of patients had low (<30), moderate
(30−44) or high (>44) MBDA scores. Within 12 months, 49.9% of patients had
restarted TNFi medication, 59.0% had escalation of any DMARD and 57.2% had ≥1
physician-reported flare. MBDA score was associated with each indicator of relapse.
At least one indicator of relapse was observed in 59.5%, 68.4% and 81.3% of patients
with low, moderate or high MBDA scores, respectively (P=0.004). Adjusted for
baseline DAS28-ESR, disease duration, BMI and erosions, high MBDA scores were
associated with increased risk for restarting TNFi treatment (OR=1.85;95% CI1.003.40), DMARD escalation (OR=1.99; 95% CI1.01-3.94) and physician-reported flare
(OR=2.00; 85% CI1.06-3.77).
Conclusion: For RA patients with stable LDA who stopped TNFi, a high baseline
MBDA score was independently predictive of disease relapse within 12 months.
The MBDA score may be useful for identifying patients at risk of relapse after TNFi
discontinuation.
Key words: rheumatoid arthritis; biomarkers; multibiomarker; disease activity; prediction.
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INTRODUCTION
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory disease that can cause joint
damage and physical disability [1]. Early detection of RA and the availability of
biologic agents have markedly improved outcomes in these patients [2]. Many
studies have shown that the use of combinations of conventional synthetic DMARDs
(csDMARDs) and biological DMARDs (bDMARDS) such as tumor necrosis factor
inhibitors (TNFi) is effective for reaching and maintaining a state of low disease
activity (LDA) or remission [3–5]. Once LDA or remission has been reached, patients
often continue their combination therapy indefinitely. This practice may lead to
overtreatment, as recent studies suggest that in some RA patients the more
expensive TNFi can be tapered or stopped [6,7]. However, before implementing this
therapeutic strategy in routine care, a validated predictor of disease relapse would
be desirable [8].
Several studies have explored predictors of successful TNFi discontinuation. Results
varied considerably, possibly due to differences in population, design and definitions
of success, but most studies identified deep remission or lower disease activity at
the time of discontinuation as a predictor [9–11]. Rheumatoid factor (RF) positivity,
shorter disease duration, non-smoking and normal body mass index (BMI) may also
be associated with better outcomes [10,12]. Although these studies all found that
some patients could discontinue TNFi treatment without flaring, it remains a challenge
to accurately predict which patients may successfully discontinue treatment and
which are at higher risk of disease relapse [13].
Studies of strategies for reducing DMARD treatment have mainly evaluated the
predictive value of conventional clinical measures of disease activity and traditional
biomarkers such as rheumatoid factor (RF) and anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide
antibodies (ACPA) [10,12,14]. However, new biomarkers with interesting potential
have become available. The multi-biomarker disease activity (MBDA) blood test
measures 12 serum proteins to produce a score that has been clinically validated as
a measure of disease activity in patients with RA [15–17]. MBDA scores have been
shown to reflect current clinical disease activity and changes in disease activity over
time, including treatment responses in RA patients treated with TNFi [18]. The MBDA
score assesses the activity of underlying biologic pathways rather than external
signs and symptoms and may therefore provide information that is complementary
to clinical assessment [16]. The MBDA score was a more accurate predictor of
radiographic progression than the 28-joint Disease Activity Score with C-reactive
protein (DAS28-CRP) or CRP, and it is often elevated in patients with low clinical
disease activity or low CRP [18–22].
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Recently, the MBDA score and ACPA were shown to be predictors of relapse for
RA patients in stable remission when treatments with conventional DMARDs and/or
biological DMARDs were tapered, and for some patients, subsequently stopped.
Prediction was strongest when MBDA score and ACPA were combined [23]. This
finding, in a study of drug tapering, suggests that the MBDA score may be capable
of predicting the outcome of complete TNFi discontinuation. The aim of the present
study was to examine the prognostic value of the MBDA score for disease relapse
after discontinuation of TNFi in RA patients with stable LDA.

METHODS
Patient cohort
Data used for these analyses were from the Dutch POET trial (the Netherlands Trial
Register, number NTR3112) [24]. The study was approved by the Ethical Review
Boards of all participating hospitals. Ethical approval for the study was granted by the
Committee on Research involving Human Subjects, region Arnhem-Nijmegen
(Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek regio Arnhem-Nijmegen) and local feasibility
by all regional Ethical Committees. Patients were included from March 2012 to March
2014 and written informed consent was obtained from all patients. In this pragmatic,
multicenter, open-label, randomized clinical trial, RA patients with stable LDA were
randomized 2:1 to either stop or continue TNFi treatment. Patients were included from
March 2012 to March 2014 and written informed consent was obtained from all
patients. All participating patients were ≥18 years old, had RA according to ACR 1987
criteria, and had received TNFi treatment for at least one year prior to inclusion.
Patients had stable LDA for at least six months, defined as either two DAS28 with
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (DAS28-ESR) measurements <3.2 or a rheumatologist
clinical impression of remission or stable low disease activity and at least one CRP
measurement <10 mg/L in the six months prior to inclusion. Nearly all patients were
receiving concomitant csDMARDs. In the 6 months prior to inclusion, no dosage
changes were allowed for csDMARDs or corticosteroids.
In total, 531 patients were randomized to stop TNFi treatment in POET and followed
for 12 months [24]. Concomitant treatment with csDMARDs was continued. If RA
flared (DAS28-ESR ≥3.2 with a change in DAS28-ESR >0.6) [25], TNFi could be
restarted at the discretion of the treating rheumatologist. Because the current study
focused on the value of the MBDA score as a predictor of disease relapse after discontinuation of TNFi treatment, only data from patients randomized to the stop group
were used. For the current analyses, baseline serum samples were available to
measure MBDA scores for 439 of the 531 patients in the group that stopped TNFi
treatment.
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meaSurementS
Patients were evaluated by their treating rheumatologist and rheumatology nurse at
baseline and at least once every 3 months thereafter, for a period of one year.
Baseline measures included: age, sex, weight, height, disease duration, medication
use, rheumatoid factor (RF) and ACPA status, concomitant use of csDMARDs and,
for this post hoc analysis, the MBDA score. Clinical measurements were performed
at every scheduled or unscheduled visit and included the ESR (mm/h), CRP (mg/l),
28-joint tender joint count (TJC28), 28-joint swollen joint count (SJC28), and a
patient-reported assessment of general health on a 100 mm visual analog scale
(VAS-GH). These component measures were combined to calculate DAS28-ESR [26].
Physician-reported flares and all changes in medication were recorded throughout
the study.

Serum biomarker meaSurement and mbda Score calculation
Serum samples were stored at −40°C from time of preparation until transfer to
Crescendo Bioscience (South San Francisco, CA, USA), where they were stored at
−70°C or lower until biomarker concentration testing was performed in the Crescendo
clinical laboratory, which is certified under the CMS Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendments and accredited by the College of American Pathologists for determination
of Vectra® DA scores. Biomarker concentrations were measured by electrochemiluminescence-based multiplexed immunoassays (Meso Scale Discovery, Rockville,
MD, USA). The MBDA algorithm combines the concentrations of 12 biomarkers
(vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 [VCAM-1], epidermal growth factor [EGF],
vascular endothelial growth factor-A [VEGF-A], interleukin [IL]-6, tumor necrosis
factor-receptor type 1 [TNF-RI], matrix metalloproteinase [MMP]-1, MMP-3, cartilage
glycoprotein 39 [YKL-40], leptin, resistin, serum amyloid A [SAA], and CRP)[15] to
generate the MBDA score on a scale of 1 to 100, with previously validated categories
for low (<30), moderate (30 to 44) and high (>44) disease activity [16].

StatiStical analySiS
Baseline demographic and disease-related characteristics were compared between
the 439 patients with a baseline MBDA assessment and the 92 patients without an
MBDA assessment using independent samples t-tests and Mann-Whitney U tests for
normally and non-normally distributed continuous variables, and Pearson χ2 tests for
categorical variables. Disease relapse was defined three ways, using the criteria of:
1) restarting TNFi treatment, 2) any DMARD medication escalation and 3) physicianreported flare. DMARD medication escalation was defined as restarting TNFi treatment
or starting or increasing the dosing of any bDMARD or csDMARD (including corticosteroids) [24]. Baseline characteristics of patients who did and did not meet the
different criteria for relapse within the 12-month follow-up period were first compared
using univariate logistic regression analyses. Patients who dropped out before
12 months of follow-up without meeting a criterion for relapse were counted in this
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analysis with those who continued to have a response. For each criterion for relapse,
the proportions of patients in the low (<30), moderate (30–44) and high (>44) MBDA
score groups who relapsed were compared by univariate Pearson χ2 tests with
Bonferroni adjustment for the number of comparisons (P < (0.05 / 3 =) 0.017).
Additional sensitivity analyses were performed limited to those patients that were
included based on two available DAS28 scores <3.2 in the six months prior to
inclusion, those who met the inclusion criteria for stable LDA but had moderate
DAS28-ESR at baseline, and those who were in remission at baseline (DAS28 scores
<2.6). One-year relapse-free survival was examined for the low, moderate, and high
MBDA score groups using Kaplan-Meier survival curves; patients who dropped out
early without disease relapse were censored at the time of withdrawal. Between-group
differences in survival were tested by pairwise log-rank tests, again with Bonferroni
adjustment for the number of comparisons (P < 0.017). Based on the results of the
univariate χ2 tests and Kaplan-Meier survival analyses, baseline MBDA scores were
dichotomized as high (>44) vs. moderate-to-low (≤44). Cox proportional hazard
regressions were used to estimate the hazard ratio (HR), which may be interpreted
as a relative risk, of high vs. moderate-to-low MBDA score for the time to relapse.
Next, univariate and multivariable logistic regression analyses were performed to
evaluate the association between disease relapse within 12 months and high baseline
MBDA score in terms of unadjusted odds ratios (ORs), ORs adjusted for baseline
DAS28-ESR score, and ORs further adjusted for all other variables that were
significantly (P < 0.05) associated with a relapse criterion in the univariate logistic
regression analyses. Final sensitivity analyses were performed in which all patients
with a missing visit (missing DAS28 score at 3, 6, 9, or 12 months) were counted as a
flare on all flare criteria. All analyses were performed using SPSS version 22.

RESULTS
demograPhic and clinical data at baSeline
From the 531 patients who were randomized to stop TNFi treatment in POET, baseline
serum samples were available for MBDA testing for 439 patients. Among these
patients, 356 (81.1%) were included based on at least two available DAS28 scores
<3.2, and 83 (18.9%) were included based on the rheumatologist clinical impression
of remission or stable low disease activity in combination with at least one available
CRP value <10 mg/L. Baseline demographic and clinical data were similar between
patients with or without a baseline MBDA sample (Table 1). Patients were typically
older Dutch Caucasian females, with longstanding RF-positive, erosive RA. Most
patients were receiving their first TNFi, with 51.3% of 439 patients receiving
adalimumab, 40.1% receiving etanercept and 8.6% receiving infliximab, certolizumab
or golimumab. Clinical disease activity was generally low, in accordance with study
inclusion criteria, and 349 (79.5%) patients were in remission (DAS28-ESR <2.6)
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of POET patients grouped according to sample
availability for MBDA testing
MBDA
sample
(n= 439)

No MBDA
sample
(n=92)

P

Female, n (%)

296 (67.4%)

66 (71.7%)

0.419

Age (yrs.), mean (SD)

59.8 (10.8)

61.7 (10.6)

0.137

Characteristic (N=531)

Disease duration (yrs.), median (IQR)

10 (6–17)

9 (6–16)

0.535

BMI, mean (SD)

25.9 (4.3)

25.9 (4.0)

0.854

RF positive, n (%)

270 (67.3%)

58 (68.2%)

0.872

ACPA positive, n (%)

277 (69.1%)

55 (64.7%)

0.431

Erosive disease, n (%)

252 (62.8%)

53 (62.4%)

0.932

ESR, median (IQR)

9.0 (5–17)

9.5 (5–18)

0.638

CRP, median (IQR)

2 (1–5)

3 (1–5.8)

0.388

TJC28, median (IQR)

0 (0–1)

0 (0–0)

0.043

SJC28, median (IQR)

0 (0–0)

0 (0–1)

0.328

20.7 (9.0–28.1)

20.4 (5.0–23.4)

0.455

2.0 (0.8)

1.9 (0.7)

0.549

30.2 (12.6)

-

PGA, median (IQR)
DAS28-ESR
MBDA score, mean (SD)

0.819

Number of TNFi, n (%)
1st

379 (86.5%)

80 (87.0%)

2nd

50 (11.4%)

11 (12.0%)

3rd

9 (2.1%)

1 (1.1%)

csDMARD, n (%)
382 (87.0%)

77 (83.7)

Other csDMARD

35 (8.0%)

8 (8.7%)

No DMARD

22 (5.0%)

7 (7.6%)

Methotrexate

0.581

TNFi = tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitors; DAS28 = disease activity score in 28 joints; BMI = body
mass index; RF = rheumatoid factor; ACPA = anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies; ESR = erythrocyte
sedimentation rate; CRP = C-reactive protein; TJC28 = 28-joint tender joint count; SJC28 = 28-joint swollen
joint count; PGA = patient global assessment; MBDA = multi-biomarker disease activity; csDMARD =
conventional synthetic disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; SD (standard deviation); IQR (interquartile
range).

at baseline. Seventeen (3.9%) patients dropped out during the first 12 months
of follow-up because of their own decision to drop out (n=13) or presence of a
comorbidity (n=4).
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aSSociation between baSeline mbda Score and diSeaSe relaPSe
Baseline MBDA scores were low (<30) in 220 (50.1%) patients, moderate (30−44) in
155 (35.3%) patients, and high (>44) in 64 (14.6%). Clinical disease activity at
baseline, as measured with the DAS28-ESR, was low in 413 (94.1%) patients and
moderate in 26 (5.9%) patients. Within 12 months, 219 patients (49.9%) had restarted
TNFi treatment, 259 (59.0%) patients had escalated any DMARD, and 251 (57.2%)
had experienced at least one physician-reported flare. There was no significant
difference in the proportion of patients experiencing a relapse between those who
were included based on available DAS28 scores and those who were included based
on the rheumatologist clinical impression and the CRP value (TNFi restart: 51.4% vs.
43.4%, P = 0.188; medication escalation: 60.1% vs. 54.2%, P = 0.325; physicianreported flare: 57.3% vs. 56.6%, P = 0.911).
There was considerable overlap of the different relapse groups (Fig 1). For example,
among the 289 patients who met at least one criterion for relapse, only 12 (4.2%)
restarted TNFi treatment without also having a physician-reported flare, while 44
(15.2%) patients had a physician-reported flare but did not restart TNFi treatment;
207 out of 289 (71.6%) of the patients who relapsed met all three criteria. One hundred
fifty (34.2%) patients in the overall cohort (N=439) completed one year without
meeting any of the three criteria for relapse.
Figure 1 Venn diagram of patients meeting criteria for disease relapse

Red = TNFi restart; green = medication escalation; blue = physician-reported flare; yellow = overlap
medication escalation / physician-reported flare; grey = overlap medication escalation / TNFi restart.
Percentages are for the 289 patients who met at least one of the three criteria of disease relapse.
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High MBDA scores (>44) at baseline were univariately associated with significantly
(Bonferroni adjusted P < 0.017) greater proportions of patients meeting the criteria
for disease relapse (Table 2). At least one criterion of relapse was met within 12 months
of TNFi discontinuation by 59.5%, 68.4% and 81.3% of patients with low, moderate,
or high baseline MBDA scores, respectively (P = 0.004). Differences in the cumulative
12-month proportions of patients with relapse and the times to event were relatively
small between patients with low or moderate MBDA scores, but patients with high
MBDA scores were clearly at increased risk.
Differences in disease relapse were very similar when limited to those patients that
were included based on two available DAS28 scores <3.2 in the six months prior to
inclusion (Supplementary Table 1), although no longer significant for TNFi restart
after Bonferroni adjustment. Similar results were also obtained in a sensitivity analysis
that excluded the 26 patients who met the inclusion criteria for stable LDA but had
moderate DAS28-ESR at baseline (Supplementary Table 2). Among patients in
remission at baseline (DAS28-ESR <2.6), differences between MBDA categories
were slightly less pronounced and not significant after Bonferroni correction
(Supplementary Table 3).
Table 2 Disease relapse by three criteria at 12 months for patients classified by
baseline MBDA score
Total
Criterion for relapse

Low
Moderate
(<30) n=220 (30–44) n=155

High
(>44) n=64

P

TNFi restart

219

102 (46.4%)

74 (47.7%)

43 (67.2%)

0.011

Medication escalation

259

117 (53.2%)

92 (59.4%)

50 (78.1%)

0.002

Physician-reported flare

251

116 (52.7%)

87 (56.1%)

48 (75.0%)

0.006

Any criterion

289

131 (59.5%)

106 (68.4%)

52 (81.3%)

0.004

Any criterion = TNFi re-initation, medication escalation, or physician-reported flare. P-value by Pearson χ2
test. Total N=439.
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Univariate Kaplan-Meier survival analyses confirmed the significantly decreased
one-year relapse-free survival in patients with high baseline MBDA scores (Fig 2).
Pairwise differences in one-year relapse-free survival were not significant between
patients with low or moderate MBDA scores, but patients with high MBDA scores had
significantly (Bonferroni adjusted P < 0.017) worse relapse-free survival than patients
with either moderate or low MBDA scores for all three criteria of relapse. The HRs of
high vs. moderate-to-low baseline MBDA scores were 1.61 (95% CI 1.15–2.25, P =
0.005) for TNFi restart, 1.66 (95% CI 1.22–2.26, P = 0.001) for medication escalation,
and 1.64 (95% CI 1.20–2.25, P = 0.002) for physician-reported flare.

univariate and multivariate analySiS oF riSk FactorS For diSeaSe relaPSe at
12 monthS
In univariate logistic regression analyses, greater disease duration was significantly
associated with all three criteria for disease relapse at 12 months (ORs 1.04–1.05,
95% CI 1.01–1.08) (Supplementary Table 4). Higher BMI was associated with
increased odds of restarting TNFi (OR 1.05, 95% CI 1.01–1.10), medication escalation
(OR 1.07, 95% CI 1.02–1.13) and any criterion (OR 1.06, 95% CI 1.01–1.12). Erosive
disease was significantly associated with restarting TNFi (OR 1.62, 95% CI 1.08–2.44),
but not with the other two criteria. Baseline DAS28-ESR was significantly associated
with medication escalation (OR 1.57, 95% CI 1.21–2.04), physician-reported flare (OR
1.36, 95% CI 1.06–1.75) and any criterion (OR 1.65, 95% CI 1.26–2.17), but not with
restarting TNFi treatment (OR 1.25, 95% CI 0.98–1.60).
In multivariate analysis with adjustment for baseline DAS28-ESR, disease relapse
after stopping TNFi treatment was more than twice as likely to occur in patients with
a high baseline MBDA score, regardless of the relapse criterion used (Table 3). After
adjusting for baseline DAS28-ESR, disease duration, BMI and erosions, high baseline
MBDA score remained a significant independent predictor of disease relapse by all
three criteria (Table 3). However, it did not remain significantly associated with the
composite definition of relapse in the fully adjusted model. In a final sensitivity
analysis in which all patients with a missing visit were counted as a flare, high MBDA
score remained a significant predictor of clinical flare and a marginally significant
predictor of medication escalation and TNFi-restart (Supplementary Table 5).
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Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier survival curves

Low MBDA scores (<30, green; n=220), moderate MBDA scores (30–44, blue; n=155), high MBDA scores
(>40, red; n=64) for three definitions of disease relapse. TNFi restart (top), medication escalation (middle)
and physician-reported flare (bottom).
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Unadjusted

2.52 (1.30–4.89)

2.54 (1.39–4.64)

2.84 (1.52–5.31)

2.32 (1.32–4.05)

OR (95% CI)

0.006

0.002

0.001

0.003

P

Adjusted

2.12 (1.08–4.16)
1.56 (1.18–2.07)

2.31 (1.25–4.25)
1.27 (0.98–1.65)

2.44 (1.29–4.62)
1.47 (1.13–1.92)

2.17 (1.23–3.83)
1.17 (0.91–1.51)

OR (95% CI)

0.029
0.002

0.007
0.069

0.006
0.004

0.008
0.219

P

Fully adjusted

1.68 (0.83–3.40)
1.54 (1.14–2.07)
1.04 (1.01–1.07)
1.06 (1.00–1.12)
1.25 (0.78–3.40)

2.00 (1.06–3.77)
1.20 (0.92–1.58)
1.04 (1.01–1.06)
1.03 (0.98–1.08)
1.08 (0.69–1.68)

1.99 (1.01–3.94)
1.48 (1.11–1.97)
1.04 (1.01–1.06)
1.07 (1.01–1.13)
1.24 (0.79–1.97)

1.85 (1.00–3.40)
1.10 (0.84–1.45)
1.05 (1.02–1.08)
1.06 (1.01–1.11)
1.30 (1.00–3.40)

OR (95% CI)

0.147
0.005
0.010
0.037
0.347

0.033
0.184
0.007
0.228
0.784

0.047
0.008
0.011
0.014
0.353

0.049
0.474
<0.001
0.031
0.248

P

DAS28-ESR, disease duration and BMI were analyzed as continuous variables; MBDA score (>44) and erosive (yes/no) were analyzed as categorical variables. Adjusted =
adjusted for DAS28. Fully adjusted = adjusted for DAS28, disease duration, BMI and erosions. Any criterion includes patients with TNFi re-initation, medication escalation or
physician-reported flare. Total N=439. See Table 2 for n-values by relapse criterion.

Any criterion
MBDA >44
DAS28-ESR
Disease duration
BMI
Erosive

Physician-reported flare
MBDA >44
DAS28-ESR
Disease duration
BMI
Erosive

Medication escalation
MBDA >44
DAS28-ESR
Disease duration
BMI
Erosive

TNFi restart
MBDA >44
DAS28-ESR
Disease duration
BMI
Erosive

Criterion for relapse

Table 3 Univariate and multivariate analyses of high (>44) versus moderate or low baseline MBDA score as a predictor of disease
relapse at 12 months
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DISCUSSION
Our analyses of the POET study show that, for RA patients in remission or stable
LDA, a high MBDA score at the time of TNFi discontinuation was significantly
associated with disease relapse during the next 12 months. Over 80% of patients
with a high baseline MBDA score relapsed according to at least one of the three
criteria we used. This rate of relapse was substantially higher for patients with low or
moderate MBDA scores, suggesting that patients with low clinical disease activity
and high MBDA scores may have inflammation that is partly or entirely subclinical.
Several other studies have found the MBDA score to be frequently elevated when
conventional clinical measures indicate remission or LDA [19,20,22,23]. Moreover,
such patients were at increased risk for progressive joint damage [19,20,22].
Consequently, discontinuation of TNFi treatment in POET may have allowed a
resurgence of residual inflammation and subsequent clinical relapse [23]. Our finding
that the MBDA score was a predictor of relapse independently of DAS28-ESR
suggests that it may be a clinically useful tool for identifying patients who are at
increased risk of unsuccessful TNFi discontinuation.
Although high MBDA was an independent predictor of three predefined criteria for
relapse (TNFi restart, medication escalation, and physician-reported flare), it should
be noted that it did not remain significantly associated with meeting any criterion of
flare when adjusting for all other potential predictors, including DAS28 score.
Previous studies have explored predictors of disease relapse after TNFi discontinuation and, although results varied considerably, greater clinical disease activity at the
time of discontinuation has been identified as a predictor [9–11]. Likewise, our study
found that higher baseline DAS28-ESR scores were associated with two criteria for
disease relapse, but not with the criterion of restarting TNFi treatment.
In other studies, RF positivity, shorter disease duration, non-smoking and normal
body mass index (BMI) have been associated with successful TNFi discontinuation
[10,12]. In the current study, higher BMI scores were univariately associated with
increased odds of meeting two criteria of disease relapse but not physician-reported
flare, and longer disease duration was a strong predictor for all three definitions of
disease relapse. Erosive disease was univariately associated with TNFi restart.
Neither positivity for RF nor ACPA was associated with disease relapse.
We previously demonstrated that RA patients in remission or stable low disease
activity, as defined by the DAS28-ESR, had a relapse risk of approximately 50%
within 12 months of discontinuing TNFi treatment in the POET study [24]. With such
a high likelihood of relapsing, it may be helpful to have an effective tool to predict the
outcome of treatment withdrawal. The MBDA score has been shown to correlate
significantly with the DAS28-ESR, DAS28-CRP, simplified disease activity index
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(SDAI) and clinical disease activity index (CDAI), both overall and in seronegative and
seropositive RA patients [16,27,28]. The MBDA score was an independent predictor
of disease relapse in a study of RA patients in clinical remission who tapered, and in
one arm of the study stopped, all RA therapy, including csDMARDs and bDMARDs
[18]. The present study is the first to demonstrate the utility of the MBDA score as a
predictor for risk of disease relapse in RA patients who discontinued TNFi treatment
at baseline.
Patients with high MBDA had an odds ratio of approximately 2 for experiencing a
relapse as defined by the three criteria. However, the proportion of patients with low
or moderate MBDA scores who still relapsed within 12 months was also quite high,
which may limit the utility of the MBDA to guide TNFi discontinuation in clinical
practice. Additionally, since odds ratios tend to overestimate the probability of
frequent events (the overall prevalence of relapse ranged from approximately
50% - 60% on the different criteria), the hazard ratios or relative risks of around 1.6
found in the one-year survival analyses may be a more appropriate and precise
estimate of risk for relapse associated with high MBDA.
Our study has several strengths. The data we analyzed were collected in POET,
the largest randomized controlled trial on stopping TNFi in RA patients in remission
or stable low disease activity to date. The MBDA score was measured in an unbiased
selection of 439 patients in the stop group, comprising 83% of those who stopped
TNFi treatment in POET. Most patients in our study had long disease duration (i.e.,
established RA) and an average age of 60 years, which is representative of the
TNFi-using RA population in The Netherlands. Our finding that MBDA score was a
predictor of relapse risk is strengthened by our having used 3 different definitions of
disease relapse: 1) restarting TNFi treatment, 2) escalation of any DMARD therapy
and 3) physician-reported flare, which identified more relapses than with any one
criterion alone. MBDA scores at baseline were predictive of each definition of disease
relapse.
A limitation of the study is that MBDA score was measured only at baseline.
Longitudinal measurements may have provided insight into the effect of TNFi discontinuation on MBDA scores over time, and the potential for early change in MBDA
score to predict relapse. Although only the MBDA score has been validated for
measuring disease activity, it remains to be explored if any of the 12 biomarkers in the
MBDA score might individually have ability to predict disease relapse.
In conclusion, for RA patients in remission or stable LDA, a high baseline MBDA
score was frequently observed and was found to be an independent predictor of
disease relapse within 12 months of TNFi discontinuation. These results suggest that
the MBDA score may be a clinically useful tool for identifying subgroups of patients
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who have an increased risk of relapse when stopping TNFi treatment. These data
should be confirmed in other studies.
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Supplementary Table 1 Disease relapse by three criteria at 12 months for
patients classified by baseline MBDA score in those patients included based on
at least two available DAS28 scores <3.2 in the six months prior to inclusion
Total
Criterion for relapse

Low (<30)
n=214

Moderate (30–44)
n=145

High (>44)
n=54

P

TNFi restart

183

88 (47.3%)

62 (51.2%)

33 (67.3%)

0.044

Medication escalation

214

101 (54.3%)

75 (62.0%)

38 (77.6%)

0.011

Physician-reported flare

204

98 (52.7%)

69 (57.0%)

37 (75.5%)

0.016

Any criterion

234

111 (59.7%)

84 (69.4%)

39 (79.6%)

0.019

Any criterion = TNFi re-initation, medication escalation, or physician-reported flare. P-value by Pearson χ2
test. Total N=356.

Supplementary Table 2 Disease relapse by three criteria at 12 months for
patients classified by baseline MBDA score excluding 26 patients with DAS28 ≥3.2
at baseline
Total

Low (<30)
n=214

Moderate (30–44)
n=145

High (>44)
n=54

P

TNFi restart

205

99 (46.3%)

69 (47.6%)

37 (68.5%)

0.012

Medication escalation

240

113 (52.8%)

86 (59.3%)

41 (75.9%)

0.008

Physician-reported flare

236

113 (52.8%)

82 (56.6%)

41 (75.9%)

0.009

Any criterion

269

127 (59.3%)

99 (68.3%)

43 (79.6%)

0.012

Criterion for relapse

Any criterion = TNFi re-initation, medication escalation, or physician-reported flare. P-value by Pearson χ2
test. Total N=413.

Supplementary Table 3 Disease relapse by three criteria at 12 months for
patients classified by baseline MBDA score for patients in DAS28 remission at
baseline
Total

Low (<30)
n=220

Moderate (30–44)
n=155

High (>44)
n=64

P

TNFi restart

170

88 (46.6%)

55 (46.2%)

27 (65.9%)

0.065

Medication escalation

196

100 (52.9%)

67 (56.3%)

29 (70.7%)

0.114

Physician-reported flare

191

97 (51.3%)

64 (53.8%)

30 (73.2%)

0.038

Any criterion

217

109 (57.7%)

77 (64.7%)

31 (75.6%)

0.078

Criterion for relapse

Any criterion = TNFi re-initation, medication escalation, or physician-reported flare. P-value by Pearson χ2
test. Total N=349.
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1.00 (0.98-1.02); 0.990

1.05 (1.02-1.08); <0.001

1.05 (1.01-1.10); 0.030

1.14 (0.75-1.74); 0.530

1.06 (0.70-1.62); 0.775

1.62 (1.08-2.44); 0.020

1.25 (0.98-1.60); 0.074

1.02 (1.01-1.04); 0.008

1.12 (0.71-1.76); 0.620

0.83 (0.35-1.96); 0.670

Disease duration

BMI

RF positive

Anti-CCP positive

Erosive disease

DAS28-ESR

MBDA score

Number of TNFi

Concomitant DMARD

0.68 (0.29-1.61); 0.381

1.05 (0.66-1.67); 0.825

1.03 (1.02-1.05); <0.001

1.57 (1.21-2.04); 0.001

1.46 (0.96-2.20); 0.075

1.00 (0.65-1.55); 0.988

1.23 (0.80-1.88); 0.340

1.07 (1.02-1.13); 0.005

1.04 (1.01-1.06); 0.003

1.01 (0.99-1.03); 0.242

0.86 (0.57-1.29); 0.452

Medication
escalation

1.09 (0.45-2.60); 0.852

1.42 (0.88-2.29); 0.154

1.02 (1.01-1.04); 0.002

1.36 (1.06-1.75); 0.017

1.31 (0.87-1.97); 0.195

1.31 (0.86-1.01); 0.209

1.04 (0.68-1.58); 0.865

1.04 (0.99-1.09); 0.137

1.04 (1.01-1.06); 0.003

1.01 (0.99-1.03); 0.170

0.95 (0.63-1.42); 0.799

Physician-reported flare

0.74 (0.31-1.77); 0.495

1.31 (0.79-2.16); 0.301

1.04 (1.02-1.05);<0.001

1.65 (1.26-2.17);<0.001

1.50 (0.98-2.30); 0.060

0.99 (0.63-1.56); 0.977

1.14 (0.73-1.77); 0.564

1.06 (1.01-1.12); 0.018

1.04 (1.01-1.07); 0.003

1.01 (0.99-1.03); 0.300

1.01 (0.66-1.53); 0.976

Any flare

Values are for OR (95% CI) and P-value; boldfaced when P <0.05. Age, disease duration, BMI, DAS28-ESR and MBDA score were analyzed as continuous variables. All others
were analyzed as categorical variables. N=439.

0.93 (0.63-1.39); 0.735

Age

TNFi restart

Female sex

Characteristic

Supplementary Table 4 Univariate associations between baseline variables and three definitions of disease relapse within 12 months in
the stop group
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Criterion for relapse

2.62 (1.21–5.68)

2.50 (1.26–4.95)

2.64 (1.30–5.35)

2.13 (1.15–3.94)

OR (95% CI)

0.015

0.009

0.007

0.016

P

2.20 (1.00–4.83)
1.55 (1.14–2.10)

2.21 (1.10–4.42)
1.35 (1.03–1.79)

2.24 (1.09–4.60)
1.52 (1.14–4.60)

1.90 (1.02–3.55)
1.32 (1.01–1.72)

OR (95% CI)

Adjusted

0.050
0.005

0.025
0.033

0.029
0.004

0.044
0.040

P

1.88 (0.83–4.26)
1.54 (1.11–2.14)
1.06 (1.02–1.10)
1.04 (0.98–1.10)
1.34 (0.81–2.23)

2.07 (1.01–4.26)
1.32 (0.98–1.78)
1.05 (1.02–1.08)
1.00 (0.95–1.06)
1.00 (0.62–1.60)

2.04 (0.93–4.45)
1.58 (1.15–2.17)
1.06 (1.03–1.10)
1.04 (0.99–1.10)
1.33 (0.81–2.17)

1.82 (0.93–3.56)
1.32 (0.99–1.77)
1.07 (1.03–1.10)
1.02 (0.97–1.07)
1.26 (0.80–2.00)

OR (95% CI)

Fully adjusted

0.131
0.011
0.001
0.209
0.257

0.048
0.064
0.001
0.916
0.996

0.074
0.004
<0.001
0.129
0.256

0.083
0.059
<0.001
0.443
0.318

P

DAS28-ESR, disease duration and BMI were analyzed as continuous variables; MBDA score (>44) and erosive (yes/no) were analyzed as categorical variables. Adjusted =
adjusted for DAS28. Fully adjusted = adjusted for DAS28, disease duration, BMI and erosions. Any criterion includes patients with TNFi re-initation, medication escalation or
physician-reported flare. Total N=439.

Any criterion
MBDA >44
DAS28-ESR
Disease duration
BMI
Erosive

Physician-reported flare
MBDA >44
DAS28-ESR
Disease duration
BMI
Erosive

Medication escalation
MBDA >44
DAS28-ESR
Disease duration
BMI
Erosive

TNFi restart
MBDA >44
DAS28-ESR
Disease duration
BMI
Erosive

Unadjusted

Supplementary Table 5 Univariate and multivariate analyses of high (>44) versus moderate or low baseline MBDA score as a predictor
of disease relapse at 12 months. Sensitivity analysis with all patients with a missing visit (missing DAS28 score at 3, 6, 9 or 12 months)
counted as a flare on all flare criteria
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A core set of biomarkers as predictor of flare
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ABSTRACT
Objective. To establish whether a core set of individual components of the multi-biomarker disease activity (MBDA) score can predict, at the moment of stopping
TNF-inhibitor (TNFi)-therapy in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients with sustained low
disease activity (LDA), future flare better than the MBDA score.
Methods. In the randomised clinical trial POET, MBDA score and MBDA components
were measured in 439 of 510 RA patients at stopping TNFi. Follow-up lasted one year.
Patients had received TNFi for >1 year with conventional synthetic DMARD and had
LDA (DAS28-ESR<3.2, or rheumatologist assessment of LDA with CRP<10 mg/l) for
≥6 months. With multivariable logistic regression, a core set of individual MBDA score
components predictive of flare was selected. Its predictive value and that of other
models were assessed by AUROC.
Results. During the year after stopping TNFi, 217/439 (49%) patients flared. AUROC
showed that MBDA score was predictive of flare: 0.56(CI95%:0.51-0.61), p=0.03.
A core set of four MBDA components (MMP- 1, MMP-3, VCAM-1 and leptin) had
greater predictive value by AUROC: 0.65(CI95%:0.60-0.70), p<0.001. Adding disease
duration and baseline DAS28-ESR to these models increased AUROC of the MBDA
score to 0.64(CI95%:0.59-0.70), p<0.001 and the 4-biomarker core set to 0.68(CI95%:
0.63- 0.73), p<0.001; difference=0.037(CI95%:0.0003-0.074), p=0.0480.
Conclusion. In RA patients with sustained LDA, the MBDA score, measured upon
TNFi discontinuation, was a significant predictor of subsequent flare. The predictive
value of a model based on a 4-component core set of MBDA biomarkers was greater,
but clinically limited. Adding clinical measures only slightly improved predictive ability
of the biomarker-based models.
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INTRODUCTION
Treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is characterized by intensive pharmacotherapy in treat-to- target and tight-control strategies, to achieve remission or at least low
disease activity (LDA) to prevent (further) structural damage and deterioration of
function, and to maintain participation in social and work-related activities and
long-term health-related quality of life.(1) Currently these goals are feasible, (2, 3)
when remission or LDA is achieved for a certain period. Tapering and/or stopping
biological disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (bDMARDs) is possible in many
patients who acheive persistent remission or LDA, and is consistent with EULAR and
ACR guidelines.(4) In the Potential Optimization of Expediency of TNFi (POET) study,
tumour necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi) was stopped in 531 RA patients with stable
low disease activity (LDA based on DAS28-ESR<3.2, or the rheumatologist’s
assessment of LDA with CRP<10 mg/l)); within the next year, 259 (48.8%) patients
maintained LDA and 272 (51.2%) experienced a flare. Because of this high flare
percentage, it would be beneficial to be able to identify patients who are at risk of
flare after stopping TNFi. Higher baseline DAS28-ESR and disease duration > 10
years were independently associated with a shorter time to flare.(5) In other studies,
other patient and disease characteristics were associated with successful tapering,
such as absence of synovitis on power Doppler US, absence of radiographic
progression on joint X-rays, low swollen or tender joint counts, and absence of
glucocorticoid use.(6)
The multi biomarker disease activity (MBDA) score is a serum test, developed and
validated to quantify RA disease activity. It uses an algorithm to combine serum
concentrations of 12 proteins reflecting disease activity: CRP (C-reactive protein),
Interleukin (IL)-6 and serum amyloid A (SAA), proteins involved in tissue inflammation
(TNF-receptor type 1, epidermal growth factor (EGF), vascular endothelial growth
factor-A (VEGF-A) and vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1)), proteins
involved in tissue remodelling (matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-1, MMP-3 and
cartilage glycoprotein 39 (YKL-40)), and proteins on the interface between
inflammation and metabolism (resistin, leptin). The MBDA score has been evaluated
as a predictor of disease relapse after tapering or discontinuation of TNFi treatment
in the RETRO, DRESS and POET studies.(7-9) MBDA score was not predictive for
successful tapering or discontinuation or (major) flare or radiographic progression in
the DRESS study. However, in the Dutch nationwide POET study, a high baseline
MBDA score was predictive of disease relapse within 12 months, and in the RETRO
study, the MBDA score improved the prediction of relapse in patients with RA when
all DMARDs were tapered or stopped together.
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Based on the (patho)physiology of RA and on literature some of the individual
components of MBDA score could be more predictive of flare than others. Higher
levels of MMP-3 are associated with progressive radiological damage; low levels
of MMP-3 reflect low disease activity,(10) and can predict long-term remission.(11)
A higher level of CRP at achieving remission is an independent predictor of flare.(12)
We hypothesized that a limited core set of individual biomarker components of the
MBDA score, assessed at the moment of stopping TNFi in established RA patients
with sustained LDA, could be more predictive of flare than the MBDA score.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
PatientS and Study deSign
The present study is a sub study of the POET trial (Netherlands Trial Register (number
NTR3112). In POET, patients with RA (ACR 1987 or 2010 criteria) ≥ 18 years old, who
had been using >1 year TNFi and csDMARD and who were in sustained LDA (DAS28ESR<3.2, or the rheumatologist’s assessment of LDA with CRP<10 mg/l) during at
least 6 months, were randomised to continue or stop their TNFi.(5) This study was
approved by the Committee on Research involving Human Subjects, region Arnhem-Nijmegen (“Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek region Arnhem-Nijmegen”)
and local feasibility by all regional Ethical Committees. The study was conducted in
accordance with Good Clinical Practice guidelines and the Declaration of Helsinki. All
participating patients were included from March 2012 until March 2014 and all gave
their written informed consent.
In POET, 531 patients were randomized to stop TNFi and followed for 12 months.
Patients were evaluated at baseline, every three months and also in case of suspected
flare by their rheumatologist and/or rheumatology nurse. At each evaluation the
DAS28-ESR was performed. MBDA score and its individual components were
determined at baseline in a subset of 439 patients for whom serum samples were
available (9); these are the subjects of the present study. (Re)start of medication in
case of flare (e.g. TNFi, corticosteroids, csDMARD increase) was at the discretion of
treating rheumatologist.

deFinitionS oF Flare
Flare was defined as >0.6 increase of DAS28-ESR from baseline, i.e. the moment
TNFi was stopped, AND an actual DAS28-ESR ≥3.2, according to the proposition of
OMERACT(13); this definition was used in the first published POET paper.(5)
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Serum biomarker meaSurement and mbda Score calculation
Serum samples were stored at -40°C until transfer to Crescendo Bioscience (South
San Francisco, CA, USA), where MBDA testing was performed as previously
described.(9) The validated MBDA algorithm combines the concentration of 12
biomarkers, VCAM-1, EGF, VEGF-A, IL-6, TNF-R1, MMP-1, MMP-3, YKL-40, leptin,
resistin, SSA and CRP, to generate the MBDA score on a scale of 1 to 100, with
previously validated categories for low (<30), moderate (30-44) and high (>44)
disease activity.(14) For consistency with prior analyses,(9) MBDA scores were not
adjusted for age, sex or adiposity.

StatiStical analySeS
Descriptive statistics were performed for demographic and baseline disease-related
characteristics and were analyzed by an independent student t-test for normally
distributed continuous variables, Mann-Whitney U test for non-normally distributed
variables, and chi-square for categorical variables. Tests were two-sided, and
p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. The untransformed values
of the individual MBDA components were used in the analysis. The association
between DAS28-flare at 1 year and MBDA score, individual components of MBDA
score and patient and disease characteristics was evaluated using univariate logistic
regression. Wald’s X 2 test (p<0.05) and the estimated odds ratio (OR) and
corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI) of logistic models were used to assess
the strength and direction of the association, respectively. Five multivariable logistic
regression models were used to identify which variable(s) (individual components) of
MBDA score and disease and patient characteristics would be best in predicting
flare in RA patients at the moment of stopping TNFi (p<0.05). Clinical characteristics,
disease characteristics and biomarker components were not weighted in any of the
models. Model 1 analysed all the individual components of MBDA as predictor for
flare, model 2 contained the available patient and disease characteristics, model 3
contained all individual MBDA components in combination with all the available
patient and disease characteristics , model 4 contained MBDA score and significant
relevant components of patient and disease characteristics of model 2. Model 5
contained the significant relevant individual components of MBDA of model 1 in
combination with the significant relevant patient and disease characteristics of
model 2. With the predictive values of the models an area under the receiver operating
curve (AUROC) was generated for each model. AUROC difference was determined,
by using Z-test, between predictive value of MBDA score and model 1, and between
predictive value of model 4 and model 5. All analyses were performed using SPSS
version 25, IBM Inc., Chicago, USA. Graphs for AUROC were created by using R
version 3.5.2.
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RESULTS
TNFi treatment was stopped in 531 patients and blood samples were taken to
determine MBDA score and its individual components in a subset of 439 patients at
the moment of stopping TNFi. Baseline demographic and clinical data were similar
between patients with or without a baseline MBDA score sample. (9) Of the sample
of 439 patients, mean age was 59.8 (SD 10.8) years, 67.4% were females, RA was
longstanding (median 10 years; IQR 6-17 years), 67.3% was RF-positive, 69,1% was
ACPA positive and 62.8% erosive. In these patients the mean DAS28-ESR at baseline
was 1.98 (SD 0.77) reflecting their LDA, BMI was 25.9 (SD 4.3); and 87% used
methotrexate as csDMARD. Most patients (86.3%) were on their first TNFi (adalimumab
51.3%, etanercept 40.1% and 8.6% received infliximab, certolizumab or golimumab),
11.4% on their second and 2.3% on their third TNFi. Of the 439 patients, 222 (50.6%)
kept LDA during the year after stopping TNFi. As less than 10% of the baseline data
was missing, data imputation was not applied.
Univariate logistic regression showed that patients were more at risk for flare if they
were older, had a longer disease duration, higher DAS28-ESR at baseline, higher
MBDA-category (>44), higher absolute MBDA score value and, with respect of the
individual MBDA score biomarkers, a lower MMP-1, higher VCAM-1, TNFR-1, MMP-3
and Leptin. No difference was found for gender, BMI, RF and anti-CCP positivity, joint
erosiveness, use of the second or third TNFi, CRP (also individual component of
MBDA score), SSA, YKL40, Resistin, EGF, VEGF, IL-6 and TNFR-1, see Suppl Table 1.
Results of multivariable logistic regression models to identify which variable(s)
(individual components of MBDA score and patient and disease characteristics)
would be best in predicting flare are shown in Suppl Table 2. In model 1 analysis of
individual components of MBDA only a lower level of MMP-1, higher levels of MMP-3,
Leptin and VCAM-1 were identified as predictors of DAS28-flare. Analyses of patient
and disease characteristics (model 2) showed that patients with a higher DAS28ESR at baseline experienced flare almost twice as often and that longer disease
duration was associated with a higher risk of flare. In model 3 all individual components
of the MBDA score and available patient and disease characteristics were included;
patients with lower MMP-1, higher VACM-1 and higher baseline DAS28-ESR (almost
twice as often) had a higher risk of flare. The fourth model, including the actual MBDA
score, disease duration and DAS28-ESR at baseline, showed that higher baseline
DAS28-ESR was related to a higher risk of flare. The last model (model 5) was
performed with the variables which ‘performed best’ in the analyses of the core set of
the MBDA score components (MMP-1, MMP-3, Leptin and VCAM-1), and patient and
diseases characteristics (DAS28-ESR at baseline, disease duration). A higher
VCAM-1 resulted in a risk for flare more than five times; for DAS28-ESR at baseline the
risk for experiencing a flare was almost twice as high.
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Areas under the ROC curve (AUROC) for predicting flare were determined using
MBDA score as a variable, all individual components of MBDA score (consisting
model 1), baseline patient and disease characteristics (model 2), combination of
individual MBDA score components and baseline patient and disease characteristics (model 3) and a core set of MBDA score components (model 5) also with a
selection of baseline patient and disease characteristics. For MBDA score, the
AUROC for flare was significantly less compared to the core set of MBDA score
(p=0.0052), see Figure 1A. Model 2 used only DAS28-ESR at inclusion and disease
duration, the AUROC was 0.65 (CI95%:0.59-0.70, p<0.001). With all 12 individual
MBDA score components and all patient and disease characteristics (model 3), the
AUROC was 0.69 (CI95%:0.64-0.74,p<0.001). Using the actual MBDA score in
combination with a core set of patient and disease characteristics (DAS28-ESR at

Figure 1A Receiver operating characteristic curves (with 95% confidence
interval areas of sensitivity) of the MDBA model versus the model with 4 MBDA
score variables, predicting flare within one year of stopping TNFi

Red curve: predictive model of selected set of MBDA score variables (model 1), i.e., MMP-1, MMP-3, VCAM-1
and leptin, assessed at the moment of stopping TNFi: area under the ROC curve (AUROC) 0.647 (CI95%
0.596–0.698); p<0.001 for AUROC>0.5.Green curve: predictive model of MBDA score; AUROC 0.561
(CI95% 0.507–0.614) p=0.026 for AUROC>0.5.
Red dot=cut-off value of 30 of the MBDA score: sens 0.544, spec 0.545 (1-spec 0.455); green dot=cut-off
value of 44 of the MBDA score: sens 0.194, spec 0.878 (1-spec 0.122)
AUROC difference between the two models: 0.087 (CI95% 0.026-0.147), p=0.0052
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baseline and disease duration) (model 4) the AUROC was 0.642 (CI95% 0.585-0.693,
p<0.001) and for the core set of the MBDA score (MMP-1, MMP-3, Leptin and
VCAM-1) with relevant patient and disease characteristics (model 5) was AUROC
0.68 (CI95% 0.624-0.728, p<0.001). Model 5 performed significantly (p=0.048) better
in predicting flare compared to model 4 with MBDA score, but overall the predictive
value remained poor. Figure 1B.

Figure 1B Receiver operating characteristic curves (with 95% confidence
interval areas of sensitivity) of models with clinical and biochemical variables,
predicting flare within one year of stopping TNFi

Green curve: predictive model of MBDA, DAS28-ESR and disease duration (model4), all assessed at the
moment of stopping TNFi: area under the ROC curve (AUROC) 0.642 (CI95% 0.585-0.693), p<0.001 for
AUROC>0.5.
Red curve: predictive model of MMP-1, MMP-3, VCAM-1 and leptin, DAS28-ESR and disease duration, all
assessed at the moment of stopping TNFi: AUCROC 0.680 (CI95% 0.624-0.728), p<0.001 for AUROC>0.5.
AUROC difference between the two models: 0.037 (CI95% 0.0003-0.074), p=0.0480
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DISCUSSION
Our primary finding is that a core set of MBDA variables (MMP-1, VCAM-1, MMP-3
and leptin), assessed when TNFi is stopped, has a modest predictive value of flare
in RA patients with sustained LDA. Metalloproteinase(MMP)-3 is involved in tissue
remodelling; low levels predict structural stability in RA patients,(11) and higher levels
reflect disease activity.(10) Although most patients of the POET study had sustained
LDA according to DAS28-ESR, the fact that a core set of MBDA score components
that was assessed at the moment TNFi was stopped and included MMP-3 was able
to predict flare, suggests that LDA on TNFi indeed is not identical to complete
absence of disease activity. Remarkably, low MMP-1 levels predicted flare; without
having a plausible explanation for this finding.
Clinically biomarkers could be a useful tool for identifying patients who are at
increased risk of unsuccessful TNFi discontinuation. The predictive value of the core
set of MBDA components as reflected by AUROC was 0.65 and when the disease
characteristics were added to the core set of MBDA score components, AUROC was
0.68: clearly not a clinically relevant improvement. An explanation could be the
correlation (r=0.48;CI95%,0.38-0.58) between DAS28-ESR and MBDA score found
in a recent study,(15) limiting the independent contribution of MBDA score to the
prediction by a model including DAS28-ESR.
The MBDA score is determined by an algorithm that combines serum levels of 12
proteins. Its score range is divided into three categories (low-moderate-high) to
assess disease activity in RA. Our analysis of patients with RA in remission or LDA,
from the POET study, found that the MBDA score, which has been validated for
measuring RA disease activity (14) and not for predicting flare, was a significant
predictor of flare following TNFi discontinuation, consistent with a previous report.(9)
Moreover, we found that a model using a core set of four biomarker components of
the MBDA score was a slightly stronger predictor of flare than the MBDA score,
although neither one was a strong predictor.
In the RETRO study, MBDA score and ACPA positivity were independent predictors
for relapse in patients with RA in stable remission (DAS28<2.6) undergoing tapering
or stopping of all DMARDs. In our study, patients had sustained LDA, and were older
and had longer disease duration, which in itself are risk factors of flare. Also, all patients in
POET were receiving a TNFi bDMARD at the start of the study, which could indicate
a more serious disease course compared to the RETRO study,(7) in which the majority
of patients were not receiving a bDMARD. These differences prohibit direct comparison
between the study results.
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Our study has imitations. Fitting a model in one sample has the risk of overfitting.
For our model to become established for use in daily clinical practice, it would have
to be validated in another cohort. If MBDA score had been measured at each visit,
also if DAS28-flare was present, we would have gained insight into dynamics of
MBDA scores. The third limitation is that the basis for selecting and monitoring
patients and defining flare was DAS28, the analyses are biased in favour of clinical
measurements compared to biomarker measures. Even so, the MBDA score and
individual biomarkers were significant predictors of flare in POET.
In conclusion, our study showed that in patients with RA and sustained LDA, the
independent added predictive value for flare of a core set of the MBDA score at the
moment of stopping TNFi, although higher than that of the MBDA score, was limited
and has little clinical relevance. Further research is needed in the field of tapering or
stopping bDMARDs with prospective studies, applying various predictors.
Key messages
- An unweighted core set of MBDA variables (MMP-1, VCAM-1, MMP-3, leptin),
assessed when TNFi is stopped in RA patients with sustained LDA, predicted flare
better than the 12-biomarker MBDA score.
- A core set of MBDA variables together with the predictors baseline disease duration
and DAS28- ESR had limited clinical value for predicting flare in RA patients with
LDA.
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Supplementary Table 1 Univariate logistic regression of baseline
characteristics and individual values of MBDA score as predictors of DAS28-ESR
flare at 12 months.
Odds Ratio

95% confidence interval
Lower

Upper

p-value

Female gender

1.17

0.78

1.74

0.45

Age (a year)

1.03

1.01

1.05

0.001

Disease duration (a year)

1.03

1.01

1.05

<0.01

DAS28-ESR

1.66

1.28

2.14

<0.001

Rheumatoid Factor (+)

1.16

0.77

1.77

0.48

Anti-ccp (+)

1.19

0.78

1.82

0.42

Erosiveness (+)

1.16

0.77

1.74

0.48

kg/m2

1.04

0.99

1.09

0.10

Use of second TNFi

1.05

0.58

1.89

0.88

Use of third TNFi

2.10

0.52

8.51

0.30

MBDAscore-category (>44)

2.04

1.15

3.16

<0.02

Actual MBDA score value

1.02

1.00

1.03

0.02

MMP-1 pg/mL

0.96

0.93

0.99

0.02

MMP-3 pg/mL

1.02

1.00

1.03

0.02

Leptin pg/mL

1.01

1.00

1.03

0.04

VCAM-1 pg/mL

5.96

1.83

19.41

0.003

CRP (from MBDA score) mg/l

1.02

0.99

1.04

0.18

SAA pg/mL

1.04

0.99

1.10

0.12

YKL40 pg/mL

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.45

Resistin pg/mL

1.06

1.00

1.13

0.07

EGF pg/mL

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.13

VEGF pg/mL

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.7

IL-6 pg/mL

1.01

1.0

1.02

0.09

TNFR-1 pg/mL

1.84

1.17

2.88

0.01

BMI

DAS28-ESR: disease activity score in 28 joints with erythrocyte sedimentation, BMI: body mass index,
MBDA: MultiBiomarker Disease Activity score. MBDA-components: MMP-1: matrix metalloproteinase 1,
MMP-3: matrix metalloproteinase 3, VCAM-1: vascular cell adhesion molecule- 1, CRP: C-reactive protein,
SSA: serum amyloid A, YKL-40: cartilage glycoprotein 39 (YKL-40), EGF: epidermal growth factor, VEGF-A:
vascular endothelial growth factor-A, IL-6: interleukin and TNFR-1: tumour necrosis factor-receptor type 1.
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Supplementary Table 2 Multivariable analyses of individual unweighted
values of MBDA score and baseline patient and disease characteristics as
predictors of DAS28-ESR flare at 12 months.
Odds Ratio

95% confidence interval
Lower

p-value

Upper

Model 1. Individual unweighted MBDA score components
MMP-1 pg/mL

0.95

0.91

0.98

0.003

MMP-3 pg/mL

1.02

1.00

1.32

0.05

Leptin pg/mL

1.02

1.00

1.30

0.02

VCAM-1 pg/mL

6.5

1.54

27.66

0.01

Model 2. Patient and Disease characteristics
Disease duration (years)

1.03

1.01

1.06

0.02

DAS28-ESR

1.77

1.30

2.23

<0.001

Model 3. Patient and disease characteristics and individual unweighted
MBDA score components
DAS28-ESR

1.69

1.27

2.25

MMP-1 pg/mL

0.95

0.91

0.99

<0.001
0.01

VCAM-1 pg/mL

5.12

1.29

20.3

0.02

Model 4. Disease duration, baseline DAS28-ESR, actual MBDA score value
Disease duration (years)

1.33

1.03

1.74

0.03

DAS28-ESR

1.67

1.25

2.21

<0.001

Actual MBDA score value

1.01

0.99

1.03

0.311

Model 5. Disease duration, baseline DAS28-ESR, MMP-1, MMP-3, VCAM-1, Leptin
Disease duration (years)

1.02

1.01

1.05

0.07
<0.001

DAS28-ESR

1.69

1.27

2.25

MMP-1 pg/mL

0.95

0.92

0.99

0.01

MMP-3 pg/mL

1.01

1.0

1.3

0.07

Leptin pg/mL

1.02

1.0

1.03

0.05

VCAM-1 pg/mL

5.12

1.29

20.30

0.02

MBDA score: MultiBiomarker Disease Activity score, MMP-1: matrix metalloproteinase 1, MMP-3: matrix
metalloproteinase 3, VCAM-1: vascular cell adhesion molecule-1, DAS28-ESR: disease activity score in 28
joints with erythrocyte sedimentation rate at baseline tumour necrosis factor inhibitor. Patient and disease
characteristics: gender, BMI, disease duration (years), rheumatoid factor, anti- CCP, erosiveness, DAS28 at
baseline, number of TNFi used and use of concomitant DMARD.
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ABSTRACT
Background. The aim of this study was to identify predictors of prolonged disease
control after discontinuation of tumor necrosis factor inhibitor (TNFi) treatment in
patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
Methods. Post-hoc analysis of 439 RA patients (67.3% rheumatoid factor positive)
with longstanding RA in remission or with stable low disease activity, randomized to
stopping TNFi treatment in the multicenter POET trial. Prolonged acceptable disease
control was defined as not restarting TNFi treatment within 12 months after stopping.
Baseline demographic and disease-related variables were included in univariate and
multivariate logistic regression analysis for identifying predictors of relapse.
Results. One year after baseline, 220 patients (50.1%) had not restarted TNFi
treatment. Use of an anti-TNF monoclonal antibody (versus a receptor antagonist,
OR = 2.41; 95% CI: 1.58 – 3.67), ≤10 yrs. disease duration (OR = 2.15; 95% CI: 1.42
– 3.26) and low or moderate multi-biomarker disease activity (MBDA) scores (OR = 2.00;
95% CI: 1.10 – 3.64) at baseline were independently predictive of successful TNFi
discontinuation (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve = 0.66; 95%
CI: 0.61 – 0.71). Results were similar when using no physician-reported flare as the
criterion. TNFi-free survival was significantly different for patient groups based on
the number of predictors present, ranging from 21.4% of patients with no predictor
present to 66.7% of patients with all three predictors present.
Conclusion. Patients using an anti-TNF monoclonal antibody, with shorter disease
duration and low or moderate baseline MBDA score are most likely to achieve
prolonged disease control after TNFi discontinuation.
Trial registration. Netherlands Trial Register NTR3112, 21 October 2011.
Keywords: Rheumatoid arthritis, Remission, Low disease activity, TNFi discontinuation,
predictors.
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BACKGROUND
Treatment options and outcomes in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) have improved
markedly over the last decades [1–3]. Particularly the use of conventional synthetic
disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug (csDMARDs) in combination with the more
expensive biological agents (bDMARDs) such as tumor necrosis factor inhibitors
(TNFi) has been shown to be effective in reducing disease activity, improving
physical function, and slowing radiographic damage [4–6]. In practice, patients
achieving low disease activity (LDA) or even remission usually continue this
combination therapy permanently. This, however, may lead to unnecessary treatment
and resource use, as several studies have suggested that a substantial number of
RA patients in sustained remission or LDA can taper or altogether stop their TNFi
without experiencing a disease flare [7, 8].
Although current guidelines suggest that tapering or withdrawal of bDMARDs can be
considered for patients in persistent remission [9], where persistent remission is not
explicitly defined, validated predictors of successful discontinuation are needed to
successfully implement practical stopping rules in daily clinical practice [10]. A number
of studies have already examined predictors of successful TNFi discontinuation,
but it remains a challenge to judge which patients can effectively and safely stop their
TNFi without incurring a flare of the disease [11]. A recent systematic review found no
consistently strong predictors for successful dose reduction or discontinuation [12].
Only shorter disease duration [13–15], less or no erosive disease [14–16], and lower
disease activity [14–17] at baseline have been shown in more than one study to
predict successful TNFi discontinuation. Additionally, single studies have found that
younger age [14], normal body mass index (BMI) [16], non-smoking [15], anti-cyclic
citrullinated peptide antibodies (ACPA) negativity [17, 18], shorter [15] or longer [19]
TNFi treatment, and initial (versus delayed) TNFi treatment [13] were associated with
successful TNFi discontinuation. Finally, two studies have found a tendency for more
relapses among female patients [13, 17].
Moreover, two main types of TNFi with different mechanisms of action are used in RA:
anti-TNF monoclonal antibodies versus soluble TNF receptors (receptor antagonist).
Monoclonal antibody agents like adalimumab and infliximab bind specifically to TNF,
while the receptor fusion protein etanercept, functioning as a decoy receptor, binds
to circulating TNF and prevents it from interacting with a cell surface receptor [20–23].
Adalimumab and etanercept are currently the most frequently prescribed TNFi and
generally demonstrate comparable effectiveness [24, 25]. Previous discontinuation
studies, however, generally examined one specific TNFi agent only or did not examine
possible differences in the predictive value of the type of TNFi (anti-TNF monoclonal
antibody or receptor antagonist) for successful discontinuation.
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Recently, the POET trial showed that, although stopping TNFi treatment in patients
with established RA in remission or with stable low disease activity resulted in
substantially more flares than did continuation of TNFi, around half of the patients
could successfully stop for at least 12 months [26]. The aim of the current post-hoc
study was to identify baseline predictors of prolonged disease control after discontinuation of TNFi.

METHODS
PatientS and Study deSign
We used data from the Dutch pragmatic POET trial, registered in the Netherlands Trial
Register (NTR3112) [26]. This multicenter trial randomized RA patients with stable
LDA, as measured with the 28-joint Disease Activity Score using the erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (DAS28-ESR) [27], in a ratio of 2:1 to either discontinuing or continuing
TNFi treatment. For those patients randomized to stopping TNFi, concomitant
treatment with csDMARDs was continued. Eligible patients had to fulfill the ACR 1987
criteria for RA, be 18 years or older, and have received TNFi treatment for ≥1 year.
Patients also needed to have stable LDA for ≥6 months before inclusion, which was
operationalized as either two DAS28-ESR scores <3.2 or the rheumatologist’s clinical
judgment of remission or stable low disease activity with at least one C-reactive
protein (CRP) measurement <10 mg/L in the last 6 months. Finally, no dosage
changes were allowed to have occurred for csDMARDs or corticosteroids in the
6 months prior to inclusion.
A total of 531 patients were randomized to the stop group [26]. In case of a disease
flare, defined as a DAS28-ESR score ≥3.2 with an increase >0.6 [28], the treating
rheumatologist could re-initiate TNFi treatment. As the current study aimed to identify
patient and clinical characteristics predictive of prolonged disease control after
discontinuation of TNFi treatment, only the data from 439 patients randomized to
the stop group and for whom baseline serum samples were collected to measure the
multi-biomarker disease activity (MBDA) score [29] were used. Baseline characteristics
were comparable between the included 439 patients with and the 92 patients without
an available baseline MBDA measurement [30].

meaSureS
Included patients were examined by the rheumatologist and rheumatology nurse at
baseline and return visits were scheduled at 3, 6, 9 and 12 months or earlier if the
symptoms suggested a disease flare. The following measurements were collected
at baseline: age, sex, weight, height, body mass index (BMI), disease duration,
rheumatoid factor (RF) and ACPA status, erosive disease (yes/no) and medication
use, including the type of TNFi (antibody vs. receptor antagonist) and concomitant
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csDMARD use. In a substantial subsample, the MBDA score was assessed at
baseline. The MBDA score is a novel test that measures 12 biomarkers in serum to
assess disease activity in patients with rheumatoid arthritis [29]. The scoring
algorithm generates a total score from 1 to 100, with definitions for low (<30),
moderate (30 to 44) and high (>44) disease activity [31].
Standard disease activity measurements were collected at every visit and consisted
of a 28-joint tender and swollen joint count (TJC28 and SJC28), laboratory
measurement of the ESR (mm/h) and CRP (mg/l) and a patient-reported general
health assessment on a 100-mm visual analog scale (VAS-GH). The TJC28, SJC28,
ESR and VAS-GH were used to calculate the DAS28-ESR as a composite index of
disease activity [27]. Physician-reported flares and medication changes were
continuously recorded.

StatiStical analySiS
Successful discontinuation was defined as not restarting TNFi treatment within 12 months
after stopping. First, univariate logistic regression analyses were performed to examine
associations between potential baseline predictors and successful 12-month TNFi
discontinuation. The following patient and clinical variables were considered: type of
TNFi (anti-TNF monoclonal antibody (adalimumab, infliximab, golimumab or
certolizumab)) vs. receptor antagonist (etanercept), concomitant csDMARD use,
female sex, younger age (≤60 yrs.), shorter disease duration (≤10 yrs.), RF negativity,
ACPA negativity, non-erosive disease, normal weight (BMI = 18.5 – 25), first TNFi
agent, deep remission (DAS28 ≤1.98) [32, 33], and low or moderate MBDA score
(≤44) [30]. To facilitate the interpretation of odds ratios (ORs), continuous predictors
were dichotomized by median split (DAS28-ESR, age, disease duration) or previously
established relevant cut-off points (BMI, MBDA). ORs are classified as weak when
about 1.5, moderate when about 2.5, strong when about 4 and very strong when
about 10 [34]. Additional separate models were run to test for possible interactions
between each predictor and type of TNFi. Predictors univariately associated with
outcome (P <0.10) were included in a multivariate logistic regression model to
identify independent predictors. The multivariate model was reduced by excluding
predictors from the model with P >0.10 (backward deletion), and the goodness of
fit of the final model was estimated using the Hosmer and Lemeshow test [35],
where a non-significant result indicates support for the model. The predictive ability
of the model was examined using the area under the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve. All regression analyses were based on observed data. As 38 patients
(8.7%) had missing baseline values on laboratory and radiographic erosion data,
the multivariate model was repeated using multiple imputation with 10 imputed
datasets. Since results were very similar to non-imputed data, only the results from
observed data are presented. As a sensitivity analysis, the final multivariate model
was repeated using no physician-reported flare within 12 months after stopping as
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the dependent variable. To further explore the prognostic value of the remaining
predictors, TNFi-free survival based on the number of predictors present was
examined using Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. Between-group difference in survival
was tested using the log rank test. Since MBDA testing is not common in many
rheumatology practices, the multivariate and survival analyses were repeated without
MBDA as a predictor. All statistical calculations were performed using SPSS 23.

RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes the baseline characteristics of the patients (n=439). Median age
and disease duration was 60 and 10 years, respectively. Approximately 60% of the
patients used an antibody agent, most frequently adalimumab, while 40% used
etanercept. Most patients were on their first TNFi. In total, 219 (49.9%) of the patients
restarted their TNFi within 12 months, while at least one physician-reported flare was
reported for 251 (57.2%) patients. Forty-four patients with a physician-reported flare
(17.5%) did not restart their TNFi, while no physician-reported flare was recorded for
12 patients who restarted TNFi (6.4%).
Antibody type TNFi, shorter disease duration, non-erosiveness and low or moderate
MBDA were weakly to moderately associated with successful discontinuation,
defined as not restarting TNFi treatment within 12 months after stopping in univariate
regression analysis (Table 2). No interactions with type of TNFi were significant
and separate univariate analyses for both types of TNFi showed that the predictive
value of individual variables was similar for patients discontinuing an antibody agent
or etanercept. However, MBDA ≤44 was significantly predictive only in patients
discontinuing etanercept (OR = 3.69; 95% CI: 1.34 – 10.18; p = 0.012) and not in patients
discontinuing an antibody agent (OR = 1.68; 95% CI: 0.81 – 3.45; p = 0.162).
In multivariate analysis, non-erosiveness lost its significance (OR = 1.34; 95% CI:
0.85 – 2.11; p = 0.212). Type of TNFi, shorter disease duration and low or moderate
MBDA scores remained independently predictive of successful discontinuation, with
type of TNFi being the strongest predictor (Table 3). The area under the ROC curve
showed a modest predictive ability of 0.66 for these three variables. This decreased
to 0.65 when omitting MBDA, suggesting rather limited added value of MBDA as a
predictor for biologic-free disease control above and beyond type of TNFi and
disease duration. Logistic regressions with disease duration and MBDA as continuous
predictors demonstrated very similar results, with erosiveness again losing significance
and type of TNFi, shorter disease duration and lower MBDA scores remaining
independently predictive of successful discontinuation [see Supplementary file].
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the patients (N=439)

Female, n (%)

296 (67.4%)

Age (yrs.), mean (SD)

59.8 (10.8)

Disease duration (yrs.), median (IQR)

10 (6–17)

BMI, mean (SD)

25.9 (4.3)

Normal BMI (18.5–25), n (%)

174 (39.6%)

RF positive, n (%)

270 (67.3%)

ACPA positive, n (%)

277 (69.1%)

Erosive disease, n (%)

252 (62.8%)

ESR, median (IQR)

9.0 (5–17)

TJC28, median (IQR)

0 (0–1)

SJC28, median (IQR)

0 (0–0)

PGA, median (IQR)
DAS28-ESR
MBDA score, mean (SD)
Low (<30) or moderate (30–44), n (%)

20.7 (9.0–28.1)
2.0 (0.8)
30.2 (12.6)
375 (85.4%)

Type of TNFi
Etanercept

176 (40.1%)

Adalimumab

225 (51.3%)

Infliximab

22 (5.0%)

Golimumab

14 (3.2%)

Certolizumab

2 (0.5%)

Number of TNFi, n (%)
1st

379 (86.5%)

2nd

50 (11.4%)

3rd

9 (2.1%)

csDMARD, n (%)
Methotrexate
Methotrexate + glucocorticoids

362 (82.5%)
20 (4.6%)

Glucocorticoids

6 (1.4%)

Other csDMARD

29 (6.6%)

No DMARD

22 (5.0%)

TNFi = tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitors; DAS28 = disease activity score in 28 joints; BMI = body
mass index; RF = rheumatoid factor; ACPA = anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies; ESR = erythrocyte
sedimentation rate; CRP = C-reactive protein; TJC28 = 28-joint tender joint count; SJC28 = 28-joint swollen
joint count; PGA = patient global assessment; MBDA = multi-biomarker disease activity; csDMARD =
conventional synthetic disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug.
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Table 2 Univariate associations of baseline variables with successful TNFi
discontinuation
Predictor
a

OR

95% CI

P

2.26

1.53 – 3.34

<0.0001

Concomitant DMARD

1.21

0.51 – 2.85

0.670

Female sex

1.07

0.72 – 1.60

0.735

Younger age (≤60 yrs.)

1.17

0.80 – 1.70

0.417

Shorter disease duration (≤10 yrs.)

2.00

1.34 – 2.98

0.001

RF negative

1.14

0.75 – 1.74

0.530

ACPA negative

1.06

0.70 – 1.62

0.775

Non-erosive

1.62

1.08 – 2.44

0.020

Normal weight (BMI 18.5 – 25)

1.35

0.92 – 1.98

0.128

First TNFi

1.23

0.71 – 2.13

0.461

DAS28 deep remission (DAS28 ≤1.98)

1.21

0.83 – 1.77

0.314

Low or moderate MBDA (≤44)

2.32

1.32 – 4.05

0.003

anti-TNF monoclonal antibody

a Reference

category is receptor antagonist.
TNFi = tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitors; csDMARD = conventional synthetic disease modifying
anti-rheumatic drug; RF = rheumatoid factor; ACPA = anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide; BMI = body mass
index; DAS28 = disease activity score in 28 joints; MBDA = multi-biomarker disease activity.

Table 3 Multivariate associations with successful TNFi discontinuation with and
without MBDA score as a predictor
With MBDA

Without MBDA

Predictor

OR

95% CI

P

OR

95% CI

P

anti-TNF monoclonal
antibody a

2.41

1.58 – 3.67

<0.0001

2.46

1.61 – 3.73

<0.0001

Disease duration <10 yrs.

2.15

1.42 – 3.26

<0.0001

2.14

1.42 – 3.23

<0.0001

MBDA score ≤44

2.00

1.10 – 3.64

0.023

–

–

–

a Reference

category is receptor antagonist.
TNFi = tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitors; MBDA = multi-biomarker disease activity; OR = Odds ratio.
Hosmer and Lemeshow with MBDA χ2(5) = 1.57, P = 0.905, area under ROC curve = 0.66 (95% CI: 0.61 –
0.71, P <0.0001); Hosmer and Lemeshow without MBDA χ2(2) = 0.00, P = 1.000, area under ROC curve =
0.65 (95% CI: 0.59 – 0.70, P <0.0001).

As a sensitivity analysis, using ‘no physician-reported flare’ as the criterion for
successful TNFi discontinuation resulted in similar findings in the total sample, with
the same three predictors remaining significant in multivariate analysis. However, the
predictive value of the variables tended to be slightly lower with ORs of 1.86 (95% CI:
1.24 – 2.79; P = 0.003), 1.78 (95% CI: 1.18 – 2.70; P = 0.006) and 2.49 (95% CI: 1.35
– 4.59; P = 0.003) for antibody TNFi, shorter disease duration and low or moderate
MBDA score, respectively.
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Figure 1 Kaplan-Meier curves showing the proportion of patients not restarting
TNFi per number of predictors present

Upper panel: with MBDA as predictor; Lower panel: without MBDA as predictor. MBDA = multi-biomarker
disease activity.
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TNFi-free survival was significantly different (log rank = 43.9, P < 0.001) for patient
groups based on the number of predictors present (Figure 1). TNFi-free survival rates
were 21.4% in patients with no predictor present (n=14), 31.7% in patients with one
predictor (n=104), 52.6% in patients with two predictors (n=213), and 66.7% in patients
with three predictors (n=108) present. Fairly similar results and differences between
groups (log rank = 33.9, P < 0.001) were obtained in TNFi-free survival when using
only antibody type TNFi and shorter disease duration as predictors. In this analysis,
TNFi-free survival rates were 32.1% in patients with no predictor present (n=84),
48.5% in patients with one predictor (n=231), and 65.3% in patients with both
predictors (n=124) present.

DISCUSSION
The POET study previously demonstrated that in patients with established RA in
sustained remission or with stable low disease activity, as defined by the DAS28-ESR,
approximately 50% of the patients could successfully stop their TNFi for at least 12
months [26]. However, with the consequential fifty-fifty chance of relapsing, it would
be helpful to identify patient and clinical predictors of prolonged disease control after
discontinuation of TNFi. This post-hoc analysis showed that the type of TNFi (anti-TNF
monoclonal antibody vs. receptor antagonist) being used, RA disease duration and
the MBDA score at the time of discontinuation of TNFi were significantly associated
with success of stopping. Approximately 70% of patients who were on an anti-TNF
monoclonal antibody, with a disease duration of <10 years and a MBDA score ≤44
were able to successfully stop their TNFi, while conversely 80% of patients on a TNFi
receptor antagonist, with a disease duration of ≥10 years and a MBDA score >44
restarted their TNFi within 12 months of stopping.
Several other studies have previously explored potential predictors of disease relapse
after TNFi discontinuation [11, 12]. Multiple studies found shorter disease duration,
RF positivity, non-smoking, erosive disease and normal body mass index (BMI) to be
predictive of successful TNFi discontinuation [14, 16]. In the current study, shorter
disease duration was also a predictor of successful discontinuation, but RF positivity
and normal BMI were not. Erosive disease was univariately associated with restarting
TNFi, but did not remain a unique predictor in the final multivariate model.
Higher clinical disease activity at the time of discontinuation has also previously been
identified as a predictor, although results varied considerably between studies [13,
14, 36]. In the current study, higher baseline DAS28-ESR scores were not associated
with the criterion of restarting TNFi treatment within 12 months. However, a high
MBDA score at the time of TNFi discontinuation was predictive of restarting TNFi.
Several previous studies found that MBDA scores may be elevated when conventional
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clinical measures indicate remission or LDA [18, 37–39]. Furthermore, these patients
were found to be at increased risk for progressive joint damage [37–39]. In patients
with high baseline MBDA scores at the time of TNFi discontinuation in POET, discontinuation may have allowed a resurgence of subclinical residual inflammation and the
subsequent need to restart TNFi treatment [18].
At the time of the analysis, the type of TNFi, i.e. anti-TNF monoclonal antibody vs.
receptor antagonist, had not been previously identified as a predictor of successful
TNFi discontinuation. Very recently, however, Hashimoto et al. also found that use of
infliximab, adalimumab, and golimumab, as opposed to etanercept or certolizumab
pegol, was clearly more advantageous for achieving bDMARD-free remission in a
retrospective registry study of patients discontinuing bDMARDs [40]. This is in line
with the current findings, which also showed that patients who were using an anti-TNF
monoclonal antibody (mostly adalimumab) were significantly more often able to
successfully discontinue their TNFi than patients who had been using a receptor
antagonist (mostly etanercept). These findings might be explained by several
differences between the TNF receptor antagonists and antibodies. Firstly, TNF
receptor antagonists function as decoy receptors that bind to circulating TNF, thereby
mimicking the inhibitory effects of naturally occurring soluble TNF receptors, albeit
with a greatly extended circulatory half-life. TNF antibodies also bind specifically
to TNF and thus block its interaction with the p55 and p75 cell surface TNF receptors.
However, TNF antibodies may also lyse surface TNF expressing blood cells in the
presence of complement thereby possibly inducing prolonged disease control
[20–23]. Secondly, pharmacokinetic properties differ between the drugs, with a
single dose half-life of approximately 4 days for the TNF receptor antagonists
etanercept vs. 10-20 days for the TNF antibody adalimumab [20]. Finally, there may
be differences in drug dosages and dosage-intervals.
This current post-hoc analysis used a relatively large dataset collected in the POET
study, a randomized controlled trial on stopping TNFi in RA patients in daily clinical
practice. The subgroup of 439 patients appeared to be an unbiased sample of the
total stop group. With an average age of 60 years and a median disease duration of
10 years, the sample also appeared to be representative of the population with
established RA using TNFi in The Netherlands
However, the study also has several limitations that should be considered. Besides
the general limitations of exploratory post-hoc data analyses [41], one specific
limitation of the current analysis is that we only focused on baseline predictors.
Longitudinal (especially early) changes in variables such as the DAS28, ESR/CRP or
MBDA scores could have provided insight into the potential for monitoring of these
variables to predict relapse. Another possible limitation of the POET study was the
decision to leave restarting of TNFi at the discretion of the treating rheumatologists.
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It is possible that this has led to an overestimation of successful disease control and
bias in the population of TNFi restarters. Finally, due to the pragmatic nature of the
POET study, a small proportion of patients were still using prednisone at baseline,
even though current guidelines clearly state that glucocorticoids should have been
withdrawn before bDMARDs are tapered [9].

CONCLUSIONS
In patients with established RA in sustained remission or with stable LDA, use of an
anti-TNF monoclonal antibody, disease duration less or equal to 10 years and low to
moderate MBDA score at the time of discontinuation were significantly associated
with success of stopping TNFi. Although their predictive ability was only modest, it
may be useful to consider these clinical characteristics when deciding to stop TNFi
treatment in RA patients in daily clinical practice. The current findings and robustness
of the specific predictors should be confirmed in other samples of RA patients
stopping TNFi treatment. Also, future studies could focus more on the predictive
value of early changes in disease-related variables and on other potential markers for
successful TNFi discontinuation.

abbreviationS
ACPA: anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies; bDMARD: Biological synthetic
disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; BMI: body mass index; CRP: C-reactive
protein; csDMARD: Conventional synthetic disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug;
DAS28: disease activity score in 28 joints; DMARD: Disease modifying anti-rheumatic
drug; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; LDA: low disease activity; MBDA:
multi-biomarker disease activity; OR: odds ratio; PGA: patient global assessment;
RA: rheumatoid arthritis; RF: rheumatoid factor; SJC28: 28-joint swollen joint count;
TNFi: tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitors; TJC28: 28-joint tender joint count.
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Supplementary file Multivariate associations with successful TNFi discontinuation
with and without MBDA score as a predictor, with disease duration and MBDA as
continuous predictors
With MBDA

Without MBDA

Predictor

OR

95% CI

P

OR

95% CI

P

Antibody TNFia

2.41

1.58 – 3.68

<0.0001

2.43

1.59 – 3.69

<0.0001

Disease duration

0.95

0.93 – 0.98

<0.0001

0.95

0.93 – 0.97

<0.0001

MBDA score

0.98

0.97 – 1.00

0.043

–

–

–

a Reference

category is receptor antagonist.
TNFi = tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitors; MBDA = multi-biomarker disease activity; OR = Odds ratio.
Hosmer and Lemeshow with MBDA χ2(8) = 2.29, P = 0.971, area under ROC curve = 0.68 (95% CI: 0.62 –
0.73, P <0.0001); without MBDA χ2(8) = 5.09, P = 0.748, area under ROC curve = 0.67 (95% CI: 0.62 – 0.72,
P <0.0001).
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CHAPTER 8
Is radiographic progression a downside of
stopping TNF-inhibitor in RA patients with low
disease activity, if this is followed by flare?
A sub-study of the POET-US-trial
Femke B.G. Lamers-Karnebeek, Jolanda J. Luime, Tim L. Jansen,
Piet L.C.M. van Riel, Johannes W.G. Jacobs

Radiographic progression after stopping TNFi?

DEAR EDITOR, Half of patients with RA, who are in sustained low disease activity
(LDA) or remission, can discontinue TNF-inhibitor successfully, without experiencing
a flare within 1 year after stopping [1]. This implies that 50% does have flare;
unfortunately, we are not yet able to predict at the moment of stopping TNFi which
patient is at high risk of flaring. However, soon after restarting TNFi again, at least
LDA is achieved [1]. The aim of our study was to establish whether flaring in this
situation would be associated with more radiographic progression [2], compared
with no flaring.
This is a sub-analysis of the POET-US study [3], in which patients had been included
who had RA (ACR 1987 OR 2010 criteria), were older than 18 years, had been using
TNFi and csDMARD >1 year and had DAS28 < 3.2 for 6 months prior to inclusion.
The study was approved by a central ethics commission and participants gave their
written informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki. TNFi was stopped
and patients were followed for 52 weeks thereafter. In case of a flare, TNFi was
restarted within a short period in most patients. Flare was defined as >0.6 increase
of DAS28 since study start AND (Boolean) an actual DAS28 ≥ 3.2, according to
OMERACT [4]. X-rays of hands and feet were made at, or <12 months before,
inclusion and at 12 and 24 months after stopping TNFi. These were scored by two
independent readers using the Sharp van der Heijde score (SvdH); their inter-rater
reliability was 0.97 (95%CI: 0.96, 0.98) and their average score was used, unless only
one reading was available. Cumulative probability plots of radiographic joint
progression for those flaring vs those not flaring were drafted [5].
Complete X-ray data were available of 141 of 256 POET-US patients at 12 months
after stopping TNFi, and of 84 at 24 months. During the first year, 69 (49%) patients
experienced a flare. Baseline characteristics did not differ between patients with or
without complete X-ray data. Linear regression (outcome: radiographic progression
over 1 year, predictors baseline SvdH-score and flare y/n) was performed to establish
whether flare would independently predict radiographic progression, but it did not. In
contrast, a higher baseline SvdH-score predicted more radiographic progression
(R2 0.123, P = 0.0000). After one year there was no significant difference in mean
(s.d.) radiographic progression between RA patients who flared and those who did
not: respectively 0.74 (3.0) and 0.53 (2.8) SvdH units, P = 0.94 (Mann-Whitney U
test). The cumulative probability plot (Fig. 1a) shows that 86% (121/141) of patients in
both groups had no radiographic progression over one year. Although at 24 months
a major part of X-rays were missing, we also plotted a cumulative probability plot for
radiographic progression over two years with similar results (Fig. 1b).
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Figure 1 Cumulative probability plots of radiographic progression

Cumulative radiographic progression plots showing the change in Sharp van der Heijde score (y-axis)
during the first year after stopping TNFi and continuing csDMARD (a, n = 141) and during the first two years
after stopping TNFi and continuing csDMARD (b, n = 84). No flare: patients who did not experience a flare
of RA during the first year after stopping TNFi, Flare: patients who experienced a flare of RA during the first
year after stopping TNFi.

Although these outcomes are reassuring, it should be noted that flare occurred after
a mean (s.d.) of 21 (14) weeks after stopping TNFi, leaving a relatively short period in
which progression could be increased, but in both groups, we found minor radiological
progression also over two years. Minor radiological progression has been reported
before in patients with LDA; it might be explained by subclinical disease activity in
some [6].
In conclusion: flare in the first year after TNFi cessation in RA patients with LDA seems
not to cause additional radiographic progression.
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Key message
- RA flare during the first year following TNFi cessation does not cause additional
radiographic progression
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
During the last three decades there has been a tremendous change in the
management of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Nowadays, it is possible to
achieve low disease activity (LDA) or even remission through early diagnosis, with
early instalment or the use of a combinations of conventional synthetic DMARDs
(csDMARD), following a treat-to-target principle and the introduction of biological
(bDMARD) and targeted synthetic DMARDs (tsDMARD). The challenge now for
rheumatology is whether patients with RA and LDA should continue their DMARD
therapy to control the disease or could de-escalate it (by tapering or stopping)
without suffering harmful effects. If the disease activity could be controlled with less
or no medication at all, this would yield benefits such as less drugs toxicity, fewer
adverse reactions, and in lower medical costs.

FREQUENCY
In order to assess the course of the disease after tapering or stopping csDMARD or
bDMARD therapy in patients with RA in remission or LDA, we performed a systemic
review. (chapter 2) This review outlines that despite a large heterogeneity in included
studies, tapering down, or stopping csDMARD or bDMARD therapy is possible
without experiencing an immediate flare in more than one-third of patients with LDA
or remission. Since publishing the review in 2015, several other studies provided
insights on flare rates, which were more or less similar. The biggest of these is our
Potential Optimization of Expediency of TNFi (POET) study in which established RA
patients with RA and DAS28<3.2 at inclusion, were randomized to continue or stop
TNFi.(1) It showed that after one year almost 50% of the patients who stopped TNFi
experienced a flare, compared to 14% in the continuation arm. Another study,
Tapering strategies in rheumatoid arthritis (TARA), included patients with RA and
DAS≤2.4 who were randomized to gradually tapering TNFi or csDMARD).(2) The flare
rate after one year was 43% in the TNFi tapering group versus 33% in the csDMARD
tapering group. This also shows that controlling the disease is possible for almost
50% of the patients, resulting in substantial financial benefit regarding health
economic costs. Given the high percentages of flare, it is important to be able to
predict which patient might experience a flare and who stays in remission.
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PREDICTABILITY
In times of optimal treatment for RA and feasibility to discontinue bDMARDs in half of
the patients, even in longstanding disease, the question emerges whether we could
identify those patients who will flare if they were to discontinue TNFi. In other words:
‘Is it possible to determine the ideal profile of the patients who profit most from
de-escalation or even stopping bDMARD treatment?’. Former research revealed
different predictors of flare such as patient and disease characteristics, e.g. longer
disease duration, smoking,(3) higher BMI,(4) longer use of TNFi,(3) higher DAS28ESR,(5) and higher DAS-CRP,(6) rheumatoid factor positivity,(7) and anti-CCP
positivity.(6) The goal of our research was to provide additional evidence for these
predictors of flare in a larger prospective cohort of patients with RA from daily
rheumatology practice. But above all to see whether other factors may help to identify
risk for flare early on. So we investigated the predictive value of ultrasonography (US)
arthritis (chapter 3), adalimumab (ADA) trough levels (ADA-TL) and ADA antidrug
antibody (ADA-abs) formation (chapter 4), biomarkers levels like the multi-biomarker
disease activity (MBDA) score (chapter 5) and the individual variables of the MBDA
score (chapter 6). It was hypothesised that these latter predictors could have additional
value, because they might resemble the ‘true disease activity’ in patients with RA and
LDA. In chapter 7 the opposite of predictors of DAS28 flare was investigated, namely
predictors of bDMARD-free disease control.

ultraSonograPhy
In chapter 3 the predictive value of ultrasonography on top of patient and disease
characteristics was investigated at the moment of stopping TNFi in patients with RA
and LDA, at group and individual level. Of 226 patients almost half experienced a
flare within the first year after stopping TNFi. The median time-to-flare was 14 weeks
(interquartile range 1-27 weeks). Patients with a longer disease duration and a higher
DAS28-ESR at inclusion were more at risk of flare. There was no difference in flare risk
for higher BMI, RF or anti-CCP positivity, and joint erosiveness, in contrast to results
of other studies. Patients with ultrasonographic arthritis (grey scale score>1 and/or
power Doppler score >0) had a higher risk of flare at 52 weeks at group level.
For each patient the probability of flare within 52 weeks as predicted from a model
with ultrasonography and a model without ultrasonography was compared. It showed
that when ultrasonography was added to the clinical characteristics, it had little
added value as a predictor for flare in the individual patient.
Applicability in daily clinical practice:
Although on group level ultrasonographic arthritis at baseline predicted that patients
flared, the discriminatory properties of ultrasonography as a test to predict flare on
patient level were insufficient. This means that the test cannot be used to decide
which patients should be able to discontinue TNFi, although it does contain
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information that if ultrasonographic arthritis is present, there is a higher likelihood that
patients will flare.

adalimumab trough levelS and adalimumab antidrug antibody Formation
In chapter 4, the aim was to establish whether next to baseline patient characteristics,
ADA-TLs or ADA-abs could predict flare after stopping ADA in established RA
patients with LDA. From the clinical trial POET, 106 out of 210 RA patients stopping
ADA experienced a flare within 12 months. Almost all patients used a csDMARD as
co-medication next to ADA. There is some debate about what the optimal cut-off
level for ADA would be. For example, ADA-TL> 5-8 µg/ml correspond with maximal
clinical response.(8) In another study, at ADA-TL> 8 µg/ml, the ADA dosing interval
could be extended from 2 to 3 weeks without loss of disease control.(9) Also
ADA-TL> 6.4 µg/ml could predict persistent remission, and ADA-TLs>1.9 µg/ml
persistency of LDA.(10) Therefore we evaluated the association between flare and
ADA-TL by determining the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUROC) at the moment of stopping ADA in patients with RA and LDA. The AUROC
was 0.50 (95% CI 0.42-0.58), p=0.92, thus was not predictive of flare at the moment
of discontinuation of ADA. Secondly, when applying to our data the cut-off levels
according to the literature (ADA-TL> 6.4 µg/ml could predict persistent remission,
and ADA-TLs>1.9 µg/ml persistency of LDA), these cut offs were not predictive for
flare either. If patients had an ‘adequate level’ of ADA (≥ 5 µg/ml) than they had an
increased time-to-flare after stopping ADA compared to patients who had ‘inadequate
level’ (<5 of µg/ml) ADA. Next to ADA-TL also ADA-abs were measured; detectable
ADA-abs were shown in only 4 patients of whom two (50%) experienced a flare.
In conclusion, flare risk within the year following stopping ADA is not predicted by the
ADA-TL assessed at the moment of stopping. The frequency of antidrug antibody
formation of ADA was so low that no conclusion could be drawn.
Applicability in daily clinical practice:
ADA-TL measured at the time of discontinuing ADA do not predict future flare and the
prevalence of ADA-abs were very low, so no conclusion can be drawn whether their
presence influences flare risk.

the multi-biomarker diSeaSe activity Score
The multi-biomarker disease activity score (MBDA) is a blood test that measures
12 serum proteins, producing a score that has been clinically validated as a measure
of disease activity in patients with RA.(11) It assesses the activity of an underlying
biological pathways. Earlier, in the RETRO (12) and DRESS (13) studies, the MBDA
score was evaluated as a predictor for flare at the moment of discontinuation or
tapering DMARDs. MBDA score was generated on a scale of 1 to 100, with previously
validated categories for low (<30), moderate (30 to 44) and high (>44) disease
activity. (11) The RETRO study showed that the MBDA score was capable of
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predicting the outcome of TNFi tapering and discontinuation, but in the DRESS study,
in which TNFi was tapered, MBDA was not predictive of flare. Because of these
conflicting results the MBDA score was evaluated in the POET as a predictor of
disease relapse after discontinuation of TNFi treatment (chapter 5). Three different
criteria for disease relapse were used, namely TNFi restart, medication escalation,
physician-reported flare and presence of any of these three criteria. It was noted that
patients with a high MBDA (> 44) at baseline had more risk of flare than patients with
MBDA < 44. Over 80% of patients with a high MBDA score experienced a relapse
according to one of the three criteria. This suggest that patients with LDA and high
MBDA scores may have inflammation that is partly or entirely subclinical. The risk of
experiencing a disease relapse, according to any flare criterion as mentioned above,
is > 80% in patients with MBDA score>44. This is relatively very high, but patients
with moderate or low MBDA score have respectively a risk of relapse of almost 70%
and 60% within 12 months which is also quite high and may limit the utility of the
MBDA score to guide TNFi discontinuation in clinical practice.
Applicability in daily clinical practice:
MBDA score cannot yet be used as a guide to discontinue TNFi in clinical practice.

a core Set oF the multi-biomarker diSeaSe activity Score
In the previous chapter, MBDA was assessed as predictor of flare, but based on the
(patho)physiology of RA and on literature, some of the individual components of the
MBDA could be more predictive of flare than others. Low levels of MMP-3 reflect low
disease activity(14) and can predict long-term remission.(15) Also a higher level of
CRP at achieving remission is an independent predictor for discontinuation of
bDMARD due to insufficient response after achieving remission in patients with
RA.(16) So in chapter 6 the hypothesis was that a limited core set of individual
components of MBDA score, assessed at the moment of stopping TNFi in established
RA patients with sustained LDA, could be more predictive of flare than the MBDA. A
core set of MBDA variables was investigated as possible predictor for flare. Comparing
the AUROC of the MBDA score with the AUROC of a selected core set of MBDA
variables, the core set of MBDA variables (MMP-1, VCAM-1, MMP-3 and leptin)
provided a statistically significantly better, although clinically modestly superior
prediction of flare risk compared to the MBDA score. If disease duration and
DAS28-ESR were added to MBDA score and the coreset of MBDA variables, the
AUROC improved for both, but for the core set of MBDA the improvement was better
compared to for MBDA score alone. However, this improvement was so small that it
was not clinically relevant.
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Applicability in daily clinical practice:
The core set of MBDA variables performed slightly better in the prediction of flare
compared to MBDA score on the group level, but due to its limited discriminatory
capacity it is not applicable for individual patients.

biologic-Free diSeaSe control
In chapter 7, baseline predictors for bDMARD-free disease control in patients with
RA after stopping TNFi were being identified in the POET study. Multivariate analyses
showed that disease duration < 10 years, MBDA ≤ 44 and the use of an anti-TNF
monoclonal antibody was associated with successful discontinuation of TNFi.
Recently a retrospective study showed also that the use of an anti-TNF monoclonal
antibody was more advantageous for achieving bDMARD-free remission, compared
to a TNF receptor antagonist.(17) This last finding might be explained by several
differences between the TNF receptor antagonists and anti-TNF monoclonal
antibodies. Taking all the results of our post-hoc data-analyses into account, we
found that approximately 70% of patients who used an anti-TNF monoclonal antibody
(i.e., ADA), with a disease duration <10 years and a low or moderate baseline MBDA
score were able to successfully stop their TNFi, while conversely 80% of patients on
a TNF receptor antagonist, with a disease duration ≥ 10 years and an MBDA score
> 44 restarted their TNFi within 12 months of stopping.
Applicability in daily clinical practice:
The predictive ability of use of an anti-TNF monoclonal antibody, disease duration
less or equal to 10 years and low to moderate MBDA score at the time of discontinuation
was modest for successful discontinuation of TNFi. The use of these predictors will
be limited in daily practice.

RADIOGRAPHY
If flare after discontinuation of TNFi cannot be predicted, what is the risk for
radiographic progression in patients who stop TNFi? The final conclusion of chapter
2 was that precaution should be taken in the decision to taper medication because
there was limited evidence on radiographic progression;(18) the PRESERVE study
showed a significantly higher rate of radiographic progression in the stop group
versus the continuation group.(19) The aim in chapter 8 was to establish whether
flaring after discontinuation of TNFi in patients with RA and LDA, would be associated
with more radiographic progression compared to no flare. Our study found that there
was no difference in mean (SD) radiographic progression after one year between
patients with RA who flared and who did not. The cumulative probability plot for
radiographic progression over two years (although a major part of X-rays was
missing) showed similar results. Only a higher baseline Sharp/van der Heijde-score
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predicted radiographic progression. The fact that there was no difference in
radiographic joint progression between patients who experience a flare and those
who continue LDA is reassuring, but it must be noted that there was a relatively short
flare period in which progression could be increased. On the other hand, the two-year
data, although limited, show even less radiographic progression. In both groups a
few patients had radiographic progression. Henaux et al. performed a meta-analysis
comparing discontinuation bDMARD versus continuation and concluded that
discontinuation of bDMARDs led to an increased risk of radiographic progression
(relative risk 1.09, CI95%: 1.02-1.17, p=0.01). This shows a borderline statistically
significantly worsening of radiographic outcome, but the difference in structural
progression values are minimal and have questionable value in terms of clinical
relevance.(20)
Applicability in daily clinical practice:
Patients with RA and LDA can stop TNFi without risking clinically relevantly more
radiographic progression in the first year after stopping TNFi and probably also in the
second year.

LIMITATIONS OF OUR RESEARCH
Our study was an open label design study which could have led to a selection bias of
including only the ‘best’ patients with LDA. Unfortunately, there was no information
about how many patients met the inclusion criteria and how many were actually
included. If patients and/or rheumatologist expected a flare after discontinuation of
TNFi based on previous experience with medication changes, it is possible that
patients turned down the offer to participate in the study. Also the possibility exists
that rheumatologists not even suggested them to participate in this study. Given the
large number of participants (817) who participated, we expect this bias was minimal.
A second limitation of the study was that not all clinical predictors known from the
literature were collected, like smoking, duration of TNFi use and the duration of
DMARD use before start of TNFi. The third limitation was the long disease duration (a
mean of 9 years) of patients participating in our study. Partially this was due to the fact
that the TARA-study was also conducted in the Netherlands at the same time. The
inclusion criteria in both studies (POET and TARA) were almost the same except for
disease duration, for the TARA-study it was < 10 years and POET had no limitation.
This led to the inclusion of more patients with a prolonged disease duration from that
region in which TARA was conducted.
Regarding the use of as predictor for flare, the ultrasonographic reliability was optimized
by training and calibration sessions using Naredo’s modification of Skudlarek’s
scoring system.(21) Despite this optimal preparation, a baseline ultrasonography did
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not predict flare. Whether this is explained by the setup of ultrasonography in daily
clinical care, the heterogeneity of the RA patients or the need for repeated ultrasonography over time is yet unknown.
The assessment only at baseline of MBDA score and the individual biomarkers of the
MBDA score is the fourth limitation. If longitudinal measurements would have been
performed, they might have provided insight into the effect of TNFi discontinuation
on the outcome of the MBDA score and its individual biomarkers, and into the
potential for early change in MBDA score to predict relapse. Also the MBDA is
developed as a measure for disease activity in patients with RA and is not a validated
predictor. Regarding to the identification of a coreset of MBDA variables as predictor
for flare, it could have led to overfitting as we only estimated its performance in a
development cohort. If it would become available for use in daily clinical practice, it
needs to be validated in another cohort.
Another point that needs to be raised is that nowadays patients with RA are treated
earlier and that a bDMARD can be prescribed after csDMARD failure already 3
months after start of treatment. Recently research showed that RA patients treated
early with TNFi and achieving their therapeutic clinical targets early in the course of
their disease, seem to maintain their clinical response after tapering or discontinuing
TNFi.(22) Given the long disease duration in our patient sample, our results might not
be fully representative of this RA population.

CONCLUSIONS OF OUR RESEARCH
Almost 50% of the patients in the POET study were able to discontinue their TNFi
without experiencing a flare. Unfortunately none of the predictors (patient- and
disease characteristics, ultrasonography, adalimumab trough levels, anti-adalimumab
antibody formation, MBDA score, a core set of MBDA, the kind of TNFi) that were
investigated was able to reliably predict flare on the patient level, and as a
consequence the ideal profile of the patients who would profit the most from stopping
TNFi treatment could not be determined. On group level only the patients with ultrasonographic arthritis or high MBDA score were more at risk of flare at the moment of
stopping TNFi in patients with RA and LDA.
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FURTHER RESEARCH ON PREDICTION OF FLARE
The question still stands what is needed to predict flare on the patient level. If TNFi is
stopped, the suppression of the exaggerated immune response will decrease and
patients might experience a flare, but this is only seen in about 50% of the patients.
The question arises what could be the difference between these patients (flare vs
non-flare) or what is the difference in the mechanism that is responsible for
experiencing a flare or not. In RA the exaggerated response of the immune system
can be suppressed by using antirheumatic drugs. So when remission or LDA is
achieved, this could be the effect of medication, but would spontaneous remission
also be a possibility? Spontaneous remission might be the explanation why some
patients stay in a state of LDA after stopping TNFi, while others experience a flare.
What is the mechanism that keeps these patients in remission? Which research tool/
method can represent ‘true’ disease activity and how can the risk of flare after discontinuation be predicted more accurately for the individual patient with RA and LDA?
The difficulty in answering these question is due to the fact that RA is a heterogeneous
disease and even best considered as a clinical syndrome, rather than one distinct
disease.(23) Also the disease itself can progress into different phases; this can be
concluded from spontaneous reactivation of the disease after it was completely in
remission or LDA for a longer time on drug therapy. This change in disease activity
may be a sign of secondary ineffectiveness of the therapy due to alterations in (patho)
physiology of RA at that moment. These patients might need to switch to other
medication to achieve LDA or remission again. In our research, DAS28 was used to
monitor the change in disease activity. DAS28 is a clinical measure of disease activity,
is validated only on the group level, and measures disease activity indirectly instead
of providing a measure of ‘true inflammatory activity’. Patients had LDA so DAS28
was <3.2 in our study, but MBDA, MMP-3 and ultrasonography showed still signs of
disease activity. To know more about ‘true inflammatory activity’, more knowledge on
the cause, pathogenesis and development of RA is necessary.(24) In the pathogenesis,
genomic variations(DNA), gene expression(loci), protein translation(mRNA) and posttranslational modifications(proteomics) may be involved. To unravel the pathogenesis
of RA, genome-wide association studies in large cohort populations have been
done, enabling the simultaneous assessment of thousands of genes and loci for
possible association with RA e.g. HLA-DR4, HLA-DRB1 and also non-HLA genetic
loci.(24) Even though these genes and loci have been discovered, this has not
allowed reliable prediction of RA risk in the clinic. Transcriptome is much more cell
and tissue specific than genome, but RNA is far less stable than DNA and consistent
sample handling and processing are crucial for generation of high-quality data.
Using microarray or RNAseq to identify RNA transcripts differentially expressed
between healthy individuals and those with RA may provide new insights into how RA
occurs, how it may be treated, and in case of remission or LDA taper or discontinue
csDMARDs, bDMARDs or tsDMARDs. The patients of the POET study were clinically
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in LDA and it would have been of interest to look at the difference in mRNA between
these patients and healthy controls. Also proteomics in RA might identify proteins
involved in disease, stress response, or therapeutic effects.(24) Proteomics have
identified several candidates for more detailed study of the potential involvement in
RA. Different serum protein levels (biomarkers) e.g. sICAM1 and CXCL13 could
be used for stratification of TNF-response.(25) It has been proposed that high
concentrations of CXCL13 in plasma indicate recent onset of inflammation. This
might be a biomarker for detection of early inflammation in patients with RA, which
resembles the ‘true’ disease activity. Maybe these new biomarkers can be used to
measure ‘true disease activity’ in patients with RA and LDA or even remission and
these could be a predictor of flare in these patients. Unfortunately the results are not
always reliable and this might reflect the complexity of the syndrome RA.(24)
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SAMENVATTING EN DISCUSSIE

SAMENVATTING
Reumatoïde artritis (RA) is een chronische auto-immuun ziekte, die gewrichtsontstekingen veroorzaakt, waardoor patiënten pijn en stijfheid ervaren. (Hoofdstuk 1) Dit leidt
tot verminderde beweeglijkheid van gewrichten en beperking in functioneren.
De ontstekingen veroorzaken ook een verhoogd risico op hartvaatziekten, botontkalking en aantasting van andere organen, zoals longen, hart en nieren. Sinds de
jaren negentig van de vorige eeuw zijn de vooruitzichten voor de patiënt met RA
sterk verbeterd door het sneller starten met de behandeling na het stellen van de
diagnose, het combineren van reumamedicijnen en door intensiever te behandelen.
Sinds de eeuwwisseling zijn tumor necrosis factor inhibitors (TNFi) als nieuwe groep
medicijnen voor RA geïntroduceerd, waardoor de ziekte nog beter te behandelen is
en patiënten veel beter kunnen blijven functioneren. Er zijn momenteel 5 TNFi:
adalimumab, certolizumab, etanercept, golimumab en infliximab, waarbij adalimumab
en etanercept heeft meest frequent in Nederland gebruikt werden.
TNFi hebben ook nadelen, zoals een verhoogd risico op infecties, vooral luchtweginfecties (in ±17%), en een licht verhoogd risico op sommige vormen van huidkanker;
verder is deze groep van medicijnen duur. Dit leidde tot de vraag of patiënten door
moeten gaan met deze medicijnen als hun RA al een tijd rustig is, en de vraag bij wie
in deze situatie gestopt zou kunnen worden met een verwaarloosbaar risico op
opvlammen van RA. De Nederlandse Vereniging voor Reumatologie (NVR) heeft,
met subsidie van het ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport, het “Potential
Optimalisation of Experdiency and Effectiveness of TNFi (POET-)onderzoek uitgevoerd,
waarin patiënten met rustige RA lootten voor doorgaan met TNFi (1/3 van de hele
groep) of stoppen met TNFi (2/3 van de hele groep). De gegevens van de patiënten
die stopten zijn in dit proefschrift geanalyseerd, om verschillende vraagstellingen te
beantwoorden.
In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt een overzicht gegeven van wat er al in de literatuur
bekend was over afbouwen of stoppen van medicijnen voor RA, disease modifying
antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) genoemd. Hieruit bleek dat afbouwen of stoppen bij
minimaal 20-50% van de patiënten met RA mogelijk zou zijn, zonder opvlamming
van RA. Er is ook gekeken of er patiënt- of ziekte gerelateerde kenmerken zijn die
een verhoogd risico geven op opvlammen bij het afbouwen of staken van DMARDs.
Dit zijn o.a. lange ziekteduur van RA, roken, hoger BMI, langer gebruik van TNFi,
hogere ziekteactiviteit en aanwezigheid van reumafactor (RF) en anti-CCP (een soort
reumafactor) in het bloed.
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In hoofdstuk 3 werd onderzocht of echografische tekenen van gewrichtsontsteking
op het moment van staken van TNFi een toegevoegde waarde hebben voor het
voorspellen van opvlammen van RA boven op de bekende voorspellende patiënt- en
ziektekenmerken. Er werden per patiënt 20 gewrichten echografisch bekeken.
De conclusie is dat de groep van patiënten met echografische tekenen van gewrichtsontsteking een verhoogd risico heeft op opvlammen van RA, maar dat de voorspelling
voor de individuele patiënt onvoldoende betrouwbaar is.
In het onderzoek beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 is gekeken of bij patiënten met RA de
dalspiegel van adalimumab, gemeten ten tijde van stoppen van adalimumab,
toekomstig opvlammen van RA kan voorspellen. De dalspiegel is de concentratie in
het bloed, kort voordat een nieuwe injectie van adalimumab weer nodig zou zijn. In
de wetenschappelijke literatuur worden verschillende afkappunten van dalspiegels
gemeld, waarboven de kans op toekomstig opvlammen van RA bij patiënten met
rustige RA klein is, maar bij het testen van deze waarden in ons onderzoek bleken ze
niet de kans op toekomstig opvlammen van RA te kunnen voorspellen.
In de analyses weergegeven in hoofdstuk 5 werd gekeken of bepaalde ontstekingseiwitten, die samen de zogeheten multi-biomaker disease activity (MBDA) score
vormen, toekomstig opvlammen van RA kunnen voorspellen na stoppen van TNFi.
De MBDA score werd bepaald ten tijde van stoppen van TNFi. De uitslag van de
MBDA score is als volgt: <30 is een lage, 30-44 een matig hoge en >44 een hoge
score. Patiënten met een hoge MBDA score ten tijde van stoppen van TNFi hadden
een hoger risico op toekomstig opvlammen van RA dan zij met een lagere score.
Maar patiënten met een matig hoge of lage MBDA score hadden toch ook een relatief
hoog risico op opvlammen, wat maakt dat in de praktijk de MBDA score geen echt
betrouwbare parameter is om bij een patiënt te bepalen of de TNFi veilig gestopt kan
worden.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt beschreven hoe we zijn gekomen tot een beperkte set van
individuele MBDA-componenten, in een poging een betere voorspeller van toekomstig
opvlammen van RA na stoppen van TNFi te verkrijgen dan de MBDA score. De set
van 4 individuele MBDA-componenten voorspelde opvlammen van RA inderdaad
wel beter dan MBDA score, maar het verschil is klinisch, voor de individuele patiënt,
nauwelijks van betekenis.
In hoofdstuk 7 word beschreven hoe we patiënt- en ziektekenmerken (zoals leeftijd,
ziekteduur van RA, uitslag van de reumafactortest, en het specifieke TNFi-middel)
hebben geanalyseerd als voorspellers van toekomstig opvlammen van RA na
stoppen van TNFi. De statistische analyses lieten zien dat gebruik van het specifieke
TNFi-middel adalimumab, een kortere ziekteduur (<10jr) en lage of matig hoge
MBDA score kunnen voorspellen dat TNFi kan worden gestaakt met minder risico op
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opvlammen. Echter, deze voorspelling is op groepsniveau duidelijk, maar voor de
individuele patiënt te weinig betrouwbaar.
Tot slot is nog gekeken of er risico is op het ontwikkelen van extra gewrichtsschade,
te zien op röntgenfoto’s, bij hen die na stoppen van TNFi opvlammen van RA kregen.
Daartoe werden röntgenfoto’s van gewrichten van deze patiënten vergeleken met
die van patiënten zonder opvlamming van RA na stoppen van TNFi. Na 1 jaar was er
geen verschil tussen deze patiëntengroepen, maar de periode van 1 jaar is kort,
want gewrichtsschade ontstaat langzaam. Ook na twee jaar bleek er geen verschil
te zijn tussen deze groepen, alleen het aantal patiënten van wie we röntgengegevens
hadden, was beperkter, hetgeen de betrouwbaarheid wat geringer maakt.

DISCUSSIE
Dit onderzoek is gedaan in het huidige tijdsgewricht, waarin dure biologische
DMARDs worden gebruikt en ontwikkeld om RA helemaal tot rust te brengen, we
spreken dan over remissie. De vraag rees of, als langdurige remissie wordt bereikt,
het nodig is dat de betreffende patiënt dan de dure biologische DMARDs blijft
gebruiken. De conclusie van het eerder verrichte POEET-onderzoek is dat bijna 50%
van deze patiënten kan stoppen met TNFi, maar dat betekent uiteraard ook dat 50%
binnen een jaar een opvlamming van RA krijgt, waarbij dan vaak de TNFi hervat
wordt. In het POEET-onderzoek werd al getracht bij het stoppen van TNFi te
voorspellen, welke patiënt een laag risico op opvlamming heeft; dat bleek niet goed
mogelijk.
Het huidige onderzoek zoals beschreven in dit proefschrift is verder gegaan met
pogingen dit risico op opvlamming te voorspellen, o.a. door bij het stoppen
echografie te doen, met het kijken naar tekenen van lichte gewrichtsontsteking. Ook
de conclusie van al het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift is dat het niet
betrouwbaar te voorspellen is, welke patiënt opvlammen van RA zal krijgen. Gelukkig
kunnen wij laten zien dat het risico op toename van gewrichtsschade, als zich
opvlammen voordoet na stoppen TNFi, zeer beperkt lijkt.
Ander goed Nederlands onderzoek (de TARA-trial) had ongeveer dezelfde vraag: of
patiënten in langdurige remissie de goedkope methotrexaat of dure biologische
DMARDs wel in dezelfde dosering moeten blijven gebruiken, of dan niet afgebouwd
kan worden. Uit dit onderzoek bleekt dat het dan niet uitmaakt of de biologische
DMARD of de methotrexaat wordt afgebouwd. Gezien de kosten wordt geadviseerd
te beginnen met het afbouwen van de biologische DMARDs als patiënten rustige RA
hebben. Dat is dus een alternatief voor dan stoppen met de biologische DMARD.
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Aan de horizon gloren nieuwe strategieën en ontwikkelingen. Een gedetailleerd
begrip van de ontstaansmechanismen van RA is nodig en eveneens het ontstaan
van een reactivatie van RA. Waarom krijgt de ene patiënt wel een reactivatie van zijn
RA en de ander niet terwijl bij beiden TNFi wordt gestopt. Huidig onderzoek met
genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics en metabolomics (tezamen aangeduid als
“system biology”) ontrafelt het ontstaan van RA steeds verder. Het is niet onmogelijk
dat dit onderzoek ook oplevert dat er meerdere soorten RA zijn, die op verschillend
wijzen optimaal dienen te worden behandeld. Of alle nieuwe ontwikkelingen veel op
zullen leveren, de toekomst zal het leren en we zullen deze ontwikkelingen op de voet
volgen om onze patiënten zo goed mogelijk te (blijven) behandelen.
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DANKWOORD
Enorm dankbaar ben ik voor alle steun die ik de afgelopen jaren heb mogen ervaren
om mijn proefschrift tot een goed einde te brengen. Om mijn grote dankbaarheid te
tonen aan eenieder die dit proefschrift mede mogelijk heeft gemaakt, schieten
woorden eigenlijk tekort. Toch doe ik een poging om mijn gevoel van dankbaarheid
over te brengen.
Allereerst wil ik alle patiënten erg bedanken, die belangeloos aan ons onderzoek
hebben deelgenomen en die het hebben aangedurfd om te stoppen met TNFi, of die
juist nog 1 jaar langer ermee moesten doorgaan. Zonder jullie was dit proefschrift
niet mogelijk geweest.
Dr. Tim Jansen, mijn eerste copromotor. Het idee voor het onderzoek dat beschreven
wordt in dit proefschrift is ontstaan in het Radboudumc, toen wij nog samen een
werkkamer deelden. De POET-studie was reeds bedacht en het leek jou interessant
om er een echografieonderzoek aan te koppelen, maar er was nog niemand die die
kar wilde gaan trekken. Ik was toen al met een onderzoeksopzet bezig met betrekking
tot echografie en reumatoïde artritis, maar toen we samen aan het brainstormen waren
over de POET en echografie, bleek dit voor mij een gouden kans te zijn. Met David
ten Cate, Nanno Swen, Andreas Gerards, Ramon Voorneman, Cees Haagsma, Natalja
Basoski, Mike de Jager, Jolanda Luime en Hans Jacobs werd het onderzoekvoorstel
voor POET-US geschreven. Jij hebt voor financiële ondersteuning gezorgd. Tim, dank
voor de goede tijd in onze werkkamer met uitzicht op “het kasteel”, met daarachter
de bomen, die ervoor zorgden dat we alle seizoenen goed meekregen. Dank voor de
verdere begeleiding toen we beiden elders aan het werk gingen.
Dr. Hans Jacobs, als tweede copromotor was jij diegene die (vrijwel) altijd op tijd
inbelde, altijd kritische vragen stelde en ook weer wat helderheid bracht in de wereld
van de statistiek en immer inhoudelijke suggesties en taalkundige verbeteringen had
in zowel de Engelse als Nederlandse taal. Excuses voor alle hartverzakkingen die ik
jou heb veroorzaakt en mogelijk ook de extra wijn die je hebt moeten nuttigen om
mijn zoveelste uitglijer in de statistiek weg te drinken. Nu is het klaar en kun je met een
gerust hart met pensioen gaan en onder het genot van een heerlijk glas wijn genieten
van de voltooiing van dit proefschrift.
Dr. Jolanda Luime, door de kennis en ervaring die jij inmiddels had met het begeleiden
van promovendi met echografie als onderwerp werd jij mijn derde copromotor.
Jij hebt ervoor gezorgd dat ik het lichtpuntje aan het einde van de tunnel bleef zien.
De tweewekelijkse en later maandelijkse telefonische overleggen, samen met Hans,
gaven voer tot nadenken, maar vooral ook sturing en ondersteuning. Niet vaak
hebben we met het promotieteam aan een tafel gezeten, mede door de drukke
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agenda’s en de afstanden, maar jij had tijdens een van deze schaarse momenten
een bos bloemen met mooie vaas voor mij meegenomen als ondersteuning en
waardering voor al het harde werken. Deze vaas staat nog steeds prominent in de
woonkamer en brengt deze mooie herinnering regelmatig tot leven.
Prof. dr. Piet van Riel, destijds als hoofd van de afdeling reumatologie in het Radboudumc
heb jij, mijn promotor, mij al tijdens mijn AIOS-tijd aangenomen om na mijn registratie
als reumatoloog naast klinisch werk, ook promotieonderzoek te doen. Het was voor
mij een fantastische kans om mijn droom werkelijkheid te zien worden. Deze reis is
voor ons beiden niet zonder slag of stoot gegaan en ik ben jou zeer erkentelijk voor
de tijd en energie die je in mijn ontwikkeling hebt gestoken en het vertrouwen dat je
altijd in mij hebt gehad en gehouden. Tijdens onze overlegmomenten sprong ik vaak
van de hak op de tak en kwamen niet alleen promotie-gerelateerde punten aan bod,
maar konden we over van alles spreken, inclusief mijn verdere ontwikkeling, niet alleen
t.a.v. mijn verdere professionele carrière, maar ook als mens. Ik zal deze overlegmomenten gaan missen, maar de herinneringen eraan blijven koesteren.
Zonder mijn directe collega’s destijds in het Radboudumc en de collega’s in het
land, die patiënten hebben benaderd om deel te nemen aan dit onderzoek was dit
mooie resultaat er niet geweest. De tijd en de moeite die jullie hebben geïnvesteerd
om ook bij de echografie-nascholing in het Radboudumc aanwezig te zijn is fantastisch.
In het bijzonder wil ik David ten Cate bedanken voor de ondersteuning bij het doen
van echografie van gewrichten en het beschikbaar stellen van zijn atlas met echo grafische beelden om het scoren van gewrichten te uniformeren. Eveneens wil ik
graag de patiënten uit het Radboudumc, die proefpersoon waren bij de echografienascholingen, bedanken, want zonder jullie was het niet mogelijk geweest om de
reumatologen de gewrichten zo uniform mogelijk echografisch te laten scoren. Zonder
Franka Hoeks-van Dinther, research verpleegkundige, waren deze nascholingen niet
mogelijk geweest. Franka, jij hebt mij geholpen met de organisatie ervan en daarnaast
hielp jij bij de inclusie van de patiënten en het inplannen van echografisch onderzoek
van hun gewrichten.
Om analyses te kunnen verrichten voor de verschillende artikelen was kennis van
SPSS noodzakelijk. Jos Hendrikx, jij nam mij onder jouw hoede en leerde mij hoe ik
ervoor kon zorgen dat het systeem voor mij werkte; daarnaast heb jij voor mij de
(in mijn ogen) meest ingewikkelde syntax geschreven. Hier heb ik mijn hele promotietraject plezier van gehad. Analyses zijn niet mogelijk zonder data; hiervoor kon ik
keer op keer terugvallen op Peter ten Klooster. Jij zorgde er binnen één uur voor dat
ik over de data die ik nodig had kon beschikken. Beiden dank voor jullie hulp.
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Na mijn vertrek op 1 juni 2014 uit het Radboudumc heb ik van mijn collega’s in
Bernhoven (Piet, Bea, Anne, Ellen en destijds Calin) de kans gekregen om bijzonder
verlof op te nemen om aan het proefschrift te werken. Daarnaast waren ze altijd weer
benieuwd naar de stand van zaken en probeerden me, indien nodig, te stimuleren.
Tijdens het laatste EULAR-congres te Madrid: jullie (Ellen en Anne) lekker de stad in
en ik “mocht” op de hotelkamer in de spaarzame uurtjes de laatste “sprint” trekken...
Mijn coauteurs, voor zover nog niet bij naam genoemd, en anderen die ik vergeten
ben te noemen: zonder jullie was dit proefschrift er niet gekomen, ik ben jullie enorm
dankbaar!
Zonder de financiële ondersteuning van Abbvie was dit proefschrift niet tot stand
gekomen.
Mijn lieve vriendinnen Janneke en Babette, jullie hebben intens meegeleefd met de
ups en downs tijdens de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. Jullie steun was
onbetaalbaar en hopelijk is er nu meer tijd om samen iets te gaan ondernemen
zonder bij mij het gevoel van: “maar ik moet nog …”.
Mijn moeder en schoonmoeder (Liesbeth) mogen hier zeker niet ontbreken. Lieve
Liesbeth, jij hebt vaak extra opgepast zodat ik aan het proefschrift kon werken en de
kinderen thuis konden zijn in hun vertrouwde omgeving. Bedankt voor al jouw goede
zorgen voor hen en je bezorgdheid om mij! Jouw steun heeft mij enorm geholpen om
het tot een goed einde te brengen. Lieve mama, ik mag jou ook niet vergeten in dit
dankwoord. Jij hebt me keer op keer een hart onder de riem gestoken als het tegen
zat. Daarnaast zorgde jij er vaak voor dat de schone was opgevouwen in de kast
terecht kwam ( en nog steeds) en jij was ook altijd beschikbaar als oppas, als ik weer
eens een avond of nachtje weg moest of wilde. Hopelijk blijft dit bestaan ondanks dat
dit proefschrift nu klaar is.
Dit proefschrift draag ik graag op aan mijn vader Gerard Karnebeek en schoonvader
Jan Lamers. Papa, jij hebt me altijd gesteund in mijn keuzes, alleen over het starten
met promotieonderzoek was je zeer kritisch: ‘zou je het nu wel doen met een jong
gezin?’. We hebben het er een aantal keren over gehad, maar helaas heb je niet meer
mee kunnen maken dat ik gestart ben, en me kunnen helpen met o.a. de statistische
hobbels die genomen moesten worden. Ik heb me altijd afgevraagd hoe het mogelijk
was dat jij binnen jouw vakgebied statistiek doceerde en ik keer op keer moeite had om
er iets van te begrijpen en te onthouden. Toch is het uiteindelijk gelukt, mede dankzij
de opvoeding die ik van jou heb gekregen; je leerde me verantwoordelijkheid te
nemen en niet op te geven, ook al was het soms lastig. Dank daarvoor lieve papa.
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Jan, ook jij hebt een voor mij belangrijke bijdrage geleverd aan dit proefschrift.
Je was trots op mij en op wat ik deed en probeerde de taak van vader na het verlies
van mijn eigen vader op je te nemen. Je stimuleerde mij om mijn dromen en wensen
na te jagen zonder mijn omgeving uit het oog te verliezen. Hiervoor ben ik je zeer
dankbaar.
Tot slot (last but not least) wil ik mijn lieve en geduldige man Christian bedanken voor
zijn enorme steun gedurende de lange tijd dat ik gewerkt heb aan dit proefschrift.
Dat je mij de kans bood om dit tot een goed einde te brengen, heb ik als heel bijzonder
ervaren. Hoe vaak ik ook heb gezegd: “nog 1 jaar en dan is het klaar”, jij hebt dat
iedere keer weer voor waar aangenomen, maar nu is het dan ook echt klaar en niet
over nog een extra jaar. Daarnaast wil ik ook graag mijn lieve kinderen van harte
bedanken voor hun steun en geduld. Jouw vraag, Eline: “mam, kan ik nog iets voor
je doen?”, en jouw opmerking, Ruben: “mama, je mag wel even een avond niet
werken!”, voelden als een enorme steun. Nu is het dan eindelijk zover en ‘hoeft
mama niet altijd ‘s avonds of in het weekend achter de laptop’. We gaan met z’n allen
genieten van meer tijd samen. Nu kan ik ook mijn belofte aan jullie inlossen dat,
als het proefschrift klaar zou zijn, ik met jullie en Christian naar New York zou gaan.
So, New York City, here we come!!
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CURRICULUM VITAE VAN FEMKE LAMERS-KARNEBEEK
Femke Karnebeek werd geboren op 1 maart 1975 te Beek,
bij Nijmegen. De Nijmeegse middelbare school Canisius
College Mater Dei werd bezocht van 1987 tot 1995. In het
eindexamenjaar 1994 bleek dat het vak natuurkunde ook
verplicht was voor de studie geneeskunde en dit vak werd in
het schooljaar 1994-1995 alsnog behaald. Er werd in 1994-1995
en 1995-1996 mee-geloot voor de studie geneeskunde, maar
beide keren werd ze uitgeloot met een lotnummer boven de
6000. Om toch geneeskunde te gaan studeren werd de
overstap naar België (Leuven) gemaakt, maar daar sloot de
manier van onderwijs niet bij haar aan. Ze kwam in 1996 voor de studie biomedische
gezondheidswetenschappen terug naar Nijmegen en behaalde daar haar propedeuse
in 1997. Uiteindelijk werd ze in 1997 alsnog ingeloot en mocht ze het tweede jaar
geneeskunde instromen, onder voorwaarde dat ze nog 2 maanden in eigen tijd
onderzoek zou doen onder leiding van dr. Frank van den Hoogen, nu prof. dr. Frank
van den Hoogen, op de afdeling reumatische ziekten van het Radboudumc. Aldus
geschiedde.
Na het behalen van het artsexamen startte ze met de opleiding tot internist, en na
4 jaar (op 1 januari 2007) besloot ze over te stappen naar de reumatologie.
De opleiding tot reumatoloog werd voltooid op 1 oktober 2009. Toen werd ze door
prof. dr. Piet van Riel aangenomen als reumatoloog en onderzoeker aan de afdeling
reumatische ziekten van het Radboudumc. In de zomer 2011 werd haar onderzoeksvoorstel “Potential Optimization of Expediency of TNFi Ultrasonography” (POET-US)
geschreven en startte ze met haar promotieonderzoek, waarbij de eerste patiënt in
maart 2012 werd geïncludeerd. Het begeleidingsteam bestond uit prof. dr. Piet van
Riel (promotor, reumatoloog), dr. Tim Jansen (copromotor, reumatoloog), dr. Hans Jacobs
(copromotor, reumatoloog) en dr. Jolanda Luime (copromotor, Data & Analytics
Officer). In mei 2014 heeft ze de overstap gemaakt van het Radboudumc naar
Bernhoven om daar als reumatoloog aan de slag te gaan, onder voorwaarde dat ze
haar promotieonderzoek aan het Radboudumc mocht afmaken.
Sinds 2004 is ze getrouwd met Christian Lamers; ze zijn de trotse ouders van Eline
(2007) en Ruben (2009).
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RESEARCH DATA MANAGEMENT
This thesis is based on the results of human studies, which were conducted in
accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. The medical and ethical
review board Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects Region Arnhem
Nijmegen, Nijmegen, the Netherlands has given approval to conduct these studies.
The approval to conduct these studies is stored on the Radboudumc, department
server: (H:)Reuma in Klin Ond\RA\POET.
In our studies patients received questionnaire booklets containing the written informed
consent during the physical examination moment. The participating physicians filled
in the research form on paper. The POET study was a nationwide study, so all the
participating hospitals were responsible for storing their own informed consent data.
The paper data of participating Radboudumc patients were stored in the department
of rheumatology.
The ultrasonography data are stored at the department of IQ health care room
m.245.01.128A.
The patient data and syntax of the POET study are stored in C:\Users\Gebruiker\
Transparency in Healthcare B.V\Team site - Documenten\POET studies Enschede.
The data will be saved for 15 years after termination of the study (March 1, 2014).
Using these patient data in future research is only possible after a renewed permission
by the patient as recorded in the informed consent. The datasets analyzed during
these studies are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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